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CHAPTER ONE

Long Bright

Day

I
Back to Moscow
Moscow early in 1943, near the end of a tense
rtnd anxious winter, it was still a place of hunger and suffering
lreneath its hard determination, and behind the dark ice-coated

WHBU I had left

last great German ofienit was alreadY
same Muscovites. TheY

e

one by and

soemed to wear new faces full of hope and confidence, and the
<:ity was radiant with light in contrast to the memory I had carried around the world with me.
Summer accounted for some of the changed aspect, of course.

All around for a thousand miles or more I saw, flying up from
and sm
smillusn ano
vivid green, as lush
of vlvlct
Astrakhan, an endless expanse or
ing with crops as in winter it was forbidding and deathlike in its
still mask of white, charred by the deep gloomy forests of birch.
Now everything in Moscow seemed newly washed, even the air,
:rnd this was not iust summer illusion. The drapery of painted
lrces and factories and apartment buildings had been scrubbed
llom the Kremlin buildings and walls, so that now they have dirrrensions again, and form and color. The Bolshoi Theater had
ttken ofi its scafioldings and its fine columns sparkled in the
D
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blessed sun. Now you could see that the University and Chaikovsky Hall and a dozen other buildings were really very good,
something you never noticed when tricks of camouflage confused the eye, and the stinging wind kept your face buried low
in a fur collar.
So Russia really had color, and not only in daylight. After the
long dusk there was almost always a salute for new victories.
Throngs of lightly clad women and a scattering of soldiers gathered on the twilit streets, in Red Square, on the bridge across
the Moscow River below the Kremlin towers, on Comintern
Square and in RevolutionaryPlazabefore the Metropole. All over
Moscow people waited for the fireworks. Now it was all reverse
traffic for Hitler. His armies were being ground to pieces under
triumphant offensives in the Ukraine, in White Russia, in the
Baltic States. Nothing could save him now, and Moscow knew
it. Guns thundered evety night, and red, yellow and green
rockets wove bright patterns against the northern stars. Radio
loudspeakers blared forth the new Soviet anthem on the streets,
and the names of heroes of the day were read to the listening
nation. The Voice of Moscow that broadcast them was no calmer,
no more nor less hurried, than when it had been obliged to announce "Citizens, Moscow is under attack."
Among the watchers before the Metropole stood ]ack Margolis, the dark little British-born manager of the hotel, who married a Russian girl a decade ago and gave up his British passport
to become a Soviet citizen. Now he was glad again that he had
done so. "Look at it," he exclaimed, and a grin efiaced his old
sadness. "It's just like before the war. Look at the crowds-it's
peace again! Oh, it's great to be a Russi,an these days!"
Behind him, the Metropole had become the scene of bitter
competition for rooms. Correspondents were no longer the small
tight band of ayear ago and the male monopoly had been broken
by the arrival of indefatigables like Anna Louise Strong and Ella
Winter. Rivalry for space was further intensified by the overflow
from the swollen embassies as new diplomats came in, demand-
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irrg priorities, and representatives appeared from half-forgotten
<xruntries preparing for rebirth. Nobody yet knew what it was

going to mean when Russia became the only great power in
l,Jurope, but every Government now realized the need to have
rrrore and more men here to study what Churchill had called "a
riddle wrapped in an enigma." Arrd soon Winston himself would
<:ome to join the seekers after answers.
The British Ministry of Information had lodged a large stafl
in the Metropole; various military and diplomatic missions had
scaled ofi blocks of rooms for their own use; and on top of that
American engineers and fur buyers were back demanding acr:ommodations. What was happening here was going on at every
other hotel and all over the city. It was almost impossible to get
:r bed anywhere. This city had had four million inhabitants belbre the war; during the evacuation it had dropped to half that;
rrud now it was back with more Muscovites than ever.
Houses and apartment buildings were disintegrating more
lapidly than the Metropole. Praada took time out from telling
the Allies what was wrong on the western front, to issue warnirrgs to bewildered citizens to get on with the apparently impossible. "There are no special insurmountable circumstances,"
l'rarsda pundits complacently asserted, "standing in the way.
And if in some cities things are in bad shape, if roofs leak, if plastcr falls down, if repairing is done badly, it's the fault of local
(oYernmental and party bodies."
Paint, materials, transportation, the labor question-those
wcren't problems for Praoda to solve. It was "up to the party
lrodies."

Everywhere now people were more concerned with humrlrum domestic and household needs than in the leaner days of
war. There was more grumbling; the city was no longer holding
its breath. Any country is far more dramatic in time of defeat
rrnd mounting disaster than it is in days of victory, and if Moscow at first seemed a happier place, it was a less exciting one.
'l.he Government would have to invoke more than patriotism to
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impart to the prosaic tasks that lay ahead the heroic stamp that
had called forth the best in every Russian during the crisis of his
nation's existence.

dI IF

II

Prices-and

Prices

ONr of the most puzzlng things about Russia, however, is
that while its bureaucrats bungle a hundred simple tasks, or
neglect an easily remedied nuisance till it becomes a serious
menace, just when you decide that nothing can be going right,
where such glaring inefficiency prevails, you are astonished by
revelation of some major accomplishment requiring a high degree of organization and foresight. This paradox is what made
people speak of "miracles" being achieved during the war. In
matters that really counted, not only on the fast-moving front but
in the growing pace of production and in rehabilitation work in
the devastated areas, things were still happening in that big, unexpected, deceptive Russian way.
The year's triumphs at the front, for example, were well
matched in the rear by the truly magnificent success of the
womer and children of the reoccupied Ukraine and White Russia in bringing in a bountiful harvest. On those black plains,
which before the war alone produced almost a third of the
nation's wheat crop, obstacles as serious as German defense
works confronted the Soviets. Seed grain was largely gone; thousands of combines and harvesters had been wrecked or carried
away; few cattle remained; and literally millions of men had
perished or been driven west.

[,ong Bright Daqs
Yet somehow the land was cultivated and planted and the
while villages and towns still lay in ashes. "I don t
krrow how they've done it," a Frenchman just back from a trip
llrrough the Ukraine told me, "but it's a fact that everywhere I
wcnt the fields were covered with glorious crops. From the best
cstimates I could get it will be a rich yield-eighty to ninety per<:ont of a normal year"" Later on I had an opportunity to ffnd out,
on the spot, how the effort had been organized-a story of the
"lritter strength" of Russia told elsewhere in this book,
Optimism over the Ukrainian harvest had apparently infucnced the food commissariats, and people were getting a little
rrrore to eat. Norms of rationed food had not increased, but
stores more often were able to supply the minimum guaranteed.
All over Russia well-stocked "commerciall' food stores were
opening. Mostorg, the capital's big department store, had reopened with shelves bulging with goods, and a number of
vlriety shops were offering articles to the general public for the
lirst time since 1941.
The so-called comrnercial stores were, of course, state-owned
rrnd operated. Unlike establishments which provided goods only
Ior ration coupons and at controlled, pre-war prices, the former
sold everything at inflated prices, in competition with the black
rnarket. Commercial stores were thus an interesting dernonstralion of how state control of trade could be manipulated for mulI iple purposes. In this case they were a morale builder, for they
lrinted of a return to normality. AIso, they were an anti-inflation
rncasure; they neatly extracted inflation rubles from the overstuffed pockets of speculators and peasants. They gradually
lorced the black market down, until it would ultimately dis<'rop reaped,

:rPPear.

Butter and sugar already cost less than half the 1943 prices
:rrrd potatoes were down more than sixty percent. In general,
<'onsumers' goods prices were being reduced about ten percent
t'vcry month. But they were still fantastically high compared to
l)rc-war and rationed prices. In1944 a pound of white bread in
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still cost $10, ffgured at the official

ex-

change rate of five rubles to the dollar. Sugar cost 350 rubles a
pound, or $70, and butter about the same. But in the "limited'or
was only three rubles a pound, and
and as foreigners got a special diploto the dollar, such prices were not
Correspondents were allowed the same food norms as diplomats and it was very generous-far more than one person could
eat. You had the choiie of three meals a day at th^e Metropole,
and a small additional ration at the diplomatic store, or of eating
one, two or no meals at the hotel, and buying the balance in
unprepared foods. Like most correspondents I took the store
rations for the equivalent of breakfast and supper, and ate only
the midday meal, which the Russians call dinner, at the Metropole. This gave me, monthly, thirty-six pounds of bread, six
pounds of sugar, six pounds of meat and six of fish, nearly six
pounds of butter and cheese, thirty pounds of potatoes, four
cakes,of soap (which on the open market cost 100 rubles a bar),
and a long list of odds and ends, including four litres of vodka
and wine. One Metropole dinner alone was more than the average Russian got in a couple of days, so that all that extra bounty
enabled the correspondent to play good Samaritan or host to
such Russians as could be enticed into acquaintance with a
foreigner.
It was a reasonable arrangement, however, because when you
bought anything outside the hotel or the special stores, you were
robbed. My first night at the Bolshoi Theater I saw Prince lgor,
a magniffcent opera, and under the spell of this lavish production I took a friend into the restaurant, foetween acts, and
ordered tea and eclairs. The check was the equivalent of $+S.
Outside the theater, columns of civilians waited for a chance to
buy Russian Eskimo pies, considered a bargain at $6 a pie.
fn some of the new commercial caf6s and restaurants there
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was music, and in the fashionable Moscow Hotel there
rlancing with Svassman's American-sty1e swing band. I

was

was
going to invite aparty of four people to supper there one night
to celebrate a certain occasion, but took the precaution of askirrg, in advance, the cost of a four-course meal, with two bottles
of champagne. The maitre d'h6tel figured it out at 3,105 rubles,
sans tip, or about $600, at five to one. I settled for a home-cooked
rneal in the Metropole instead.
Still, the Moscow Hotel was always crowded with officers and
officials and a certain number of demi-mondes who seemed attached to the place. Red Army officers and privileged bureaucrats, distinguished intellectual and war and labor heroes were

given special books entitling them to discounts of from ten to
sixty percent at all state stores, as well as in theaters and hotels.
Officers on leave after months at the front came in like the old
rniners to Dawson, their pockets bulging with cash and loaded
lirr b'ar. But even for the citizen with no surplus rubles all the
gay windows filled with foods and wine, the shops reopened,
:rnd caf6s flourishing, meant at least that peace was slowly ebbing back.
Life was growing a little easier in other respects. In the facIories a few elderly people were getting vacations with pay
:rgain, and the new law promised mothers a longer maternity
loave. More skilled workers, teachers, engineers and other spet:ialists were being released by the Army. Now it was possible to
travel as far as 140 kilometers outside the capital, without milittry permits; suburban trains were frequent, and surprisingly
punctual. Every factory and every institution seemed to have its
tlacha, or summer cabin, and thousands flocked to the country
overy week-end, half bent on serious work and half on holiday.
Amateur gardeners had contributed enormously to declining
prices and most people were able to lay in some stock of vegetables for the winter ahead.
What astonished me was how few signs of malnutrition you

i
I
I
I
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saw on the streets: an occasional bandy-legged boy, some ema-

ciated old people. But they were lost in the impression you got
from the rugged youth everywhere, especially the bare hardmuscled legs of Russian women. How they managed to keep so
much flesh on their bodies, on a diet of cabbage soup and black
bread, continued to bafle me. There was an All-Union Sports
Parade at the Moscow Dynamo, and hardly a seat was vacant in
the huge stadium, which holds 60,000. It was an unusual kind of
meet because all the competitors were members of athletic clubs
attached to factories and Soviet institutions-muscular but overage or exempt men and women ranging from girls in their'teens
to middle-aged mothers. Their skirtless blue-and-white sports
tights clung to them like postage stamps. It was a frank display
of healthy vigorous bodies and left you with the impression of a

nation still holding back boundless reseryes of power, untouched by the war.

In my own mind those athletic workers formed a contrast
with the 60,000 gray, grizzled, beaten Germans who were led
next day between rows of millions of onlookers lining the streets.
It was a strangely quiet, well-behaved crowd that watched them.
As in Leninsk, where I had been when German prisoners taken
at Stalingrad were marched through, the Muscovites made no
demonstration, did not shout, hiss nor spit curses at them. Instead, now and then you heard an old woman say, "Look at that
young one there; the fellow has no shoes," or remark quietly,

t'Tak"

a good look at Moscow, Fritz-after all, you got here at
last, though not quite the way Hitler promised you." Now and
then the German soldiers-led off by a dozen Prussian generals
still haughty and wearing their decorations-stole furtive glances
up the canyon of big solid buildings on Gorky Street, looking for
signs of that "obliterated" Moscow which Goebbels boasted the
Luftwafie had achieved many months earlier.
Before their march through town some of the prisoners had
been quartered at the big Moscow race track. The town fathers
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lrtstened to fumigate it when their

1t

guests had departed' Not
long afterward the papers advertised that the usual annual trot-

ting races were to 6e held. I went out with AIex Werth, of the
'|imes (London), and Marjorie Shaw of the Mimor, and the enchanting Mrs, Colombo, just to make sure it wasn't a gag. The
.,,""s ca*e ofi, all right, attended by Moscow's equivalent of the
irrternational smart set, wearing linen hats and dusters, and
cquipped with field-glasses and tips on the favorites. All the
llest People were there, looking unpressed and seedy, but as
rubsorbed in the races as a crowd of Kentucky colonels.
It was a memorable day for two reasons, besides the company.
Alex and I made a bet and cleared fifty rubles after paying the
state tax. The otherreason was lhat a band marched in, mounted
rL stand set in the middle of the field, and played the lnternational.It was the only time I heard the former Soviet national
:tnthem, which was abandoned after the dissolution of the Comirrtern, all the time I was in Russia. Nor had anyone else I questioned later heard it played in public since the ban' I never
could see the connection with the trotting races, myself. Perhaps the horses are being encouraged to unite, they had nothing to lose . . .
Not many people realize how the Soviet Government found
its new anthem. A nation-wide contest was held, and virtually
the
overy composer contributed an ofie
ally
judges nariowed down the favorites
the
lrUy"a for Stalin and the Politburo.
party chieftains were undecided' In the end no composer's, entry
was chosen. The big shots solved the matter by adopting the old
the old lnternalrrrrty song as the new anthem-and taking over
into
the
citizen's
ears from
song.
Dinned
t.ional as the new party
krudspeakers every day, the new hymn won speedy acceptance.
It has dignity, power and grandeur. Like "bourgeois" anthems,
Loo, it is quite impossible to sing.

l,ong Bright Daqs
('nemy war trophies: tanks and guns and planes from

18
every

irrsenal of Europe-German stuff, and Czech, Italian, Austrian,
lirench, Belgian, Polish, even Spanish. It gave you the feeling,
rs it was probably intended to do, that Hitler had really struck

III

War and Art

That wasn t strictly correct, of course. Casualties of the summer offensive hadn't yet been announced and the Red Army's
swift advances were not cheaply made. What it would mean to
Russia to get along with ten to fifteen million fewer able-bodied

The long.bright summer days are so few in Moscow that the
e-nd
9f eyery one of them carries the regret of a farewell. One of
the days when I dropped everything for that sun that wouldn,t
keep I went out to Gorky Park of Culture and Rest and walked
miles along the Moscow River, exploring the hills and ravines.
In one corner of the park there was a big exhibit of captured
12

Itussia with all Europe mobilized behind him and serving his
l)rrrpose. In a way more eloquent than words it told you why the
llcd Army, when it entered Berlin, would insist on a Europe in
which that couldn't happen again.
Walking or hopping or stumping in between the rows of tanks,
or somehow scrambling up and down the little hills, were groups
ol white-clad, crippled veterans. There was the clear exchange
lrofore you, an arm or a leg or a piece of skull missing from each
of these men, as the cost of the trophies taken from the enemy;
rrrrd for every three cripples, one dead comrade. AII these wrecks
t'ame from near-by hospitals and this was now their playground;
you wondered what Russia would look like when they were all
lr rrned back onto the country. It was a thing to remember, these
rrrmless and legless youths with old faces who had hardly looked
rm life, lining the river bank, silently watching the shouting
young boys and girls gaily swimming or boating below them.
Sometimes they hung together and sang their songs of battle
rrnd their confidence seemed to flow back and they gazed at the
civilians with proud contempt.
This army would bind up but not forget its wounds, you
knew, when it returned. The finest manhood and some of the
:rblest leadership were still in uniform, still inarticulate in so<riety, as in our own country. When you remembered that Soviet
organizations had fulfilled all the tasks assigned them despite
lhat handicap, you had to conclude that the performance would
irnprove when the surviving males came back to their jobs. For
rr long time their influence would be felt as apart from those who
tlid not ffght in the trenches-yet no one knew quite how they
would assert themselves.
What was happening below the surface in the Army, and
what was fermenting in the civilian mind? How many of the

t4
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wartime improvisations would be permanently incorporated
into the Soviet system and into the post-war reading of Marxism?
The answers weren't readily available, but it was fascinating to
speculate about the phenomena you could see around you.
Take the Soviet theater. Virhrally all the plays of the past season, and those coming, had little to do with Communism as an
ideology. Many were based on literary classics produced in
"bourgeois" or feudal societies. The most popular play of the
season was The Road to NeoYork, adapted from the American
movie hit It Happened Orue Night Among productions announced for auturnn none seemed to deal with living controversial political questions-which could or could not be a reflection of the noncommittal state of the Soviet mind.
Hamlet and Othello were featured. Several classics by Ostrovski, who died sixty years ago, and Goncharov, who was born
the year Kutuzov met Napoleon at Borodino, were being revived. Both authors were aristocrats. Where were the plays of
poets and playwrights the Government had been financing all
during the war? trf Soviet indusky had been no more productive, where would the Red Army be?
There was a return to all classics in literature, too. On the fortieth anniversary of the death of Anton Chekhov, whom some
Russian Communists once ridiculed as a bourgeois artist, memorial meetings were held everywhere, streets were renamed
for him, new monuments were ordered erected. Most papers
devoted fully half their scant space to eulogizing Chekhov. So
the glorification of nineteenth-century Russian art and literature, stimulated for patriotic reasons during the war, seemed
Iikely to increase in the after-war.
For the ffrst time in Soviet history the theater was ofiering
Oscar Wilde to the public. The ldeal Husbandhad been chosen
for reasons not easily discernible in the newspaper white-space
between the lines, where some people claimeh ti do their irost
assiduous reading. One night I asked a pary of Russian intellectuals why the ultra-bourgeois Wilde should be unearthed at
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llris particular moment and in such a piece of apparently irrelevrrut dilettantism.
"Because it's droll," a poet answered, "and at the end of war in
rrrry countryz people want a certain amount of distraction. With
rrs Russians our tragedy is never far away from comedy and the
litliculous-and vice versa. You have escapist art in America,
Irxr, haven't you?"
Another writer suggested thatThe Ideal Husband was being
r lone because it portrayed the behavior of some well-bred English people and fully vindicated the stability of the home. One
cvcning when I talked to Sofia Andreyevna Tolstoy, Count
l,rxr's ganddaughter, who now runs all the Tolstoy museums in
llrrssia, she spoke of a tremendous interest among all young
Pcopl" in practically every Russian classical writer of the past
lwo centuries. She told also of the avid search for all kinds of
l,irrglish literature in Moscow. In the many second-hand bookslrops it was almost impossible to buy an English book, and English dictionaries or grammars were scarcer than silk hose.
'Ihe hunger for knowledge of English and American culture
rv:rs far greater than at any time in Russian history. Now that the
rvcs[s11front had been opened, the Russians could frankly exgrrcss their interest and I seldom met one who knew English
wlro didn't plead for something to read. Before the war the Russirrns had always had a certain respect for German culture, but
little of that was surviving now except a reverence for German
rrrrrsic, and for Goethe. Seen from Moscow, England and France
wr:re all that was left of continental culture, the only sources
llom which Russian intellectuals felt they could draw new in:;piration. They deeply sensed the need for enriching their own
litt:rature by opening new doors to England.
Young Russians were taking an extraordinary interest in good
nurnners and other matters involving what was formerly disurissed by the party as 'petty personal relationships." One of my
llrrssian friends had recently translated an o1d English book on
rliquette, which instructed readers not to make noises when

16
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eating, not to cough and spit on the floor, not to knock ladies
down to get through a door first, and not to fight in public. It
was selling like peanuts. Soon you won't be able to tell a man's
ideology at all by whether he drinks his tea with a spoon in his
glass.

Another thing that obviously would not go out with the war

Io be the logical consequence of experiment and experience

was the new attitude toward religion. More people were going to

)vcr a period of twenty-five years. Yet some foreign critics mainlrrined that the whole thing was simply "another reversion to
crrpitalist practice" and "another move toward social conservrrtism." What was the truth?
On the face of it, the new statute did seem to resemble our
own more closely than before. The law provided for increased
solemnity in the ceremony itself, and the church is a good place
lirr that. Other aspects of the law must have been noted with
Irrvor in the Vatican. But there were also innovations which
slrocked the clergy more than ever, and made the Red family
lil<c no other.
The basic thing is the key relationship adopted by the stato
Ioward the mother and her offspring. The Soviet Government
row assumes such broad responsibilities, quite independent of
llrc male in the case, that fatherhood's age-old duties of breadwinner and protector of the brood seem largely usurped. At first
gLmce, too, the male appears to be liberated. He can no longer
lrc named in court as the father of a child of an unmarried
rrrother. trIe can no longer be sued for alimony.
"But it only looks easy to us," a Russian of the presumably
lrnancipated sex assured me. "If you examine the law closely
you see that a man's apparent freedom of action in one respect is
rrrore than counterbalanced by strict responsibility for his oath
ol'matrimony." The male may enjoy his extra-marital flilg, but
rr lcgal change of spouses is another matter. The No. I wife can
rrow feel very secure indeed, especially if she is a mother.
Again, the woman who wants children without being encuml,r'red by a male dropping cigarette ashes around and entertainirru undesirable friends, can legally have them, and the state

services now than at any time since the revolution. Plans were
being made for extensive repair and reconstmction of churches.
I learned that even some Komsomols, who used to spend lots of

time denouncing priests, now insisted that a church wedding
was the only fitting way to solemnize what, under new laws, becomes virtually an indissoluble pact. But I shall have more to
say about the new place of religion in Russia in a later chapter.

qI IF

IV

Marriage and Motherhood
You could hear almost as many opinions on the new maternity
and divorce laws, decreed in ]uly, as you heard elsewhere on the
Polish-border question, and colored by just as many arguments,
pro and con. And to the Soviet cilizen the future of his married
life seemed more important than the future of Lvov-even
though he could pronounce 'Lyov" a lot easier than we can.
No one objected to the generous additional state provisions
for mothers and their children, but the same ukase which promised them to Russians was linked with shingent new regulations
concerning the dissolution of wedlock. Thousands of divorces
formerly were given to dissatisfied spouses when they rnerely

(
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accords her honors and upkeep. She has more freedom than before because she has more security. Theoretically, the institution of old maids rnight go out with the same broom that sweeps
away divorce. Yet unmarried motherhood holds no more attraction for Russians than it does for any other women.
Then why the law? The answer has to be sought elsewhere, in
the state's primary concern for the Soviet child of whatever origin. Profound interest in the birthright and welfare of Ivan, Jr.,
was in fact held to justify the entire ukase.

Formerly Soviet law supported the view that "marriage and
divorce are private and personal affairs," although whenever
children were involved the state had a right to intervene. In
now establishing all marriages as "matters of public interest and
concern," the new law greatly emphasizes Soviet paternalism
toward the child. The Government which promulgated the
edict begins to look rather like the benevolent patriarch who,
doting on progeny, leaves his sons and daughters a bounty
which they can inherit only after producing a certain number of
grandchildren, and offers them additional inducements providing the fullest opportunity for a healthy and equally privileged
childhood for all his descendants, however numerous.
Childbearing was subsidized in the Soviet Union even before
the war. The state granted a sum of nine dollarso for the baby's
layette and a food allowance of from one to two dollars a month
during the infant's first year. With an average birth rate of some
6,000,000 a year, those items alone were estimated to cost the
state more than $160,000,000. In addition, the mother of more
than six children was entitled to a bonus of $400 annually for
five years, and to a further bonus of $1000 for each subsequent
birth. Hundreds of thousands of Soviet famiiies collected payment on such claims.
The old law also guaranteed working women nine weeks of
prenatal leave with pay. This cost the Soviet bursars somewhere
in the vicinity of a billion dollars annually. If such earlier com* Figured at official exchange rate, Rs.S
-$1.
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pr.rrsations were intended to reconcile women to the law which

lorbids abortion (except for medical reasons), then the present
irrrproved version of benefits may help somewhat to win aplrroval for the tightening-up against divorce. Anyway, it was
irrlcresting to see in this instance, as in others, a highly practical
rk:rnonstration of the Soviet theory that law is an instrument for
:rclrievement of constructive social ends, and can be eflective
,rrrly when its purely repressive aspects are counter-pointed by
xrsitive inducements to compliance.
;
Marriage in Russia isn't merely an institution; it is now a partrrcrship that pays dividends that increase with the progeny.
Monetary awards for motherhood begin today with the birth of
llrc third child, when the state makes a gift of eighty dollars in
.';rsh. This is in addition to the layette fee, raised to twenty-four
, Lrlltrrs. With the birth of a fourth child, by a mother of three livirrg children, the state makes a down payment of $260, and beliirrning with the second year of the baby's life, the rnother
lr:sgiys5 a monthly subsidy of sixteen dollars-for four years.
l,'rom then on the gains mount on the following scale:
With the arrival of the fi{th child, cash paynent $340, monthly
rrllowance $24; sixth child, payment $400, monthly allowance
$28; seventh child, payment $500, allowance $40; eighth, payrnent $500, allowance $40; ninth, payment $700, allowance $50;
tenth, payment $700, allowance $50. Thereafter $1000 for each
lrrture president, and $60 monthly allowance.

'[he triumph of ten births is further accorded prestige by the
l,r'stowal on the author of the Order of Mother Heroine, with an
rrlrpropriate decoration. The Glory of Motherhood medal, in
,','veral classes, is given for lesser attainments. And a number of
,'tltlitional economic and social advantages are guaranteed to
prospective mothers which, while the war lasted, meant more
I

lrrrn the actual cash benefits.

l'regnancy leave with pay is extended to seventy-seven days,
rrrrtl expectant mothers are excused from overtime work four
rrronths after

childbirth. Food rations are doubled during preg-
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nancy, and additional food and clothing become available. New
rest homes and milk kitchens and medical and child centers
were opened. It became compulsory for all factories and institutions employing women to maintain nurseries, kindergartens
and mother-and-child rooms.
Unmarried mothers seem to be somewhat better compensated
than married ones, for obvious reasons' State aid for them begins
with the first child, at twenty dollars monthly, rises to thirty
dollars for two children, and forty dollars for three children.
Thereafter, unmarried mothers also receive the full bonuses, allowances and honors accorded to the wedded. The unmarried
mother is entitled to state aid until her child is twelve, whereas
in the case of martied mothers state aid stops when the child is
five. The state also maintains "homes for little children," where
unmarried mothers may install their infants for any period up to
twelve years, free of charge.
Tsarist law denied legal status to both unmarried mothers and
their ofispring, but under Soviet law all children have always
been regarded as legitimate. The ]uly edict did not change that,
and the unmarried mother can still give her child any surname
she chooses. In the early days, Communists often were quite
casual about marriage. Frequently mothers kept their own
names and sometimes they bestowed them on their children.

claim husbands'estates and other benefits'
There are many cases in which the Soviet father may be married to a woman other than the mother of his children. Formerly,
no social odium was inferred for the position of such unmarried
mothers, as their children were considered legitimate. Their
status now becomes somewhat ambiguous, but the new law
gives them the promise of state support, as to an unmarried
woman with a child. Obviously, that measure is to some extent
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lit:tated by war problems created in areas formerly occupied by
llrr: Germans, where there are thousands of fatherless children.
As in Britain, and to some extent in Arnerica, many births

r

from "war romances" where there was no marIn some cases, the fathers of such children have been
l.illcd; in others, the fathers were already married to somebody
,'lsc. The fact that new homes to receivl infants of unmarried
lrothers were opened as far away as Novosibirsk suggested that
Ir:rve resulted

rirrqe.

tlris problem was not confined to war areas in Russia.
ln a country where state planning and "socialist emulation" are

rrccepted features of society, in a country where labor is comlrcnsated on a piece-work basis with what are claimed to be sat-

rsltctory results, the new system of honors and rewards for
r,rotherhood seemed destined to bring about the desired "con:,oIidation of the family."
'I-he divorce law is in itself part of the new plan to inspire
lrotherhood. Here, as elsewhere, a certain percentage of
r'()uples had entered matrimony with a somewhat tentative attitrrrle, avoiding children in order to be free to disentangle themif th e m arria ge f ailed'
:,'
T;L "r:'."::

*'

;r"Tii: fff, Jliil;

,,

n(
,,

r better or for worse, but anyway
keeps.

Until ]uly, L944, you could legalty "write yourself out" of
rrrru'riage about as easily as you could "write yourself in." In
practice, however, divorce had for some time been severely
,lcprecated among party members and Komsomols. It was airrrost as much a black mark on a party record as was sexual
promiscuity. The revolutionary period of loose living in Russia
rr':rs actually vety brief, and Lenin himself led those who de,,,rrrnced "free love." During the past decade Communists as',','rred what some consider a puritanical attitude toward sex
rcliLtions, and the new law directly reflects it.
No one can now regain his freedom except after airing his
rrr:rrital troubles in public. The steps are many, difficult arrd e*-
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pensive. First, a petition to the People's Court, accompanied by
Rs.200. At the same time, an advertisement in the papers. Not
till the advertisement has been printed-and so far each paper

has limited its columns to two announcements per week-can
the Court act. Then the answering of summonses to explain the
case, the rounding up of witnesses, and attempts by the Court to
dissuade the couple. In the event of failure to reconcile, the case
rnay be referred to a higher Court. And if, finally, the divorce is
granted, the plaintiff has to pay a fee of from $100 to $2,000.
Very few would-be divorcees are persistent enough to go
through such a rigmarole.
"The worst feature of all," according to an acquaintance of
mine who was contemplating divorce before the law changed,
"is the advertisement in the press. In Russian eyes, it seems a
form of public disgrace. It is like a political self-denunciation.
Peop1e will put up with almost anything rather than do that."
Do the Soviet fathers really think they can abolish divorce?
Probably not. Yet a few years ago, when there were 52,000 legal
abortions in Moscow in one year alone, it was considered preposterous that abortion could be prohibited. Nevertheless,
against much more vocal opposition than one heard against the
"anti-divorce" law, the prohibition of abortion was enf,orced and
today the exceptions are few. It remains to be seen whether
people can be talked out of divorce to the same extent. One
thing is certain: if the law doesn't accomplish its purpose the
Soviet rulers will not hesitate to throw it away and try something else. Russia wants the biggest birth-rate in the world to
fill up all those empty places left by the war.

I.
v

$I

Marxism VindicatedP
lir,;w onlookers

in Moscow were yet willing to predict just

rvhat kind of society would emerge from the poundings of the
rvrrr, and most Russians sensed that many unknown adjustments
l,ry ahead. Trying to know what was going on and what would
lr;rppen after the war was like listening in on a telephone when

llrc operator leaves the switch open at a central exchange. We
hear many voices, but they are all just outside our focus of

, ;rn

.:orrnd.

Ihis much was certain, even to a newly returned correspond.rrt. Nothing had been done or said which suggested any intention of abandoning the main body of Marxist-Leninist teachings
,rs the foundation of the state. Much had recently happened to
'rr<licate that the study of historical materialism would be emI rasized in future training, even more than in the past.
I
While a large percentage of party members were fighting in
llrc Army there had been some relaxation in the strict regime of
\lrrrxist study, in favor of the practical art of warfare. Discus',ior)s w€r€ in many instances reduced to the party secretary lectrrring members in the form of 'highly one-sided reports," the
I'ross announced. Now it was stressed by such party organs as
\ t, i t at or, P r o p a gandisf, and B olshe oik that the "f orgotten" party
',1:rtute instructing secretaries to arrange political debates and
( r )uferences, as well as to promote self-study and se]f-education
,rr Marxism among the workers, must be strictly enforced"
'llpon the thorough Marxist education of
party members and
r
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the entire Soviet intelligentsia depends not only the successful
outcome of the war but likewise the solution of all subsequent
problems."
Odd conclusions were drawn by sorne writers in America,
after a dissertation published in flnder the Banner of Marxism,
whichwas a commentary on the new official Short Historg of the
Sooiet (Jnion issued last year. I carefully read the 10,000-word
document in Moscow. Clearly it was written to establish the
fact that the law of value still operates under Soviet socialism, as
distinct from the former rather vague theory of an idyllic communism in which that law might lose its meaning. Put in layman's terms, the whole essay was in efiect merely a long-winded
justification of the piece-work system of payment and differeniiution in wage scales as practiced in the USSR-which were
already clearly provided for in the Constitution of 1936.
Yet some American critics had decided that the article
amounted to an admission that the laws of capitalist economy
were now admitted to apply in Russia' They simply ignored the
main argument of (Jnder the Banner of Marxism. They ignored
also its ieaffirmations of superiorities of Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist teachings and practices over those of all capitalist economists,
and its reiterationi of some fundamental irreconcilabilities. They
ignored statements like this: "socialism is the,highest stage of development of society compared to all preceding systems of product1on." And, "socialism assures temPos of development
greater than in principal capitalist countries-"
No, this country does not intend to let go of its system. New
histories will interpret Russian victory as the complete vindication of all past socialist study and plannin$, and will identify it
spiritually and organically with Communist Party leadership.
et Ur" same time Soviet leaders were fully aware of the great
role in salvation of the Soviet Union played by the help of capitalist countries, especially the United States, in supplying vital
equipment and food which the Soviet system was unable to prodrice-. They likewise realized that further help would be needed
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t long time in overcoming obstacles lying ahead. Despite her
military prestige, Russia would not promote prolel;rlitn revolutions in Europe where it meant ieopardizing conl, rr

(

normous

tirrrred co-operation with the United States.
'l'he Russian people are tired of uar and they do not uant a
lx,licy likely to cause serious conflict roith nations ushose frienil.,ltip they need, uhile conrsalescent. They uant peace and a
t ltrLnce

to build up their oun country, uhose grandeur they

t,'trlize more fully than erser before. War has taught them that
,tttrlthing is possiblo for this country, if they uork for it.
"I sometimes think it was almost worth going through all this,"
(rn() man said to me,'just for us to learn how to work. We have

rrrillions of skilled people now who knew nothing about malrinery before and would probably never have learrred except
l,rr the war. We know how to use machines more efficientiy now
.,rrrl our leaders have learned how to organize industry to get
tlrc most out of it. Of course we are still far from your American
,,trrndards-but we've got the rhythm of it at last, we have hit our
',lride, we've discovered what we can really do. We have the
;,,,ople in the factories in the East we needed there so long.rrrrl'we have some of them working there ttsillingly tor the first
tirrre. The working man now believes in his ability to master his
;, rlr and any rnachine you can make. We've learned how to work
I last."
One day I walked back from Spasso House, after dining with
,,rrr Ambassador, Averell Harriman, with Anatole Litvak, the
llollywood director who made The Battle for Russia and was
rrow & lieutenant colonel in the American Ar*y Signal Corps.
I itvak was back in Moscow, where his mother still lived, for the
lir st time in twenty years. I asked him what changes he noticed.
"The city is still recognizable," he replied, "but I wouldnt
l,rrve known the people. They aren't the same Russians. They
,,','sad, but proud and confident and full of hope-even my old
rrrother. The Russia I remember was humble and pessimistic
;rrrrl defeated before it began. I have talked to many Russians
r

. r
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now. They say something like this, 'I've lost my son,'or 'I've
lost my brother,'or'I've lost my husband.' 'The roof leaks and I
have paper soles in my shoes.' Then they look at the rockets
26

celebrating victory and they say, But the worst is over. Tomorrow's anothet day."'
But what would that tomorrow bring for Europe, which Hitley's approaching collapse and Russian victory were confronting
with a choice unprecedented in history? Some of the answers
will, I hope, be found all through the latter chapters of this book
-and toward the end I shall attempt to summarize the meaning
of the many new features that Soviet society has taken on during
the war. And here a good beginning toward understanding Russia's role in a world freed of Hitlerism can be made in Rumania,
the first Axis satellite to fall to the banners of Marshal Stalin's
Red Army.

$I IF

CHAPTER TWO

Stalin Enters the Balkans
qI

I.
I

Ps2ss-But Not Communism
lN fgn early summer some of us flew down to Bessarabia, by
tlrr:n re-incorporated into the Soviet Union, and went by car
,r( ross the Prut River into Rumania, where for the first time the
lir:rl Army broke onto the native soil of an Axis enemy. Here in
tlrc historic corridor leading down to the mouth of the Danube
,,, rrl to the soft sparkle of the Black Sea the crude outline of a new
p:rttern of life was beginning to form, a pattern that would eventrrrrlly spill across the frontiers of all the Danubian countries.
liron th€ Red Army would cross into Transylvania and ioin
l,:rrrds with the fighting partisans of Marshal Tito. Soon it would
, rrter the mountain passes

that gird Bulgaria, to cut off the road

l, Greece and reach into Belgrade, to block the Nazis' retreat
orn Siberia. Soon it would storm the gates of Budapest, and
lirrtlly descend upon Hitler's native Austria.
What use would the Soviet Government make of its victory
rrr the ffrst of these Balkan lands to fall to the Red banner-the
l,omeland of King Carol, who had led his people into catastrophe
.r,rd the ruling class itself toward suicide? Was Russia interested
rr rewards beyond seeing its Rumanian enemies crushed and
rrr:rde to pay heavy reparations? How would Stalin exact retributi,)n for crimes which included the murder of some 200,000
lr

lirrviet citizens

in

Odessa alone-according

to official

Soviet

, lrtims? Would the Kremlin control the political, social and cult,

rrrl life of Rumania? If not, what kind of state would emerge
27
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to succeed the doomed dictatorship of General ron Antonescu,
to whom Carol had surrendered the fate of the nation?
We knew that Russia had subscribed to the terms of the Atlantic charter and to the phrases of the Moscow and Teheran declarations, which promise the future security of all nations, including sovereign life even to Axis satelliies. we knew that
Premier Molotov had made a specific announcement, when the
Red Army entered Rumania, guaranteeing to respect its territorial frontiers and not to interfere with Rumaniai institutions.
How well was the Red Army observing these self-imposed obligationsP How would it behave in the future?

to farms, to Jewish refugees from Antonescu's concentration

camps,and to a Rumanian chief of police, to representatives of
several large American business organizations and to a mother
superior in a Rumanian convent.
All these people, some with satisfaction and others with regret, agreed on one thing: they said the Russians had not insti_

gated any revolut
had observed the
ness-and we saw
and sickle flew.
There appeared to be n: open-efiort by the Red Army to pro_
pagandize the masses in favor of communism or socialism. bic_
tures of the King and Queen and of the late Dowager
eueen
Marie still hung on the walls of official buildings, while sialint
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poltrait was strangely absent, except in offices of the Red Army.
the surface of things, nothing suggested that the inhabitants
,lit[ not enjoy a degree of liberty which, considering that Rurrrrnia was still a
tonishing.
lrr [act, many of
o fight on
tlrc winning side
commanr l:tnt of Dorohoi told me that peasants were coming to him every
,lrry, asking to enlist in the Red Army.
"The loyalty of the population is remarkable," said he. "Men
rvish to become soldiers and women wish to join up as nurses.
We have to refuse as politely as we can,"
Elsewhere,
a former chief of poIit:e who had
the Rumanian Army
lxrfore the Re
ly r-ecruit a pro-Allied
,rrmy. He said he would gladly ofier his services if the Allies
rvould furnish arrns. But while the Russians used the local popul:ttion for labor when necessary, they evidently considered the
pr:asants unsuitable for a volunteer army.
Meanwhile, no drastic changes had as yet been efiected in
litrmanian laws, customs or institutions. The Antonescu ban on
political parties had not been officially lifted; property laws rerrrained unchanged; private trade continued as before. The same
loums of government, and even some of the same personnel,
still prevailed.
.eemed a creditrle story
( )rr

,,
i,

:ffi"T$*:i::hlff"l"r

judging from demonstrations a gentleman rneant everybody
rvho wore shoes and wasn't a Jew. And if you asked the Rumani,rns whom they wanted to govern them after the war, and
whether they wanted the monarchy or a republic, likely as not
they would answer, "Why, King Carol, of course! This fellow
Antonescu has stirred up too much trouble for us, and King
Michael is too young to handle him."
Communism? The peasants said they didn't knor,v what it was.
:Lnd
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The king and dy,nasty-they were something everybody understood. But they all knew one thing: they wanted peace. "If we
could have peace"-an old peasant woman broke in when her
husband was explaining to me why he was a '1iberal," and for
Kin_g Carol-'if we could have peace, we would even put up
with a republic."

Stttlin Enters tho Balkans

of the country folk, who stood gaping at you across picket
l,'uces over which spilled roses and grapes; the romantic beauty
,,1 the purple hills carpeted with tawny wheat fields bordered
rlillr wild flowers; the quaint cobbled streets of the towns and
llrc broken-down carriages drawn between lines of undersized
l,,rrrses; the nuns chanting prayers in rooms heavy with incense,
rvlrile Red Army officers stood with lowered heads and tongues
", cheeks: it all added up to a fantasy conceived in Hollywood
;rrrd lacking only usherettes and bingo to complete the illusion.
'l'his state of improbability was further heightened by inci,lr:nts like these. You were entertained by local talent in Boto',:r ri, where a
Jewish member of the "Jaszboy Band" sang for you
irr an English version translated from the Rumanian-"My
Ilcart Belongs to Daddy)' Only, instead of daddy, he sang of a
lrcart that belonged "to my very nice girl." You went to a ban,1rrct and even the local rum and brandy seemed bogus. You
rr'cle honored by another local orchestra playing favorite airs
,,1 the Red Army, but when it stood up to render "the American
'rrrtional anthem," it turned out to be Yankee Doodle.
fhings did not seem to clarify much more when you investiri:rted more closely. Why was the Irish lady,Evelyn Tormry,who
lr;Ld'never acknowledged the Free State of Eire and who still
lr,'ld an English passport, never interned by the Rumanians?
\Vhy? Because the Rumanians had really loved the British all
;rlrng. So they told us. At a tea given in our honor the beavered
r riryor of Dorohoi devoted ninety percent of his speech to fondly
,,'calling the historic ties of friendship between his country in
r,,,'neral, and himself in particular, for dear old Britannia.
"Rumanian freedom," he declaimed, "was born in England.
l"or 400 years English blood has been shed for Rumanian free,lorn! You have given us Queen N{arie! Every Rumanian reveres
(.)rreen Marie as a second mother. She had English blood, but the
,,,,uI of a Rumanian!" Choking voice, tear-dimmed eyes; it was
r,,ruderful.
Surely Rumania's ancient friends, the English, could under;,,,rrlr

r

T

Improbable Appearances
Axn yet the external wounds of war hereabouts seemed remarkably few compared with any combat area I had seen in
Russia, and it was hard to believe the Red Army would, indefinitely, refuse to help itself to booty to recoup Soviet losses. The
whole region of Botosani was taken without fighting, in the Russian grand encirclement. I heard details about this from Eve\m
May Tormry, a white-haired Irish lady from Dublin who had
lived in Botosani for thirty years, but still had a brogue that
would span the Danube.
"We just woke up one morning and there, without a sound,
were the Russians," she told me. "They had come in during the
night and not one person was killed."
I in this country-including Mrs.
comic, and you had to keep rubopera-bouffe effect. The warm
welcome these people gave you, their nominal foe; the brazen
or stupid contempt with which Rumanian officials spoke of their
peasantry before listening Red Army officers who were themselves the sons of peasants; the rough but richly embroidered

3l
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stand Mayor Lovenescu's feelings? Surely the Americans, "who
are fighting for the freedom of small nations" ( against the Bolsheviks,like us, he seemed to hint), would also understand that
the dynasty really meant no harm to its old allies? Surely away
would be found to save Rumania from the consequences of the
mistakes of her rulers, the slight error of shooting a few hundred
thousand Russians? Red Army officers listened to all this with
bulging eyes and shut lips.
"They've been well trained, these Red Army men," remarked
a colleague. 'Did you ever see such discipline?"
But we had few doubts about the political future of M.
Lovenescu.
One thing was clear. The Soviet Government, if it had any
plan for this countrl, was in no haste to reveal it. The evidence
suggested that the Russians expected Rumania's internal questions would solve themselves, in the later stages of the war itself.
Already, without direct intervention of the Red Army to bring
about specific reforms, the basis of the old order was collapsing
under the weight of the rniscalculations of its own leaders. The
occupation simply created the conditions in which a new kind
of Rumanian leadership could find birth.

III
Decay and Vitality
Trm former rulers, the fascists and their sympathizers, were
ah'eady in flight and some had reached Bulgaria and Turkey.
Their evacuation from Dorohoi and Botosani had been aranged
by the Government and paid for in advance of the arrival of the
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llrrssians. Only a handful of landlords and capitalists, those few
ro had retired from political life after the advent of Antonescu,

ru'l

dared stay behind. Since many of the former officials and
were closely identified with large property owners,
tlrcir disappearance naturally meant new adjustments in owner,,lrip and management. For the present their shops and factories
l,rrrl been taken over by the prefectural government, which had
r ('nted them, in some cases, to committees of workmen.
'frade unions had sprung back into life. Ninety percent of the
rvorkers of Botosani were members of one of the seven unions
tlurt had quickly reasserted themselves. The bakers' union had
,,,rnpelled employers to abolish night work, to increase wages
l,y fifty percent, and to provide a daily bread ration of 600 grams
l,rr each worker. What was perhaps more interesting, they had
rrrsisted that, in order to reduce costs, and so to make bread
.'vriilable for all, only one standard brand should be baked. They
lr:rd won their point-with the Red Army backing them,
I{ere the unions had their own football teams, their choirs,
rrrrd an orchestra and library" There had been labor unions in
llrc past, of course, but Antonescu had suppressed them in totrrlitarian manner, and interned their leaders. Union committee,'rcn said that many of their forrner leaders were taken from
;rlison and burned to death by the Germans in the notorious
licbiatsu camp.
"Even before Antonescu carne to power, the merchants and
lrrctory owners were always able to bribe the police to suppress
,rs," according to ]acob Tippol, the Rumanian chairman of the
tlrrde unions association. "Now they can no longer do so. In the
,,lcl days, the authorities took no interest in us, and the Army was
:rlways on the side of employers against labor."
Nothing was accornplished in Antonescu's Rumania without
lrribery, it seerned, and it was customary to pay the poiice to
;rlrest your personal enemy. But you had to be sure your bribe
rvts bigger than the other fellow's; otherwise he would outbid
r ou and you would find yourself in jail. One man told of a case
lrrr<l

,,,'rrry officers

l
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inals, all known to be in town. Nineteen came back without their
men, but presumably not empty-handed. A second batch was
sent out and seven came back alone. It took four trips and four
sets of policemen to bring in all the culprits.
Under the Red Ar-y labor was no longer persecuted by the
police, and local leaders asserted that the Russians did not interfere in employer-employee disputes, "except that the Red Army
is not used against labor." (A very big exceptionl) Union men

disclaimed membership in the Communist Party. I asked
whether there were Communist sympathizers among them and
their spokesman finally replied, "Remember, we are workersl"
Surreptitiously, when we were in public places here and there,
at luncheons or teas, or meeting the Chamber of Commerce,
local people came up to tell us what was, or what they thought
was, going on behind the scenes. Everybody seemed to speak
English. One local merchant, who had been to America, told
me the Russians had already organized two anti-Hitler Rumanian divisions, from among war prisoners. He also pointed out
the leader of the local Communist Party, which he said was
actively organizing labor, with the consent of the Russians.
Another time a rather pretty Jewish girl introduced herself,
speaking excellent English, to ask whether I had any recent
copies of Time or the Saturday Eoening Posf, which she used
to read regularly. All she wanted was to get out of Rumaniaand she wanted me to get her a visa. "We are not poor, we are
rich," she emphasized. I had to explain that the State Department couldn't be bribed.
The prefectural governments also had the responsibility now
for controlling the estates of absentee or 4migrd landlords, and
this situation was handled like the problem presented by abandoned factories. Such estates were expropriated, in much the
same manner as the guerrillas in North China utilized land belonging to owners who had sought shelter in |apanese-held
cities. One nettling problem was what to do with Jewish pro-
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lrrictors who came back after the arrival of the Russians, to re,'Lrim the lands which Antonescu had taken from them.
"About 150 estates in this prefecture were formerly owned by
:ws," explained Col. Vladimir Chernizhev, the twenty-fiv e-year
J,

oltl commandant at Botosani. "Many of the landlords were unpopular with the peasants. It was decided not to return these
r:states to their former owners, since the law of the country prolrilrits it, aryway. The Red Army can't change the law; it will
lxrve to wait till there's a new government in Bucharest. In the
rrrcantime the land is being tilled by the peasants as a commune,
rrrrd they pay the state half of their crop as rent."
Another surprise for the peasants was an astounding reduction
irr taxes. In Brauscauti village, near Dorohoi, the village chief,
Alexei Georgi, told me that whereas farmers with ten hectares
rrscd to pay annual taxes of 1,000 Rumanian lei, or about ten
Arnerican dollars, they now paid only 200 lei.
"There was a lot of surtaxes, which have also been abolished," said Georgi. "Things are better now, you see; we pay
Icss taxes."

War taxes had been abolished for city dwellers too. But in
lroth the city and village the prefectural government, not the
l(ussians,'was given credit for this phenomenon.
"You are too poor to pay now," Georgi reported that the prelcct had explained to him, "but after the war, your taxes will
irrcrease again." So Georgi was keeping his ffngers crossed.
I talked with many Rumanian Jews. You couldn't have avoided
lrtlking to them, if you had wanted to; they followed you down
tlre streets with their fears, complaints and addresses of relatives
irr America. All of them seemed to be building their own hopes
lirr the future on Anglo-Amelican understanding of their probl<:ms. They were surprised and disappointed when told that
llrere was no likelihood of American troops occupying Rumania.
'l'hey admitted that they were no longer persecuted; they no
longer liver in terror; they breathed as free men and women;
they were not starving. But still-"When will the Allies occupy
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Rumania and make it possible for Jews to emigrate to Britain
and America?"
Russians said they could not understand it. Why should these
people want to leave their native land? Th,eir land? Even the
anti-Jewish laws still remained on the statute books, though in
practice they were no longer completely observed. No wonder
]ews were anxious about the future! How could they ever feel
secure in Rumania again?
There was something inexpressibly sad about the Rumanians
here and you felt the poignance of it especially when you saw
them in the mass, measured against the big, proud peasants of
the Red Army. On the streets of the towns traffic was directed
by tough, melon-breasted imported Russian girls-perhaps specially selected to impress the undersized Rumanians and jews,
who regarded them with awe and astonishment. These women
seemed to symbolize for the local inhabitants all that propaganda had taught them was most awesome and fearful about
Slavic Bolshevism.
I remember how it was at a joint concert put on for our benefit,
where pathetic dancing and singing by the loca1 Jews, and especially their attempts to sing Rumanian folk songs (of a culture
which had denied thern any role ), strangely contrasted with the
storm of exuberant power, perfect co-ordination and rnagnificent voices of the Red Army performers and chorus on the same
stage. On the one hand, a rnelancholy, leaderless, benighted people, whether Jews ol Rumanians; on the other, bright-eyed,
"drrcated, emancipated Red peasants, sure of thernselves and full
of
eager confidence for the future.
Our mothers are our canrwn,
Our sisters are aur yoords,

Our rpioes

o/re

our uell-l,oaded, rifl,es,

Our grandfathers are our aictories!

It

was an old Russian battle song composed by men of Kutu-

zov's army r,vhen they met Napoleon at Borodino, and now it was
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lr;rck in favor again, along

t)I

with Kutuzov and Suvorov. Richyoung

lifted it to the roof and the audience of local people
r,,'r:med filled at once with admiration and trepidation before
voices

vitality. At that rnoment you could not but feel that, howtvcr it may have been in the past, every Russian would in the
srrch
I

rrture wolship Stalin as the man who led Russia to the greatest

rrrilitary glory in its history.

qI

I.

ry

Rumanian Destiny
,\'r rrnsr you wondered how it was that so rnary Jews were left
;rlive, but inquiry soon revealed that bribery and corruption and
llre deviousness of administration had extended even to the enIorcement of Antonescu's anti-Semitic laws. The Jews paid millions of dollars in ransom money. trn Botosani alone, irr 1941,
Antonescu's agents extracted $600,000 from them for the Rurrranian war chest and for their own pockets, The "contribution"
r.vas forthcoming after a trainload of ]ews in neighboring Dorolroi, who had refused to fork over, were shipped to a concentralion camp where half of them subsequently died of starvation. In
1942, the ]ews of Botosani paid again-four times the 1941 figrrre. In 1943, Antonescu squeezed $40,000,000 from the Jews of
rrll Rumania.
How was it that so many Jews here still owned their shops and
lrouses, after the anti-Semitic decrees? The Antonescu Govelnrrrent had confiscated all Jewish property and ofieled it for sale
Io non-Jewish Rumanians. But in practice many of the Rumanian
purchasers borrowed their money from the original Jewish own-
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ers, who continued to maintain occupation while paying "dividends" to their phony Rumanian partners. So if you were a Jew
with monef , you kept your freedom and even your property.
But when you became a Jew without money, you went to a concentration camp or into a labor battalion. But not into the army.
"We Jews were not allowed to become soldiers," complained
one ragged subject, recently demobilized from a labor battalion.
"The Rumanians said we wouldn't fight."
The hands-ofi policy of the Red Army extended to all religious groups. At a Rumanian convent I noticed that the sisters
had not thought it necessary even to remove from their walls a
curious religious map, which showed the sphere of influence of
the Rumanian church and state extending far into Russia as well
as throughout the Balkans. Priests of the Old Believers, an orthodox sect of the former Russian state religion, told me they were
fully satisfied with the treatment they were getting. They were
even planning to send an investigating commission to Russia to
see whether conditions were favorable for their return to the
homeland. These Old Believers had left Russia two centuries
ago, after a dispute with the church authorities of that period.
At the invitation of Tsar Nicholas f, the sect once sent a mission
to Russia before the last war. But they hadn't liked the looks
of things and so had stayed on here in Northern Rumania.
Summing up, it seemed that life was no worse in Rumania for
those who had stayed behind to greet the Russians, and that
there were definite improvements for most people. The conservative peasant still had his land and kept more of the product
of his labor. There were still plenty of cattle about. The worker
had freedom and a sense of new power. The Jew was out of the
concentration camps. He had equal rights and a chance to live.
All had religious freedom; churches and their institutions were
38

not being molested.
There were plenty of indications, however, that the Russians
would not tolerate a recrudescence of that kind of leadership
which had driven Rumania into an alliance with Hitier. Elel
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nronts in the population who supported Antonescu's short-lived

Ilrrmanian rhapsody, the dream of greater empire built upon a
'l'r'ansnistria carved out of Russia, would also disappear from
thc political map of the Balkans.
I ended a dispatch to the Saturday Ersening Post about Red
oc:cupation of Rumania with the following paragraphs:
"What, then, will be left to organize a new Rumanian society?
( )bviously the backbone of the old state wiil remain the backlrone of the new: the hat-in-hand, meekly bowing peasantry.
llut now it may stiffen with a long-delayed realization that it has
vortebrate possibilities of its own. After the fall of Bucharest the
workers also will emerge, as in Botosani, from the recesses into
which fascism has driven them, emerge timidly at first, and then
with rising consciousness of power.
"From the concentration camps will come some survivors of
pre-fascism, the intellectuals, the anti-Hitler political leaders.
'l'hey, and the suppressed Peasant, Liberal and Communist
l'arties, may together furnish a leadership that can make free
;rnd upright men from this dark serfJike material spread across
lhese troubled mountains.
"Whateoer it is called, that nea regime,like all regimes to
come in this part of the uorld, ineoitablg uill harse to lean heaoilq on the friendship and undarstanding of the giant to the east.
Itirst of all because it is to Russia that they uill be most heaoily
indebted for reparations, and tho uay those paymemts are extcted can determine the fate of any futura order in the Danubian
countries. Secondly, and more fundamentally, because the Sooiet Union, oith its bowndless energA and oitalitg, can no longer
lrc excluded as aformatioe influence inthe entire Balkan r.oorld."
The Soviet censor passed all of it, rather to my surprise. If I
could have written perfectly frankly I would have altered nothing except the word "formative," in the last sentence. "Maior
,,xiernal influence" would have been a more exact description,
And a few weeks later, when I met the Rumanian Communist
l'}arty chieftain, Lucretiu Patrascanu, in Moscow, where he was
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sent by King Michael to negotiate an armistice for a new Rumanian regime, after the success of the Soviet offensive in Moldavia, everything he said seemed to me to confirm that earlier
iudgment.

dI IF

V

Patrascanu

&

Co.

Lucnlrru Pernescarvu made

a good impression on all of us who
saw him after he came above ground in Moscow. He was a dark

and rather handsome Rumanian lawyer, forty-two years old,
who had served six terms in jail. He had, in fact, been in a concentration camp when the Russians invaded Rumania. King
Michael secretly secured his release, and had him brought to the
palace. There he conferred with leaders of the Labor and Liberal
Parties, to advise the King and his Regent what course was left
open for the country. Patrascanu was authorized to contact the
Russians, in the King's name.
At that time, or perhaps even earlier, Moscow told the Rumanians that a speedy withdrawal from the war, and some help
in throwing the Gerrnans out of the Danube valley, would be rewarded by Soviet support for Rumania's ancient claims to Transylvania, against Hungary. Apparently other Rumanian delegates, who were secretly meeting Allied diplomats in Cairo,
were given the same assurances. Anyway it was largely that
promise which decided the King to cast his lot with the Red
Army and get rid of an unwelcome alliance with Hitler. In May
he recognized the National Democratic Bloc, which was secretly
formed among the Communists, Social Democrats, Peasant
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l'irrty and Patriotic Union, to prepare for a coup d'Etat against
A r rtonescu's Government.
IIowever, the Red Army was unable to renew its maior drive
irr the Balkans till late in the summer, at the conclusion of the
Soviet ofiensive in the Baltic states and Eastern Poland. When
Nlarshal Malinovsky's Ukrainian troops began to drive down
llrc Danube again, the Germans still had 660,000 troops in Rurrrania, but most of them were at the front. Patrascanu asked the
l(ing to increase his forces in the capital and August 26th was
lixed as the date for an uprising. Antonescu got wind of it and
tlrree days in advance went to see the King to demand sweeping
ncw powers. Michael acted very decisively, however; instead of
srrbmitting he ordered the Palace Guards to arrest Antonescu
rrnd members of his Cabinet.
Raging, the German commandant paid a visit to the King at
lwo A.M., to demand a renewal of the pledge of alliance with
I litler. The King declined. Two hours later fighting began in the
streets of Bucharest-and four days later, to everybody's astonishment including the Rumanians', the Germans withdrew in
rlcfeat. Whatever you could say about the poor performance of
llumanian troops up to that moment, it had to be admitted that
lhe behavior of the insurrectionists in Bucharest-in which thousands of haU-trained workers took part-was briliiantly successhil. It saved many Russian lives. A masterpiece of planning, it
was the result of full liaison which anti-Hitlerite Rumanians estrrblished four months in advance with the Red Army. It offered
:r glaring contrast with the disastrous uprising in Warsaw led by
lhe anti-Soviet General Bor, who had no previous understanding
with the Red Army whatsoever. F'rom the time of the Bucharest
K)up ouward the whole German position in the Balkans was
tloomed. Before the year was out the doughty little Ukrainian
Marshal, Rodion Maiinovsky, who had been chasing the Nazis
cver since Stalingrad, would enter Belgrade and shake hands
with Marshal Tito.
Patrascanu accepted the armistice in the name of the King,
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and under the circumstances the terms seemed surprisingly
moderate. Rumania had to pay an indemnity of 800 million dollars, no more than that imposed on Finland. She lost no territory
and earned a chance, by joining in an alliance with Russia, of
getting back her pre-war control of Transylvania, which Hitler
had handed over to Hungary's Admiral Horthy. patrascanu
seemed to think he had made a fair bargain.
One afternoon a group of us had tea with Patrascanu's chic,
vivacious and smartly dressed French-speaking wife, who didn't
look any more like the highly sophisticated Communist (which
she was ) than Gloria Vanderbilt, ex Cicco.
"How long will King Michael last in the new Rumania?,,
someone asked her.
'?erhaps two years," she suggested.
'And how long will it be before the Communists-Rumanians,
of course-are running the country?"
"Two years," she said very sweetly,

IF.

CHAPTER THREE

Polish Interlude
4I

Preface

trb

for Skeptics

OnpINenILY,

a writer ought to eschew subiects already fully
rcported in the daily press. But once in a while you run across
:r story so sublime in its witness to the divinity of man, or so
klathsome as to make the meanest beast seem clean and wholesome by comparison, that it renews itself through the continued
interest or incredulity of the public, and through the subjective
t:xperience of the reporter.
Maidanek was such a story, in the second category. For Poland
irnd Russia, at least, Maidanek and the ghosts that throng around.
it would be a living presence at the peace tables to harden man's
lreart to the inevitable dismemberment of Germany. Quite apart
l'rom its scientific interest, it is important for Americans to rernember it, and in all conscience I cannot shirk my part in contributing to the record of it. Russians will never forget it. To
them it is one of the gravest of many scores to settle.
When the history of this war is written, Maidanek may best
r:pitomize the inner nature of Nazi philosophy and mark its most
lrrilliant success in perverting the very virtues of a once-great
people into the service of a machinery of crime almost too monstrous for the human mind to accept. Even after seeing the abuntlant evidence, hearing the statements of eye-witnesses and listening to the confessions of a few of the murderers themselves,
there is a voice in man taught to revere human life as sacred
that continues to say all this could not happen. Yet when I look
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atmy notes, taken at Lublin, during a trip to liberated Poland,
when I review the accumulation of testimony, intelligence informs me, as it does every other observer I know who hai had this
unenviable opportunity, that the main story of this death factory, to which the Nazis themselves unofficially referred as the
Camp for Extermination, has been truthfully reported.
How many people were destroyed at Maidanek? I have no
way of knowing precisely. Two Gerrnans who worked in the
camp told us that on a single day, November Srd of 1g43, between 17,000 and 20,000 men, women and children were obliterated there. They agreed also that "hundreds" at a time had
been taken out of the gas chambers on various days. Dr. Siengalwicz, a Polish toxicologist and professor of forensic medicine of
Lublin University, told me that they had identified, by chemical analysis, a total of 1,034 meters of human ashes recovered
from graves and from near-by fields, which he estimated to represent the remains of perhaps 1,000,000 corpses.

The Soviet-Polish Commission of scientists and laymen, of
which Dr. Siengalwicz was a member, was headed by Andlejez
Vitos, then vice-president of the Polish Committee of National
Liberation. It spent thousands of hours investigating the mountains of evidence, and its final report, covering every aspect of
the camp, will doubtless be studied by pathologists, psychologists, criminologists and other scientists for years to come. Many
of them, too, will probably refuse to believe it.
But not I, and not anyone who saw Maidanek and all the evidence of its horror. For us, nothing could erase the negative
which re-created the whole picture in most convincing manner.
This crowning achievement of Nazi totalitarianism, executed
with German eflficiency, was in a way far more frightening in its
ultimate implications for mankind than the record of any rival
killers in history.
The whole abattoir was still there when I went to Lublin at the
end of August. The vast camp, enclosed by electrically charged
barbed wire, the 200-odd barracks and buildings which were

I
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where transient human cattle were herded for slaughter,
tlrc chamber where they were gassed-they were open to public
scrutiny now. Russians and Poles led their soldiers and recruits
tlrrough the maze to indoctrinate them for battle. The open-air
lrlick ovens fitted with electric blowers where corpses were crerrurted, the disinterred bodies of earlier victims-men, women
;rrrd children killed by other means-and finally the tons of
lrrrman ashes scattered about the fields in which the Nazis grew
clroice cabbages for their table. I saw all that.
I knew of course that faked evidence could sometimes apPear
vt:ry convincing, but years of experience with partisan propagrrndists had enabled me to smell out a "p1anted" scene as a
nrouse smells out a piece of cheese. Even when confronted with
rrn obviously genuine atrocity, however, I often refrained from
rcporting it, simply because I had learned that there were always
lrrrndreds of people in America who would never believe man
r,tpable of such depravity and would start long correspondence
with your editor, trying to prove that you were a fool or a liar.
One of history's most completely documented cases of rapine,
torture and murder occurred at Nanking, in 1937, when the
tpanese slew thousands of Chinese after taking the capital' The
.f
roport on that atrocity was Prepared by an international comrrrittee of highly respected American and European eye-witncsses, including doctors, professors and clergymen, and it was
sisned by the chailman, who happened to be a German Nazi
whose Fiihrer was allied with the Japanese' Nevertheless, huntlreds of Americans obviously did not believe it. lvhen I came
lrome from China in 1941 many people referred to my quotalions from that document and said, "That wasn t really true, was
1,r,rrs

was being sophisticated by refusing to believe the most irreI'utable evidence of Nazi degeneracy.
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But Maidanek was something fifferent in my experience and

was something every decent person had to know about, because there was a point here of new and clinical interest. It was
the diabolical system and efficiency of it, the comprehensive,
eentrally directed planning, that for the ffrst time made a totalitarian modern industry out of the reduction of the human being
from an upright ambulatory animal to a kilogram of gray ashes.
N_o slaughterhouse was ever better organized for its purpose.
AII by-products were utilized. Nothing was wasted
Everywhere in the chain of operations lay the characteristic
hand of the German master of order, efficiency and economy,
his complete absorption in the mechanics of the tasks before
him, his rigid adherence to the principle of thoroughness in all
things. It happened that two of my own great-grandparents were
Germans, and from that side of my family I heard in my youth a
great deal about those German virtues. Indeed, rro orre can say
that American society has not beneffted from them, either. But
here at Lublin you got a complete perversion of the historic
genius of a race, with method and means becoming everything,
action completely dominating imagination, and the end itself
losing all significance for the automatons bringing it about.
That was the phenomenon that fascinated me about Maidanek: the fact that it is perfectly possible to co-ordinate the
utrnost scientific order and means with the utmost barbarism of
ends. Here human conscience was absolved of all guilt by the
magic words "Orders from Berlin."'Kill! KilI! Kill!" screamed
Goebbels for the record of all time. "Not you shall answer for
this, but L" And the blockheads who listened to him spat on
their hands and obeyed.

II
Nazi Death Plant
MarneNrr was neatly laid out for killing, an impressive collcction of buildings in a spacious setting. It had its own shops,
its many miles of motor roads winding between high watch
towers; it even had its own fire department. No one must burn
lrefore his time. In front of the residence of the commandant
was a garden. Outside the camp offices was another garden. In
the middle of it stood a ten-foot-high replica of a medieval castle
which served as a fountain. It was built by ]ewish prisoners,
under the lash of Gestapo gangsters, from jewish gravestones.
In places you could still see the engraved Hebrew characters'
Prisoners sent to Lublin from all parts of Europe were instructed to bring everything they owned. They were to begin
a new life in a 'hew settlement," some were told. Trustingly,
they shipped their trunks of belongings, or relatives sent them, as
instructed. Apparently none of these trunks ever saw the camP
at all, but were unloaded in a Lublin warehouse-of which more
later. In this way Hitler pried loose the last personal wealth of
his victims.
Many had already been worked and starved into emaciation

before reaching Maidanek and little labor power was lost
through their segregation here. Even after they reached the
camp, however, the still relatively able-bodied were held aside
for more work. They helped to erect new buildings, which were
constantly being added after August, 1941, until by 1943 the
47
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camp had a capacity of 40,000. When the sick and the lame fell

exhausted at their labor, they were beaten and marked for
speedy extermination.
Witnesses testified that various means were adopted to liquidate prisoners. The gas chambers could kill from I50 to ,00
people in five minutes and were the main execution cells. Sometimes prisoners were clubbed or hanged. Sometimes SS men
casually kicked or beat the Iife out of selected victims. German
political prisoners were always shot, I was told by captured
Nazis, while gas chambers were generally used for the others"
But Jews, Germans and other Europeans were all robbed in
common and were all fed to the same ovens. The principle crematorium consisted of ten large ovens, with a capacity of some
I,400 bodies daily. Near the ovens still lay piles of tin urns. These
were formerly used to receive ashes from the fires, which were
then sold to people foolish enough to believe that they were
buying the remains of their loved ones. Such filled urns netted
tle Nazis 5,000 Polish zlotys each. Nothing was wasted.
Not far from the Maidanek camp I visited some of the mass
where the victims of the Nazis had been buried in days
_graves,
before more efficient methods were adopted by the Gestapo. In
the now opened pits lay hundreds of partly decomposed bodies
of men, women, children and babies, many still wearing their
rotting Polish and Russian native dresses. Some of the corpses
had smashed skulls and were horribly mutilated and disfiguied;
others had been stabbed to death; some had bullet holes inlhem.
I_t was an incredibly hideous sight and the stench was beyond
description. From other graves, already emptied, the Nazii had
removed corpses for cremation in the ovens of N{aidanek, when
the advance of the Red Army had threatened to expose the
handiwork of the death factory. Their activity had been interrupted and never completed. A {ew minutes of it was all I could
rluld, but for days afterward the stink seemed part of my
clothes.
At Maidanek, the bulk of the ashes was strewn upon the Nazis'

I saw the most sickening display of all, in this evidence of mass
rrrurder.

Doubtless
wide by one

Hund
packed down, footwear of every
tragic history of a vanished owner.
rtnd children's boots, hundreds of
slippers, gold evening shoes, the high laced boots of an elderly
*o-ur, [he wo* sandals of peasants, the frayed oalenki of
lLussians and Poles, rubbers from Alcon-footwear from Paris,
llerlin, Vienna, Warsaw, Prague, Antwerp, Rotterdam, Madrid
rLnd Moscow. Here mute testimony corroborated the evidence
of Nazi guards, the passports and other records I saw, that people from infants to octogenarians were wiped out. '{ost of all I
iemember the shoe of a crippled woman, with a built-up sole
six inches high. Near by were a truss and a knee-length brace' All
lhese items had been kept for the shoemakers'old leather' Nothing was wasted.

shoes.
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III
Nothing Was Wasted
DowNrowr.r, in Lublin, a warehouse of four floors was fflled
with the worn but fumigated intimate belongings of thousands
of people. Everything was carefully inventoried. There was a
section devoted to wornen's underclothing of all kinds, silk panties and brassidres in one room, overcoats in another; corsets in
one department, stockings in another. One room was crowded

with children's garments, from swaddling clothes to woolen
knickerbocker suits. There was a corner piled high with babies'
cracked and chipped chamber pots.
I examined two trunks crammed with arch supporters, and
there were even wooden arms, legs, crutches and canes in various stages of wear, In one department I saw assorted medicines,
partly used tubes of toothpaste, old combs and vanity cases, nail
files and scissors. One whole shelf was devoted to children's
books and toys, smudged by small,loving hands.
"One day I saw 157 Polish children gassed to death," Hans
Stalp, a German prisoner who had been a guard at Maidanek,
told me. On another day, Nazi Officer Anton Thermos admitted
to us he had seen about 500 women and children gassed to death.
On a second occasion, he saw the bodies of 300 children taken
from the gas chambers.
Ledgers and stacks of inventory sheets were found in offices
of the warehouse. Down to the last spool of it, the Nazis knew
how much used thread they had on a given day. "Mention a date
and I'11 tell you what was here," said the bespectacled Polish
50
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tlrcological student who rummaged through these files. "Well?
Lct us take March 31, L944. Eighty thousand women's blouses;
l(,0,089 pieces of assorted cloth; 316,000 pieces of ladies' underwcar." And so on.
The file of Nazi correspondence produced interesting docurrrentation from Berlin, the real pay-off in this novel factory-to('onsumer industry. There were various orders for equipment for
( lcrman settlers in the new empire conquered in Poland and the
(Ikraine. I saw a soiled letter from headquarters requesting garrrrents for several thousand young supermen. The books were
cxpertlykept, with German thoroughness. At the end of any day
tlre commandant could advise Hitler just how many worn rompr:rs ard ladies'chemises were in stock, and how many had been
shipped out. Who would have thought that supermen would
stoop to rag-picking? But the motto was "nothing to be wasted."
Everything was taken care of here, everything but the last
;Lct. Incredibly, these industrialists of death, so systematic about
cverything else, neglected the one thing most important of all.
At the last moment, they fled without completely destroying the
r:vidence, and thus nullified all their previous elaborate efiorts.
( )amp Commandant Thuman suddenly disappeared, and the rerrraining SS murder technicians were left sans Fiihrer. Some kind
,rf order must have finally come through from Berlin. Herr Moosvold, the crematorium Fiihrer, managed to set fire to some of the
:rbattoir buildings and to his own house, in which stood the bed
where he had slept peacefully not ten feet from the incineration
ovens. Winters are cold in Lublin, but Moosveld's quarters were
vcry snug. He took his bath in water heated by the fires that
lrurned his victims.
Yet it was a disorderly retreat. Enough evidence-far more
than I can describe here-was left behind to incriminate everyone from Hitler to the dark little Obersturmfiihrer, Theodore
Scholen, a Nazi Party member and an SS man, whom the Russians inconveniently interrupted outside Lublin, on his way to
llerlin. This fellow Scholen, to whom I talked, told of having fre-
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quently seen bodies carried through the camp. He recalled
that from 18,000 to 20,000 people were killed on November 3,
I943-Belgians, Greeks, Italians and many others, besides a vast
number of Jews, Poles and Russians. But it was only now, as he
looked back on it all, that Herr Scholen realized that the whole
thing was actually an extermination camp.
As for himself, Scholen stoutly maintained he had never taken
part in the actual killings. He was kind to the prisoners. The
most he admitted doing was the occasional removal of gold fillings from live prisoners'teeth, in search of hidden diamonds.
But his extractions, he said, were always painlessly performed.
"Then who was actually responsible, Obersturmfiihrer Scholen?" I asked him.
"Berlin," he answered, without batting an eye. Not the camp
commandant, not Scholen, and none of the nineteen young
idealists who once thought they were riding on the "wave of the
future," and who worked under Scholen.
"We always acted on orders from Berlin," Scholen complacently explained. Didn't that make it all clear?
"Itras it occurred to you that you yourself will be tried for your
share in these crimes?" I asked him.
Ferret-like eyes blinked in astonishment. "That's absurd! I
only carried out orders. As for a trial, I've done nothing. I'm absolutely blameless," concluded Scholen.
A year earlier I had been staying in a billet over in Scotland
one night, listening to a young American flier iust back from
Italy, where he had been bombing the German lines, I heard
him talk for some time with an RAF man who lay near us, in this
vein: that he didn't believe all that 'propaganda" about Nazi
brutality; it was probably all lies.
"Why, I met some of their fliers we had captured, and they
were fellows just about like us. Under other circumstances, you
wouldn't mind introducing them to your girl. They say they are
fighting for an ideal and they are ready to die for it, and that's
just what we're doing. It's too bad to have to kill them."
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We have toughened up a lot since then. Probably that young
t'rrptain has, too, and I hope he read about Maidanek; it's tough
on a man to have to kill fellow idealists and that might make it
cusier for him to sleep at night. But just as I expected, my editor
got plenty of "it-couldn't-happen' letters from skepticai Americun amateur criminologists. From where they sat they knew it
was all a Russo-Polish plot. The back of my hand to them. SixIrrcn quite hard-boiled American correspondents went to Mairlrnek and not one of us came away unconvinced. Not one of us
shed a tear for Herr Scholen and his accomplices, either, when
tlre Polish courts tried them some weeks later and hung them
rrntil dead.
Here is a macabre thing, though, that belongs in the unclassi-

licd paradoxes department. Weeks afterward, when I was in
l\4oscow, the Lublin Poles sent a comrnittee to visit tlie British
;rnd American ambassadors, plesenting a list of Poland's relief
rrceds. Most of the items were obvious necessities, but one retlurest dumbfounded our diplomats.

It read:

72 skeletons,for the

l,ublin Uniaersity's medical laboratories. The Poles explained
lhat the Germans had destroyed or carried ofi all their pre-war
skeletons.

.qI

IF.

IV

The Poles Apart
lm Lublin, then headquarters of the Polish Liberation Comrnittee and the Polish adrninistrative committee which the Red
Army had recognized as the sole authority on liberated Polish
tcrritory,I met Edward Boleslaw Osubka-Morawski for the first
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time, He later became vice-chairman of the new polish Government which Moscow recognized soon after Warsaw was reoccupied. Ilere also I met General Boni Rola-Zimerski, head of
the new Polish Army.
ng detailed account of Red Army optaken part, Ieading up to the capture
saw on the east bank of the wide Vistula River. He stated categorically that the Warsaw uprising,
which was launched on the joint responsibility of the London
Poles of the regime-in-exile, and General Bor, head of the under-

that the Red Army would eventually take the Polish capital in
an encirclement movement, and that the forces under General
Bor, then ffghting in Warsaw, were doomed to ultimate exterrnination by the Germans.
Later information, and real events, supported Rola-Zimerski's
appraisal of the tragedy of Warsaw. The Germans had built up
an extremely powerful defense system around the city; at one
point as many as eighty separate lines of pillboxes and trenches

till the following January, when the river had frozen hard and
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rurn Europe at the height of von Rundstedt's fierce counteroffensive into Belgium.
As Rola-Zimerski had predicted, Warsaw itself was by-passed
tud outflanked by the main Russian forces and its garrison eventrrally capitulated when it was entirely surrounded. But meanwhile the city had been leveled to the ground, the Polish Home

A*y

had been destroyed, and several hundred thousand citiin a hopeless and futile insurrection.
Looking back now on the London Poles'fierce outcry that the
Itussians had "betrayed" them by not storming Warsaw and
Irringing salvation to General Bor, who had given the signal for
ru rising without even consulting our own chiefs-of-staff liaison
in Britain, it seems clear that their own ineptitude of leadership
tnd their fatally misguided sense of diplomacy were chiefly to
lrlame.
In Poland itself the prestige of the exiled government rapidly
tlisintegrated after the Warsaw fiasco. Hundreds of Bor's former
officers began to join the new Polish People's A*y. In Lublin
we met two of the earliest of these disillusioned patriots to come
over. One of them, Colonel Tarnova, had been commander of
all Bor's Home A*y security troops. He reported that even
before the uprising he and many of his 2,500 officers had openly
disagreed with Bor's plans for two sound military reasons: 1)
their means were insufficient to the task; and 2) they had no
rrnderstanding with the Red A*y. Tarnova had, in fact, resigned his command and fled from Warsaw with the intention of
reaching liberated Poland, where he had intended to communicate with (then) Premier Mikolajczyk of the regime-in-exile, to
request him to postpone the uprising until liaison could be established with the Allies. It was, however, already too late to interfere when he reached Lublin. Now he agreed completely when
General Rola-Zimerski declared:
"We are deeply convinced that Bor's order was given purely
for political reasons. . . . The plan of the Home Army all along
zens had lost their lives
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has been to appear suddenly in cities being occupied by the Red

Army and only at the last moment, in order to assume power,
Their mistake was that they thought they could operate in Warsaw independent of the will of the Red Army."
The Home Army's policy was thus the military reflection of
the London Polish Government's political strateg/, which continued to the last to refuse to recognize one basic and inescapable
fact about the nation's destiny. It was simply that Foland could
be restored to greatness only as a result of Red Ar*y victory
and heavy sacrifice of Russian blood. Therefore, only a government prepared to purge itself of all its anti-Soviet elements, and
to co-operate fully with new pro-Soviet groupings bound to arise
on the spot, in the wake of Russian victory, would be able to
take power in the new Poland. Instead the London Poles steadfastly clung to a dozen myths and hopes rooted in their deep
anti-Soviet prejudices and wish-fancies of the past, until at last
Mikolajczyk left them and they lost the support of his Peasant
Party, their most important political asset. From then on it was
only a matter of time till Moscow-and after adecent face-saving
interval, Britain and America-would recognize the new provisional Polish regime headed by Beirut and Osubka-Morawski,
which later entered the ruins of Warsaw.
All this was already implicit in the conditions which existed
when I first visited Foland. It was obvious also that the Polish
Liberation Committee was, in reality, carrying out a political
renovation so sweeping in character that it could only have been
accomplished as a result of heavy revolutionary civil war had it
not been done under the wings of the Red Army. Sorne aspects
of civil war were present, anyway. Rola-Zimerski told us that his
troops were disarming all members of the Home Army. Other
Poles, attached to the Liberation Committee, adrnitted quite
frankly that hundreds of their countrymen, who had refused to
recognize the Committee's authority and still insisted on obeying
only the radioed orders of the London government-which called
for non-co-operation-were being interned as "enernies of the
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ptxrple." Remnants of the Home Army, hiding in the forests and
villages, carried on a war of sabotage and assassination against
l,oth the Russians and their Polish allies.
The Polish Liberation Committee was then still weak and the

lour parties which had joined still needed the help of Mikolrrjczyk's Peasant Party in order to command a mass following.
Itut it was clear that their land-reform program would soon win
rr substantial base among the peasantry while their direct appeal
lo the urban workers would soon give them organized control
ol'labor. No exiled government, depending on Anglo-Arnerican
irrtervention, could long compete with such a regime on Polish
soil. With the support which they knew would follow when Stalin
rLctually turned over East Prussian and Silesian territory to Polish
sovereignty, the political leaders of this first pro-Soviet regime
in history had good reason to expect an early stabilization of the
New Order whose foundations they were now busily laying in
tlie tracks of the Red Arrny.
Withliberated Poland and Rumania thus maturing as political
proto!ryes, and the armistice terms imposed on other defeated
Axis satellites available for study, it was already possible, by the
:rutumn of L944, to trace in broad outline the shape of things to
('ome across the face of Eastern Europe-including, eventually,
()ermany. Let us examine this pattern that followed wherever
the Red Army conquered.

T
dI IF

CHAPTER FOUR
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120,000,000 New Friends
FROV the beginning of its struggle with the Axis the Kremlin
called this 'the Patriotie War of the Soviet Union." Russia was
driven to war. She did not take the initiative for the purpose of
bringing about ideological changes in the world, but she fought
against men who wished to impose their ideology on her.
Nevertheless, Red victory inevitably alters the face of Europe.
In the process of destroying her enemies, Russia has undoubtedly won millions of friends, or admirers, or at any rate a profound new respect, among peoples living near at hand. If before
the war the peoples of Middle and Eastern Europe were led by
regimes hostile to the Soviet Union, that was to a great extent
rnade possible because of widespread underestimation of the
real strength of the world's only socialist power. And if now
Russia finds new friends in the very same places, the transformation is certainly born primarily out of experience with the
prowess of Soviet arrns.
The countries liberated by the Red Army together make up a
large slice of Europe. They form a gigantic chain of territory
averaging about 300 miles in width, with a frontier nearly 3,000
miles long as the much-traveled crow flies. They have an area,
if we include Austria, East Prussia and Eastern Germany, of over
a half million square miles. They had a pre-war population of
over 120 million or some two-thirds as large as the Soviet Union.
What kind of future awaits these states? Upon what terms
5B
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rrrc their new relationships with Russia being consolidated? Will
llrc patriotic war merge into an ideological war for the advancerrrr:nt of socialism? Will Russia put her dearly won understandirrgs with Britain and America in ieopardy by attempting to eslrrblish paramountcy of Communism? I was speculating about
t lris one day with an elderly Communist, and this is what he said:
"lI any one had told me a few years ago that there would be no
rr:volution in Eastern Europe after this war, I would have called
llrat man crazy. But that's the way it is now. Russia above all
wtnts stability in this part of the world and where the Red
Army goes there will be no revolution."
It seemed true enough, if you applied traditional Marxist
rlcfinitions of a working-class revolution. In the liberated lands
lrcyond Soviet borders one saw no proletarian uprisings of the
lonventional pattern. There were no open exhortations to worklrs to overthrow the bourgeoisie; no demands for a "workers and
pcasants dictatorship"; no open denunciations of capitalism; no
r:xtravagant prophecies of an early Communist or socialist Eur ope. The familiar terminology of class warfare seemed almost
to have disappeared from the lexicon of Europe's Leftists. If the
Kremlin was fostering revolution it was doing so with a hand
lroavily gloved in velvet, and it was pointing ,"t-h", than pushing.
'AII the same," I said to this loyal Stalinist, "certain very inlrrresting things are coming to pass. By whatever name you
choose to give them, they mark a sharp revolutionary break with
llre past. Eastern Europe will never be the same again."
"But no one can say that the Comintern or the Soviet Governrrrent is bolshevizing these countries," he rejoined. "It is true the
Itcd Army's victories have made many changes possible. But I
suy it is the people of those countries themselves who are getting
r id of fascism and turning to the only possible form of governrrrent left to them."
It is a wide and fairly uniform pattern of adjustment-this
"only possible form of government," which is becoming manifest
lrom Finland and the Baltic states in the north, to the Adriatic
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the frontiers of Turkey on the southeast. Eventually the pattern may reach into Greece. The end of
the war finds Finland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Rumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Austria and Eastern Germany occupied by the Red Army-in most places in alliance with native
anti-fascist forces. The amount of Europe under Russian occupation is thus far greater than at any time in history.
The way it looked from Moscow, all those nations and the
many peoples within their changing boundaries were, without
the violence and internal bloodshed of class war, going to realize
a number of revolutionary reforms in common, more than they
ever shared before. They would do so in a quiet, orderly manner, with excellent and stable police power, under the occupying forces, backing up the decrees of their own governrnents.
There would be little barricade fighting to win this reformed
new world. The fighting was done on the Volga and on the Don,
the Dnieper, the Danube, the Vistula, the Oder and the Bug.
First on the list of reforms would be a fundamental reorientation in foreign policy. In this war all Russia's neighbors were
mobilized or exploited by Germany to help her. It is the logic of
Red Army triumph that any chance of a repetition of that experience will be efiectively eliminated. Henceforth the Eastern
European peoples will operate on the principle that warm
friendship and collaboration with the Soviet fatherland are not
only the best policy, but the "only possible" policy.
Observe further that Soviet frontier security will be enhanced not only by elimination of hostile land and air bases but
by Russia's emergence as a first-class naval power. Henceforth
the Red fleet will be the only sea power of consequence in the
Baltic on the north and the Black Sea on the south. Russia will
accept nothing less than equality in the Mediterranean also. It
is hardly in keeping with her new commitments for the security
of Europe that she should remain in any way dependent on
Turkey, a power which showed little friendship for her in this
war, for access to the Mediterranean. A showdown is coming for
Sea on the southwest and to
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lontrol of the Dardanelles. Stalin can wait because in this he
r'rrnnot lose.

In Moscow I heard Polish, Rumanian, Czech and Finnish envoys of peace and the future unequivocally acknowledge the
row era in the foregoing terms. And nowhere was the changed
lt:lationship of forces more frankly stated than in this manifesto
issued by the Polish Liberation Committee, when it assumed
:rdministra.tive power in Poland: "Ilistory and the experience of
tlre present war," said that model document, "show that only
tlrc buildingup of a great Slars dam,o founded on Polish-sovietOzechoslovakian accord, can serve as a safeguard against the
l)r'essure of German imperialism. For 400 years constant conflicts
lrctween Poles and Ukrainians, Poles and Belorussians, Poles and
llussians, have been the rule, to the detriment of both sides. Now
rL historic change has taken place in these relations. Conflicts are
uiving way to friendship and co-operation dictated by the mulrral vital interests of these peoples. The friendship and fighting
to-operation inaugurated by the brotherhood of arms of the
l'olish Army and the Red Arrny must be converted into a lasting
:rlliance and neighborly co-operation after the war. . . . An enduring alliance uith our immediate neighbors-the Soaiet Union
ttnd'Czechosloaakia-uill be the fundamental principle of Polish
Ioreign policy."o
In hardly less decisive language Monsieur Patrascanu, the
(lommunist head of the Rumanian Armistice Delegation, told
rne that it was "only through the closest collaboration and alliance with the Soviet Union that the Rumanian nation can
:trise again and that its independence and liberty can be guar:urteed."
And beyond that feature, the basic feature of alliance between
Iiastern Europe and Russia? Again Poland and Czechoslovakia
provide us with a guide to the future.
* Author's italics.
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)clegation which assumed power in the liberated Czech terlitory.
We have seen how in Rumania the new administration likewise began by retaining control of industry used to support the
I litlerite war. Yugoslavia and Bulgaria adopted similar plans. In
scveratr countries the liquidation of the Germans and the conliscation of German property would in itself automatically estrrblish state ownership over the largest industrial enterprises.
Ncarly all the heavy industry in Poland and Czechoslovakia, for
instance, was a]ready under German control before the attack
on Russia. And after the Nazi occupation virtually all important
smaller capitalists either were robbed outright of their enterlrrises or, if they collaborated, were compelled to take in Nazi
partners. Those who were forced to "sell out" to the Germans
would never fully re-establish their rights of ownership. As for
those who fell in line with German war aims: they would now
lre regarded as "traitors to the people." Their property, if not
their lives, would be forfeited.
Methods adopted for utilizing confiscated industrial plants in
the liberated countries would vary. In Rumania I had found that
rLbsentee-owned factories were provisionally operated by comrnittees of workmen, while ownership and control remained with
the state. In Poland Osubka-Morawski told me that exproprirrted industrial plants were being operated by state boards
which included representatives of labor.
"Some factories taken over in this way," Osubka-Morawski
said, "may be returned to their previous owners, and property of
traitors may be sold to other private persons, if there is a market
f'or them. But all industry of national importance uill be owned
ltg the state.+ We are in favor of placing all industry under govcrnment control. We also want to encourage private enterprise
wherever possible, but there will be government regulation of
tll production and distribution."
It ought to be remembered that in all the Baltic states, in
I

dI
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il
Economics of Reform
The second point nobody could mistake uas that all fascists,
fascist sympathizers, and all collaborationists, toould be suept
from these countries in a thorough and decisiae manner. How
would that work out in practiceP "It will simply mean anybody,"
one foreign diplomat expressed it to me, "who doesn't agree with
the pro-Soviet policy of the new governments." Was he right?
Not entirely right because not inclusive enough.
Although the term "traitor to the people" had not been precisely defined, it would in most cases include all elements which
stood in the way of realizing important intental, as well as external;reforuns in policy. "Not a single German war criminal, not a
single traitor to the Polish people, must escape punishment,"
said the Polish Committee's manifesto. "The frontiers of Poland
will be closed to Hitler's agents and to those who betrayed Poland in September, 1939. . . . We will brush aside all mischiefmakers and agents of reaction who, by trying to split national
unity and foment internecine warfare among the Poles, are
playing into the hands of Hitlerism."
Such "mischief-makers," inside and outside Poland, would not
enjoy democratic liberties, nor even rights of citizenship promised to other Poles. Nor would they enjoy rights of property
ownership. Similarly, the Czech Government planned to punish
traitors and collaborationists by depriving them of their property
as well as by other means, I was told by F. Memec, Minister
Plenipotentiary and head of the Czechoslovakian Administrative
62
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czechoslovakia, Rumania and other Barkan countries, but abovo
all in Poland, a vast aagun-t of enterprise and land no ionger hacl
Iegitimate claimants. The former orir"r, were murderediy the
Nazis' Two to three million Jews, some of them extr#ery
p-eople, as well as mar non-Jewish capitalists, were
Y?lIfty
obliterated or driven from Europe. oebt probleins *ere al.o
somewhat simplified, owing in part to the^liquidaton of thousand3 of money-lenders and paw"brokers. rriflation wil
wipe
out the rest.
osubka-Morawski predicted that some of the shops and smail
entelprises taken back from the Germans would bL made into
co-operatives. Employees would be assisted bv the state to be_
come owner-operators. And this seemed likely to happen in
other formerly

Athirdpoint

nailonalminority
n betueen neigh-

republics

of the

USSR,

minorities woutd tikety be given
r:
what remained of the Fatheiland, ":{::.:'::.:;":r:;T
or to hard labo'r in the countries they despoiled. The_precedent was set by the September
agreement between the polish Liberation committee ^and
the
ukrainian and Belorussian soviet Repubrics. They provided for
mutual evacuation of poles from Ruiia and of Likiainians and
Belorussians from Poland.
The a
populations was an omen of
the futu
s tlie polish_Russian military
alliance
would not countenance con_
tinuation of the old situation, in which 6migr6 Russian colonies in
other lands had been exploited by anti-sJviet governments for
ility and peace. Further, it liquidated
agitation carried on by the anti_Soviet
of Polish land barons to the Western
Ukraine. But of that, more later.
we are reminded that there was arso a Rumanian minority in
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Soviet Moldavia, while Ukrainian minorities lived in Rumania
irnd Czechoslovakia. The Soviet-Polish agreement would likewise form a model for solution of minority disputes between Ru-

manians and Hungarians in Transylvania, Czechs and Poles in
Silesia, and so on. It was obvious that Hungarians would be
moved out of Transylvania, along with the Germans from Rumania. The interesting point was the fundamental nature of the
solutions and their historic permanence.

Fourth, in Pol,and and Czechoslorsakia, and in other cases in
Eastern Europe also, the liberated states uould be encouraged
to il.emand reparations from Germany.The aim was to commit
all these former Axis satellites to new frontiers acquired at the
expense of Prussians and with Soviet patronage. Polish antifascists now coming to power wanted not only East Prussia and
Silesia, but also a share of Germany industry. Osubka-Morawski
told me that Poland would take over as much German machinery
as she could get, not o"ly i" East Prussia but anything available
to her in Germany.
What scope did this leave for the introduction of new capital
from abroad? It seems that most of the countries I have mentioned will welcome foreign investments, except in land. But
government responsibility for production will everFwhere be
very broad. It is at any rate clear that in Po1and and Czechoslovakia any foreign investment will necessarily take on the form
of a contract with the state, and be worth no more than the stability of the regime in power.
Fifth,"There u)on't be any largo estates left in Poland,," Morawski stated quite categorically, "except for land ousned by the
Clrurch."" And how long even individual churches themselves
will hold on to their estates is uncertain. When I attended a
were demanddical than the
nd the various
and
only as far
parties behind him were proceeding cautiously
{ Aut}rot's italics.
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Church property would not be touched. Inside the Committee
it was the Socialists who were insisting on ultra-radical reforms,
such as collectivization and state ownership of all industry,
while the Communists (in the Workers Party) were the restraining, conservative influence.
A land fund was set up in Poland under a Department of Agricllture and Agrarian Reform. This fund was first capitalizeilby
the acquisition of farm implements, machinery and livestock,
and by confiscation of "the land of Germans, traitors to the Polish
people, and landed estates of over fifty hectares." In the case of
lands taken from the Reich-Silesia and East Prussia-which the
Poles plan to re-incorporate into the new state, individual landowners would be permitted to retain estates as large as one hundred hectares.
Some areas were set aside as model farms, to be operated as
enterprises of the Polish state. The bulk of the land was divided
among "small and middle peasants, small tenant farmers with
large families, and agricultural laborers . . . taking as a basis five
hectares of arable land for the average family."
On the whole it was s
diction of an end for all
all countries of Eastern
Delegation told me that most of the Sudeten Germans would
probably be expropriated and their lands divided among loyal
citizens. Similar treatment would be given to all other landowners, whether absentee or resident, who had collaborated.with the
Nazis. And after the Bucharestcoup d'Etat,George Popp, Secretary General of the Rumanian National Peasant Pafiy, told me
that property of the half million German minority in Rumania
would be
among Rumanian peasants.
All other
quidated, leaving only the
Church a
farms tilled by tenants.
One could aheady foresee that the remaining large estates in
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia would be similarly liquidated. Some
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lroldings, possibly later to prove forerunners of modified colleclivization, would in each case be retained for development of
state farms, as in Poland.

When the Red Army reached Hungary toward the end of
1944, Hwgarian Communists in Moscow drew up a program
somewhat similar to that of the Polish Committee, to be adopted.
lry the new government which the Kremlin would presently
rccognize.In October it was already rumored that an agreement
Irad been reached between the Hungarian underground leaders
and the Red Army. Hoping to get some clue to the anti-fascist
llungarians'plans, I attended a public lecture one evening in
October, when C. Rakoshi, a recognized Communist authority
on Hungary, spoke before a packed hall. Lectures of this nature
were not frequent in war-time Russia and were given only for a
calculated political purpose. As it was certain that Rakoshis
speech had been carefully scrutinized and approved in advance
Iry the Soviet Propaganda Bureau, his manner of expression was
of great interest.
'Why is Hungary chained to Germany?" the speaker asked.
"The explanation lies in the internal structure of the country.
Power is centered in the hands of reactionary landlords, and the
agrarian situation is similar to that which existed in Tsarist Russia in 1917: on the one hand, the reactionaries, landowner-magnates; on the other, the landless peasantry, the dernocratie
forces. Landowners seek to hold their estates at any price and
this makes them incapable of acting in the interest of the nation."
Rakoshi attributed the weaknesJof democratic forces in Hungary to the fact that "the working-class leadership, the Communist Party" had been forced underground for twenty-six years
and thus "the democratic movement lacked a mainspring."
Nevertheless, the people of Hungary were essentially democratic. "Developing events" would soon wipe out the dictatorship, and "the working class will act as the motor of the future
struggle against fascism." A new Hungary would arise, "the
foremost task of which will be the establishment of friendly re-
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lations with the victo
the liquidation of the
events" did, indeed, s
Comrade Rakoshi.
So much for economic foundations. What of the political composition of these new anti-fascist governments? Without attempting to discuss this in terms of party labels, certain tendencies can be clearly observed.
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for use and lived on his wages. Thirdly, the partisan and
llrc soldier, the men and women and youths who stayed on their
,rwn soil and uncompromisingly fought the invader'
In the third group were found some surviving inteilectuals
rrncl professional people. Also in this category belonged many of
tlrc clergy, many small business men, and some small bureaucrirts, who managed to work under the Germans without betrayirrg their people. Such men suffered heavily during the occupa11oods

tion and thousands were destroyed.
In Rumania, a few weeks after Red Army occupation, trade

quickly revived, until n
organized. In liberated Poland
vival of trade unions was not o
srrred. Polpress, official news a
State Administration, publicly announced that "the department
rrf labor, social welfare and public health has set out to organize
(sic) trade unions." Peasant unions also were organized by
rrrembers of the Government. Obviously they were not being
<lrilled to dofi their caps to returning landowners and capitalists
lracking the London Poles.
An outgrowth of intensified labor-unio1 organizalion in Poland was likewise seen in the increased following of the new
pro-Soviet Socialist Party, as led by another member of the Provisional Goverrrment, Dr. Boleslav Drobner. It was noteworthy
that all important members of the Polish regime were themselves either of peasant or worker origin-though they were not
rrrrions

III
Politics of Change
The prooisional Polish administration frankly stated that

democratic liberties could not be exercised by "traitors to the
people," aterm ushich, in many u)ays, was curiouslg reminiscent
of the old Marxist expression,"class enemi,es of the state."
It was evident from the Polish Committee's manifesto that

It could

rLll

for granted that 6migr6 landlords
and capitalists generally would find their personal histories
closely scrutinized when they sought readmission to their native

orators.

also be taken

lands after the war.
Whose stock, then, would stand highest in the post-war political life of this vast region? What was the sound stufi on which
the state could be rebuilt? First of all the peasant, the man who

fed the nation. Secondly, the worker, the man who produced

Communists,

as suggested

abroad' And here you could discern

likely to be found in future government,
in Poland but in other neighbor states of Russia. This
u;as that not l.a.nd barons and capitalists, but organized peasants
rLrud. organized uorkers, as ledby leftist political parties,friendly

r sixth characteristic
rrot only

toould roin all palDer.
Seoenth, freedom of press, speech, assembly and uorshi,p
would more closely parallel the Sooiet dafinition of those rights
than the Anglo-Saxon parliamentary conception. The Polish
Lo Russia,
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Committee solemnly proclaimed "the restoration of all democratic liberties, equaliiy of all citizens without distinction of
race, creed or nationality, freedom to form political and tradeunion organizations, freedom of press and conscience." But
wrong-minded people were warned that "democratic liberties
must not be allowed to serve enemies of democracy."
In still other respects the Polish program obviously would be
echoed beyond Polish frontiers. It called for improved wage
standards and modern labor legislation, extension of social-welfare institutions of all kinds, enforcement of compulsory education, immediate housing for the neediest section of the population, and wide fostering of co-operative societies.
Prime Minister Muraviev, when he led Bulgaria in its complete somersault from the camp of the Axis into the fold of the

Allies, consulted Bulgarian Communists and then announced a
series of reforrns which strikingly resembled the Polish Committee's manifesto. He pledged to restore all the people's democratic freedoms, abolish racial discrimination, renew all constitutional rights, release all political prisoners, dissolve all fascist
organizations, and even to "end the embezzlement of national
property." Muraviev's Government did everything but prescribe
punishment for itself as 'traitor to the people." That omission
caused its collapse-and it was promptly remedied the following
day by its successor, the Government of Georgiev, who ordered
Muraviev's arrest.
Bulgaria finally comprehended that it was expected she
should not only disown her unsavory erstwhile associates, but
should join in the drive to exterminate them. Only when the
overthrow was complete, only when measures were enforced to
arrest and expropriate adherents of all regimes formed after the
end of 1940, only when Bulgaria was ready to make war on Germany, was it possible to find a common ground with the Soviet
Union.
Naturally one should not draw parallels too closely in the
countries I have mentioned. They are in important respects on

7T
Star orser Eastern Europe
rlrrite different levels of development. It is apparent, for exrrrrrple, that the extremely sound and politically mature people
ol'a state like Czechoslovakia, which will be one of Europet
loremost industrial powers after the war, will much more
rlrrickly recover stability than a country like Rumania, full of
illiterate peasants and corrupt officials, or a state like Poland,
tit tl,

with its sharp class conflicts and its endless party quarrels.

qI

I.

IV

Nazism Destroys Capitalism
wner was emerging was a pattern much along lines urged
lry Communists and some other parties of the Left, before and

So

rrl'ter Munich. From 1933 on, European Communists generally
:rbandoned their earlier slogans of proletarian revolution. Instead they sought to unite with liberals and democrats everywhere, first to form popular-front and later on united-front govornments, to include all parties to resist the rise of fascism. They

l'tiled then. Today the popular front seems the logical heir to
l)ower, born above the grave of fascism, and fully backed by
Soviet victory.
Obviously it will depend to a considerable extent on the wistlom and moderation of the various Communist parties whether
or not the popular front acquires vigor and growth as the political child of the future. So far Communists in Rumania,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary and Yugoslavia
lrave behaved cautiously and with political astuteness. To date
they have contented themselves with fewer positions of power
than the real relation of forces might justify.
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rn 1945 the progress chartered by all the provisional anti^
:- - - t of theiogic
fascist
changed
'Jrt;;""rr"s of theofwar
condit
itserf,
rather
es baied on ideological precon_
ceptions forced r-p_on an unwilling populace. rn the irony of history it has turned out that Nazism-was thus the instument
which, setting out to overthrow Communism, succeeded in
destroying the structure of laissez-faire capitalism throughout
Europe. And in its crash Nazism is taking down with it thJremnants of economic and social feudaHs#which inevitabty h"rnessed themselves to Hitler.
That isn t the whole picture of the new deal coming to Eastern
Europe, and it is only one man's interpretation. But ithink in its
crude outline it is fairly accurate. It ii the interpretation which,
in the main, I cabled home while I was still in R^ussia. And again
it rather surprised me that it passed soviet censorship-whiJh is
frankly political in its inhibitions, as wen as miritary.'I took it to
mean that Moscow was not trying to hide its preierences, nor
their implications, from the ouiside world.
_ But Russia's plans for Gerrnany and Austria, d.iscussed in a
later chapter, were another mattei. Before attempting to scrutinize them it would be well to see something
-oi" oI what the
war has cost the Soviet peoples, and of the bill they are to present to Hitler's heirs. A good place to study that wasihe ukra^ine,
the scene of Hitler's greatesi attempt at "colonization,,_and of
his greatest defeat.

CHAPTER F'TVB

Ukraine:

In the Wake of Conquest
I
Items

in the Bill

WrfBN I had left the Soviet Union, in

1943, most of the
Ukraine was still in Nazi hands. Since then the whole valley of
the Dnieper had been freed. Kiev itself, the ancient and pictr.rresque citadel of the Southern Slavs, which was an outpost of
Iiuropean civilization a millennium ago, had been in Soviet
lrands more than ayear. Yet it was not till l went on a sobering
journey into this twilight of war that I fully realized the price
which 40,000,000 Ukrainians paid for Soviet-and Allied-victory. The whole titanic struggle, which some are so apt to disrniss as 'the Russian glory," was first of all a Ukrainian war. No
fewer than 10,000,000 people had been "lost" to the Ukraine
since 1941, I was told by a high Ukrainian official. That excluded
men and women mobilized for the armed forces.
A relatively small part of the Russian Soviet Republic itself
was actually invaded, but the whole Ukraine, whose people
were economically the most advanced and numerically the second largest in the Soviet Union, was devastated from the Carpathian frontier to the Donets and Don rivers, where Russia
proper begins. No single European country sufiered deeper
wounds to its cities, its industry, its farmlands and its humanity.
We may have forgotten how large a role American engineers
and machinery played in the industrialization of this Republic,
but the Ukrainians have not. Today they hope for renewed
American industrial help. The post-war Soviet market for Am.eriIO
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can goods is to a major extent a Ukrainian market. To the same

more familiar with the Ukrainian people, or Little Russians, who
have their own language and culture and history, older than that

of Great Russia. And possibly partly because of that also I
found an extraordinary spirit of cordiality and frankness in the
Ukraine, and an almost unique readiness to supply facts and
figures where they seemed available.
The rest of the USSR is fifty times the size of the Ukraine, but
the Ukraine held about half the giant nation's pre-war key industry. One district alone produced more pig iron and steel than
Japan, Belgium, Italy and Poland taken together. Ukrainian
mines supplied half the hard coal and three-fourths of the coking coal for the-entire Soviet Union. The Ukraine produced sixtytwo percent of Soviet iron ore and its bauxite mines furnished
seventy percent of pre-war Soviet alurninum.

were highly_ mechanized._Ukrainian agriculture was ninety-nine

percent collectivized and it grew a fifth of the nation,s wheat
and more than a third of its sugar beets. Its farms were among
the most prosperous in Europe.
No wonder Hitler believed that if he could close his fist over
the black soil of the ukraine he could force Russia to her knees.
If he had been allowed to take over all this muscle and power
intact, then he might indeed have been far more successf,]I. Brt
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carly as I,rly 3, 1941, Stalin decided to apply a scorched-earth
lxrlicy where it proved impossible to carry means of production
lo the rear. When the Red Ar*y blew up the great Dnieprostroi
)ower project in August, lg41., apainful sigh spread over Russia;
f
lrrrt it was a necessary act. It not only greatly delayed the Nazi
rrdvance but made it impossible for the enemy to operate the
Ircmendous industrial complex around Dnepropetrovsk, just as
similar sabotage rendered the rich Donets Basin practically useIcss to the invaders.
From other Ukrainian cities many thousands of tons of ma<'hinery were moved eastward, to become the nucleus of new
;rlants set up in Siberia and Central Asia. In most cases, such
rnachinery will remain where it is. Ukrainian leaders count little
on it for direct replacements-though some of it will reproduce
itself to help restore its former hearth and home.
However, the more or less orderly evacuation of such vital
rnovable machinery and the demolition of many key plants were
only the beginning of the war's cost to the Ukraine. The Red
Army had to withdraw hastily and leave the greater part of the
industry behind. From all occupied areas, according to Soviet
figures, the Goverlment managed to evacuate, by heroic measrrres, a total of 1,200,000 railway carloads of industrial equiprnent, of which only a part came from the Ukraine. Compared
with the Nazi pillage during their two years' occupation, the
llussians saved a modest amount. Cruel and finally fatal blows
were delivered by the invaders to the basis of Ukrainian industry
and mechanized agriculture late in 1943 and 1944.In Kiev, for
cxample, only one of a half dozen great cities of the Ukraine, the
Nazis not only carried off all the machinery but stripped every
house and office of its last piece of furniture. The mayor of Kiev
told me that about 250,000 cars were utilized in that operation
rrs

alone.

Standing in the midst of the ruins of the great Bolshevik machine-building plant, the engineer-in-chief told me that it would
cost 20,000,000 gold rubles to replace the lost machinery in this
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one spot. Incidentally, he thought it would take 2,500 workmen
from two to three years to clear away the debris and rebuild the
structure. I found that 8,000 Russian prisoners of war had been
employed at the plant, for two months prior to the Nazi retreat,
solely in dismantling machinery and packing it for shipment to
Germany, where Hitler was desperately attempting to restore
his own bomb-ravaged war industries. Multiply that by hundreds, by thousands, and you get an idea how much labor, how
much time and thought, and how many million freight cars the
Germans devoted to the denudation of the Ukraine.
Commissions were still adding up the total damage. Meanwhile, Vladimir Nikolaievich Valuyev, the able and plain-speaking young chairman of the Ukrainian Gosplan, or State Planning
Commission, let me sample a few rough estimates. For instance,
in the town alone, about 22,000,000 square meters of living space
were destroyed. In Poltava, a typical rural district, about 100,000
peasant homes were gone, out of an original total of 362,000. In
a single industlo-agrarian region, Kamenets-Podolsk, 47O,OOO
civilians wer
re d
of an origina
562

with

18,000

000

310,000 horses and cattle and 1,700 tractors were carried off.
One Soviet authority stated that at least fifty percent of all the
means of Ukrainianiivelihood and production iere gone. In the
case of Dnepropetrovsk alone, the replacement cost in such
terms will run to 350,000,000 American dollars.
Pierre Cot, the Frenchman who made an extensive tour of the
liberated areas for the de Gaulle Government, gave me 250,000,000,000 gold rubles, or $50,000,000,000, as his estimate of
the damage done to Russia during the war. That includes only
physical plant, of course. If it is near the truth, then one might
guess the Ukrainian part at somewhere between $30,000,000,000
and $40,000,000,000. And the mechanical equipment needed to
restore it might then cost something like $10,000,000,000.

il
The Wasteland
Auour half the Ukraine lying on the west bank of the Dnieper
was liberated only in the spring and summer oflensives of L944,
lrut the greater industrial and farming areas came back into Sovict hands again late in 1943. I wanted to know what had been
rrccomplished in a year's effort at recovery and I took the ques-

lion to several Ukrainian authorities and made spot investigations at a number of farms and factories around Kiev. I did not
lind anybody minimizing the tasks or inclined to exaggerate
what had been done. I sensed a good deal of impatience with
clumsy propaganda attempts to convince the outside world that
I rrll-scale'ieconstruction' had ah eady begun. Everywhere there
was emphasis on the complexity of the difficulties, the volume of
work to be done.
Despite that, what emerged out of my inqufuy, and what is perIraps the main message of this report, was something else. It was
lhat the Ukraine seems likely to recover its former position more
rluickly than any other war-torn country of Europe. It was that
has been fully
along the road

But right now there was the bleak present. There was the
labor shortage. The millions of Ukrainians taken to Germany included many of the nation's best workers. Some went eastward,
rrnd many will remain there. In one lactory I found only 22O
77
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workers out of an original6,000 were back at work. In another,
thirty answered to the foreman's roll call of 700. In the small industries and workshops, most of the workers had been ]ews. A
million and a half ULrrainian Jews once lived here, but little trace
of them now remains.
On the farms there were even fewer men than in towns. At
one collective 264workers, out of a pre-war total of 700, had reappeared, but only fifteen men were back, out of an origin a1234.
A second farm had supported 2,035 peasants before the war.
Now it mustered only forty-five able-bodied men out of its former 1,400. A different way of saying the same thing was that out
of 3,900 tractor drivers trained here in 1944, 3,500 were women.
The dean of the Ukrainian University, many of whose buildings
were blown up by the Nazis before they left, told me he had
2,300 students back in the improvised classrooms. Only 400
were males.
I met a Russian feminist on the train, and a feminist is rather
rara
a
aois in this country. "The men only have to fight, but we
have to feed the Army and clothe it and nurse it and arm it and
protect the next generation all at once," she said. "Now we have
to pick up the pieces here and rebuild the place and provide the
future with new sons and daughters. They say this is a man's
war, but there has never in history been anything that was more
of a woman's war. No wonder we hate war more than men dol"
Women were doing most of the salvaging and the amount of
labor involved in cleaning up after a demolition is seldom appreciated. There were few tools or wheels left. At one former factory I watched hundreds of women and boys working with bare
hands trying to clear the debris from a corner of the plant. It
seemed to me they were engaged on a lifetime task.
"It doesn't work out like the reverse moving pictures," dourly
remarked the engineer with me. "Now, if some smart lad would
just invent a bomb to put a building together again . . ."
But even if good labor and materials were available, reconstruction would be severely hampered by lack of other means.
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'l'ra.nsport, for instance. Formerly, Ukrainian government instilrrtions owned tens of thousands of trucks; now they had but a

It:w thousand broken-down lorries. Railways and bridges had
lrcen restored only to the minimum necessary to maintain mililru:y supply. In farm work the shortage was also severe. Seventy

porcent of the tractors and eighty percent of the horses were
rrrissing.

Beyond that, the lack of materials of all kinds was acute.
liverything went to the Army first, if it was of any military value.
[]krainian electrical-power, coal, iron, steel and chemical inrlrrstries were destroyed almost totally, and the major work of
r'<:storation had hardly begun. One reason was that a very large
part of Ukrainian enterprise must remain immobilized until the
gleat dams on the Dnieper were rebuilt and until the Donbas
rrrines were working again. Some rosy pictures had been painted
rrlrroad about that. But in fact Dnieprostroi was stilli ruin.
Ukrainian officials told me that so far production in the Donbas,
Ioo, was insignificant.
"Don't forget that the Donbas hasn't been worked for three
years, and that it was ninety-seven percent mechanized," I .w.as
rcminded by the Gosplan Chief, Valuyev, "and all that mechanization was lost. The mines are still flooded with 350 million cubic
rneters of water, and it keeps piling in at the rate of thirty-five
rnillion cubic meters every day. Our pumps aren't big enough
Ior the job. About all we can do is to hold the water at its present
lcvel. We won't be able to clear the mines again until we can
irnport some big pumps from America-likely not till after the
war."
Few machine tools were being turned out, and few tools meant
Iittle new machinery. One example: the pre-war Kharkov tractor
;rlant had 1,100 machine tools and made a hundred tractors a
<[ay. Now the same plant had a hundred machine tools and made
tlree tractors a day. The "restored" plant in demolished Stalingrad could assemble and repair, but could not manufacture
rnachines.
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Why couldn't the needed machinery be made in.the East-I
wanted to know-by all that new industrial plant in Siberia and
AEia? The answer I got was that the first priority was still the defeat of Germany. Secondly, there was the demand for equipment to complete planned industry becoming a permanent
fixture in the East. In many lines help could be expected only
after the war.

(llcrai,ne:

In the Wake of C

Fon all that, the Ukrainians had in a single year, using little
but their hands and feet, it seemed, turned their country from a
complete liability back into an important producer of the Soviet
Union. Here are the skeletal facts of the achievement-the triumphs,largely, of women and children and old men coming out
of holes in the ground, after three years of terror and war:
First, there was that amazingl944 harvest, Big areas were still
battlefields, but everything possible was planted, including
earth not yet de-mined-and some peasants paid with their
lives for that. Everything that would pull a plow or a cultivator,
a harrow or a reaper, was utilized. Around Kiev, 40,000 cows
were harnessed up. A11 citizens, including part of the Army,
were mobilized to bring in the harvest. Seventy percent of the
crop was reaped by sickle and scythe. By late October the

Secondly, while Ukrainian workmen stayed in the East,
tllirainian cattlemen and collective chiefs drove back such stock
rrs they had earlier managed to evacuate. These returning migr ants were thinly. spread across the Republic. By the eid of
1944 nearly eighty'percent of the ukrainlan collectives had al..ady_restored some kind of cattle-breeding sections: harf of
tlrem had pigs again, a third had sheep, two-ihirds had poultry.
In the autumn of L944, the Ukrainian commissariat of .gii
<:rrlture-began to mobilye fatmers to rebuild their houses.-By
November, more than 100,000 had been erected. Throughout
tlre relatively mild Ukrainian winter this work continued.
"We lacked tools, nails, glass and transport," explains the vice.hairman of the region, who stood by my side as fwatched work
P'oceeding on one oJ the 500 rebuilding projects in the province
,l Kiev. "We lack all kinds of finished materials, but we have an
rrbundance of good timber everywhere, we have some fine old
t:irrpenters among the peasants, we have technique, and our
;rcople are crying for houses."
Combining those advantages and hurdling the obstacles, the
.ommissariat went ahead with plans immediately. The state set
,rp model housing projects where peasants could come, look and
lcarn how to build the same thing in their village. The models
were five or six rooms in the old New England style, put together
joint by joint, rnade from top to bottom wiJh little but an ax and
rr rip saw, covered with thick grass roofs, and requiring very few
nails. The peasants were allowed to cut the timber they needed
llom the state forests and were helped with transport. Any home
lrrrilder was entitled to a 10,000-ruble loan from the Goveinment
rvithout inte_rest, to pay for labor, materials and furniture. By
the new technique, fifteen ha
could erect one house in a
'ds

Ukrainian wheat yield was found to be three-fourths of a normal
pre-war harvest, covering more than sixty percent of the area
sown in 1940.

"How soon do you expect to get a roof over the heads of all
your people?" I asked Starchenko, the cheerful, round-faced
vice-chairman of the Government.

.qI

IF.

III
The Job Begins

rrronth.
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He listed all the impediments to rapid achievement. "Given a
little luck, we ought to have a roof for everybody in a year and a
half or two years."
It would be wrong to leave the impression that industry wasnt
producing here, too; though most of the restored floor space
you saw seemed to be empty and waiting for machinery-American machinery, the Ukrainian at your side often hastened to add.
For one thing, about a third of all the pre-war industrial-power
facilities of the Republic was back in use-a ffne accomplishment.
Also, by the end of. L944, twenty-two mines were drained in
the Krivoi Rog, thirty-seVen open-hearth furnaces were restored,
twenty-three steel-rolling mills had been rehabilitated and in excess of 500 workings of coal mines were operating. In terms of
pre-war output, their significance was still negligible, according
to Valuyev, but I happened to know that was more blast furnaces than the Chungking Government of China had built in
six years.
Kiev's industry produced inl:944 about an eighth of its 1940
output. Enough light industry was restored elsewhere to enable
state planners to count on a 1945 production of around fifteen to
twenty percent of 1940. But even inL945, eighty-five percent of
the emphasis would be on repair and construction of buildings,
only fifteen percent on machinery.
People who were running the Ukrainian economy thought
that despite the good harvest the bread ration couldn't be in'
creased much in 1945. The Army had to be fed for a long time
and the cities would be filling up with bread-eaters needed
to rebuild. A halJ million souls were back in Kiev already. Another thing was that the average Russian would probably get
little more sugar for a couple of years yet. By high-priority concentrated effort, the Ukrainian beet-sugar industry could be got
back to normal earlier, but it wasn t yet on the cards stacked up
in the offices of the state planning commission.

IV

Reasons for Hope
l)rsprru such dark patches oh the canvas, or perhaps because
,l'them, the astute group of young men and *:o*"ri*ho were

l)
l,
l,

agriculbelieved
level of
within
five
years
after
the end of the war. Even the
lrroduction
l)onbas and Dnieprostroi will be restored within that time.
( lities would take longer to reconstruct.
All kinds of new stand;r.ds were being enforced; they would be more beautiful and
rrrore efficient. But cities, too, would be rebuilt in eight to ten
y.cars-with the help of German prisoners. About the only thing
llrese young people would not predict with .easonabie con-

"

lIow Fast Can Russia Rebuild?"o It was published in February,
but the war mails were slow, and Mr. Valuyev had just
cad it.
'
"Whatt \Torg with it?" I asked him. He didn't agree with
,,rre of my political comments-I would have been astounded if
lro had-but as for the treatment of reconstruction and the pros;rocts of recovery, he said it was about right. "It's a correct i^rt"rpletation of the role of foreign trade in our post-war economy.,,
11)44,

* Saturday Eoening

Post.
gB
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I am bestowing this accolade on myself because some reader
may wish to go back to that article for an analysis, which I won't
repeat here, of the reasons why Soviet industry may fully recover within five years after the war. The earlier report had explained why human needs inexorably would be subordinated to
the replacernent of heavy and reproductive basic industry. I
emphasized that under the complete control of the state monopoly, the fundamental aim of Soviet foreign trade is not large or
small imports or exports per se,but only the exchange needed to
achieve the complete and speedy "techno-economic independence" of the USSR. Because of that, American business should
not expect a permanent 'panacea market" in Russia.
Valuyev stressed that, in accordance with this conception, the
Ukraine and the Soviet Union required from the United States
machine tools and basic means of production and the means of
transportation and mechanization rather than consumers' goods.
The needs are urgent and tremendous, as we have seen. How the
imports will be paid for is not so apparent. That is the problem
of Mr. Mikoyan, of the Foreign Trade Commissariat in Moscow.
For the new "autonomy" Iaw does not, of course, enable republics like the Ukraine to make direct trade agreements with
foreign states, or to plan independently of the center. State planning is much too complex and comprehensive for that. Where
the solutions to the production and reconstruction problems of
each farm or shop are co-ordinated not only within towns and
districts and provinces but among republics and across the vast
stretches of the Soviet Union, there can be no more regional economic independence than there can be any scope for "free
enterprise."
Plans in wartime were flexible and on a semi-annual basis.
But these, too, were filtered into three-year and five-year plans
Ieading into the peace, and with still broader plans looking far
into the future. Whatever else they might not have, at the moment, the top Soviet economic planners had something in their:
desk drawers that no other country had. They had a pretty ac-

I ll;rai,ne:
.rrrate outline of what they would have in this country a decade
lrotn now.
'fhe realm of diplomacy seemed to offer wider scope for the
lxcrcise of such Ukrainian autonomy as existed, however, and

tlris was not
relations with neighbor
l',land. I ask
nko about the agreJment
lrr:tween the
whether there had been
rrrry mutual transfer
opulations from
llrcir--respective terr
exchanges had
r:r;;idly gone ahead.
800,000'- Ukrairriiurs, out of a possible 450,000
lo this Republic. Starchenko sai
;r('r'oss the frontier, too, "in con
.sted to hear that the evacuation included Lvov, long the center
,I'a tug of war. This news was not released at Mosco=w for some
rv.eks later, however-when the physical "depopulation,, of the
I Iliraine of its Poles was already a
fai,t accompf[,.
To all this discussion I want to add one or two observations to
l,rrlance the picture_ a
it ought to
l,c clear_tfrat though
e occupied
;u'oas, it has been the
industiial_
izrrtion, of countless communities in the middle, southern and

irrdustry.
I

ir

once conversion to peace production has been carried out,
rssia may find itself right away with a higher revel of industrial
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production than it had in 1941. Thus it is necessary to revisc
some earlier estimates. It seems entirely likely that the Soviet
Union will, if helped by imports from the United States, surpass
its pre-war production of industrial and agricultural goods rouncl
about the year 1948. When the Ukraine has come up from thc
depths, the nation as a whole will be the strongest single industrial power in the world, outside the United States.
Pierre Cot made the observation to me, when he was about to
leave for France, that his studies had led him to the conclusion
that some time between 1955 and 1960 the Soviet Union would
attain a higher production level in every respect than it would
have had if this war had never occurred. Barring another war,
the Soviet people may by then also attain the world's highest
mass living standard outside the United States.
Unfortunately, all that is not at the moment very much consolation to the war-weary men and women facing still morc
years of sweat, toil and rationing. Nor is it especially cheering
to the Ukrainian who is paying the bigger part of the bill.

CHAPTER SIX

Yerdict on Germen)
.dl

]...

Soviet Demands
liriCaUSn Soviet policy is often ffrst defined publicly in the
l,rrm of action, some people speak about it as the "Russian
r.rrigma." And an ability to veer and tack with dramatic sudden-

t, l<ill Germany as a state and a people, but it was deter,rined to
.rtorminate "Prussianism and Nazism." The problem was to find
orrt what Russians meant by those two words.
The definition was partly supplied in a study of the de facto
, lurnges so speedily efiected in Eastern Europe. In the summer
,,1 1944, without people quite realizing what was happening,
\loscow became the 'peace capital" of the world. While the
1,rrblic ear in Britain and America focused on places like Bretton
\Vtnds and Dumbarton Oaks, much of the real foundation of
post-war Europe was laid down in Moscow, when a whole new
r Ilsign for living was imposed on the defeated states.
Armistice discussions in Moscow were extremely practical
,rllairs conducted with record speed and minimum fanfare, In a
llw swift weeks terms were worked out across Soviet conference
trlrles which recognized the Liberation Committee as the ruling
87
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power in Poland, pulled Finland out of the war, set up an administrative authority to take over Czechoslovakian territory
recovered by the Red Army, converted Rumania and Bulgaria
from enemy belligerents into allies fighting for the Russians'
cause and prepared the terms for a future anti-Hitlerite regimc
in llungary.
By the end of October, after Churchill's visit to Moscow, thc
most important point affecting the destiny of Eastern Europo
had already been decided-virtually everything, in fact, but thc
fate of Germany itself. The latter, too, had been worked out in
the Kremlin, but censorship pressed down a severe hand on the
reporting of such plans, although in Moscow the principal aims
were discussed fairly candidly. In November I was finally allowed to suggest, in a dispatch sent over the Soviet wireless, thc
following probable Kremlin demands :
1) complete disarming of the Germany army, air force and
fleet;
2) surrender of all military property to the Allies;
3) complete demilitarization of Germany;
4) complete destruction of all Nazi institutions and organizations and punishment of all German war criminals;
5) dismantling or destruction of all German war-making industry, and part payment of reparations to Russia in the form of
capital goods and machinery, German aircraft, naval vessels and
merchant marine, and the rolling stock of German railvvays;
6) use of German war prisoners as labor battalions to rebuild
Russian cities;
7) cession of parts of Silesia and Brandenburg, as far west as
the Niesse and Oder Rivers, and the port of Stettin, as well as all
East Prussia, to the new Polish State.
I felt rather pleased, after numerous efiorts, at having succeeded in getting such a speculation past Soviet censorship. I
was especially interested to note that the Russians did not deletc
from my dispatch the following candid appraisalo of plans for.
Poland:
* Saturdag Eoening

P

ost, Dec.

2, 1944,

ts. Under tlie Polish-Soviet agreement,
e of populations, several rnillion Poles
areas the Polish authorities expect to

No comparable development seems likely to occur in the
southwesterr zone of Germany under American occupation, nor
in the northwestern area under British forces. Gen6ral Eisen-

Three months later, when Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin met

of Tsar Nicholas II, in the beautilul Black
of Yalta, every one of the foregoing Russian demands
was,covered by the communiqu6 describing the agreement
rcached on Germany-with only two exceptions. While Churchill and Roosevelt conceded Stalin's demand "that poland must
rcceive substantial accessions of territory in the north and west"
lxrm Germany, in obvious exchange for recognition "that the
.rrstern frontier of Poland should follow the Curzon line," they
<lid not go so far as to give all East Prussia and Silesia to pohnd,
i, advance. "Final delimitation of the western frontier of poland
slrould . . . await the peace conference."
irr the former palace

Sr:a resort

until after the final defeat of Germany." They also
"to
take inharmony all measures in Germany neceslrromised
sary to the futule peace and safety of the world." Tha[ did not
rlrrarantee identical action in the three spheres of occupation,
rrrade known
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however, or the enforcement in practice, of the same rlrreas;.)res.
It was pertinent, therefore, to understand what "measures"
Moscow had already favored in dealing with German prisoners
under her control, as the guide to coming Soviet policy in "deHitlerizing" that part of the Reich conquered by the Red Army.
Our former attitude seemed to be that
rrrrrenders, he becomes a bystander, and
:;;ronsibility for his past activity. The fun

qI

I..

II
Russia's Prisoners

That is why the Soviet Government never adhered to the

MaNy Americans were probably startled and perplexed by
some of the revelations in Ernest Hauser's accounts of his visits
with German prisoners in our camps in France.+ The thing a
Russian would find most shocking, and hardest to believe, however, was summed up in Mr. Hauser's dismal conclusion:
No one is making an effort to mold these prisoners'minds. No
one is giving them anything that might even remotely be constmed as propaganda-in line with the Geneva rules. . . . They
are sitting it out-on the moon. When it is all over, the doors will
swing open and they will be kicked back into the still-smoking
ruins. They will walk back into the desert that Germany will be
after the war, with dehydrated minds. . . . The mind of a defeated
German looks like one of the cities which his own stupendous
crime caused to be laid waste. It is, and will remain, a vacuum.

Few Germans will walk back from Russia in that condition,
About their only chance of getting back is by rebuilding their
mental estates while they put the bricks together again in thu
places they devastated. Soviet leaders suffer from none of thc
inhibitions,legal or political, which prevent us from decontami* Saturilay Eoening

Post, Jan. 20, 1945.

In the land of the "dictatorship of the proletariat,,'Kremlin
L'aders early agreed on what they won't have in Germany, and
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what they want. They also decided what to do with prisoners of
war, and they set up the apparatus to achieve it. Rather, tlley
established a branch of an already existing apparatus-tho
NKVD-and charged it with that specific task. To work with it,
the state police had the aid of some trusted German Communists. It also enlisted the co-operation of anti-Nazi German ancl
Austrian exiles who had been living in Russia since the rise o[
Hitler. These were sponsored in the organization of the Freo
German Committee.
There were, by the spring of 1945, thought to be altogether
about 1,500,000 German prisoners of war in European Russia,
Siberia and Central Asia. Thousands were already at work in
the Ukraine, building roads, restoring bridges, working in tho
fields, and cleaning up demolished cities such as Stalingrad,
Kharkov and Kiev. Long before the Crimean meeting, we saw
German war prisoners at work in Stalingrad helping to build a
memorial to the Russian war heroes. In the neighborhood of
Kiev, when I recently visted there, some 20,000 prisoners wero
concentrated, according to the mayor.
"In the city itseJf there are only about 1,500,- the mayor tokl
me. "Most of them are cleaning up the Kreschiatic-the main
street. We expect more."
"How do they work?" I asked.
"Well, you have seen them. What do you think?"
"They remind me of a slow-motion picture," I answered. Thostl
had
I
watched in the street would abstractedly move a scoopful
of dirt or a couple of bricks, and then reluctantly turn back for'
more. "How is it they work so poorly? Those I saw at Stalingrad
seemed satisf actory Lnough."
"Ours aren t much good now," acknowledged the mayor. "But
they will be. We have to use German labor; you can see for yourse]-f how serious the Ukrainian rnanpower shortage is. After
political methods have been applied, these men will work all
right. We haven't had time for it yet."
Later on, I understood what he meant by "political methods."
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thusiasts." And top workers were almost invariably the quickest
students at the political lectures delivered to them by Free

German indoctrinators.
It is claimed that there are already more than 100,000 "de'
Hitlerized" prisoners in this category of trustee workers-tho
majority of them taken early in the war. Many have joined the
anti-Nazi veterans' committee organized under the Free Germans, and are being trained for special tasks. A few have even
become "re-educators" in their own right-including some Communists recently fresh from Nazi concentration camPs.
In the final scraping of the manpower barrel Himmler went
into the concentration camPs and dragged out even political
prisoners. Germans of this character were sent to the Balkan,
-arpathian and later the East Prussian fronts, wherethey wero
organized in "brigades of the condemned," to do the dirtiest
work i, the Army. Often they were forced ahead into mine fields,
to clear a path, while covered by Nazi machine guns. Sometimes
they made a break for it, and a few got through. Such rnen mado
valuable propagandists in Russia.
Incidentally, some of them reported that Gestapo and SS
guards were so jittery in Germany that often they went secretly
to political prisoners and asked them to sign statements assertingthat they had been well treated while under their care. Fear
of Russian reprisals was widespread, even before the Red fu*y
began its drive to Berlin.
"We know that the SS has made detailed plans for the Nazl
Party to go underground as soon as the Red Ar*y occupies
Germany," one officer told me. "We shall need men who know
personalities and methods of the Nazis in order to weed them out
to the last criminal. We shall also need police, civil servants o[
all kinds, trustworthy technicians and, above all, teachers. Ontl
of our worst problems is going to be the destruction of the Hitler
Youth organization, which has slr million young Nazi fanatics
in it. They and the two million party SS men are the last reserves
of Hitler's power."

III
The t'Free" Germans
s<xar earlier reports published in America about the

torman
scores of
wcre mis
(

union of
anti_Hitlerite group including
the Free Gerrian bommittee,

cts, There was never much evi_
lcnce to suggest, for example, that the Russians intended to elethese officers to political power. There was no hint of an
'rLte

r

irrtention to recreate the Germa

Itcd Army-a fantastic rumor.
rrrtins a likelihood, is that some

prove useful in the administra
rrrrd that anyone frorn Lt.-Ge
plqe{_a lgading role in both the officers union and the F.G.C.,
t, Field Marshal Friedrich von Paulus, might head an anti-Nazi
l,rce to combat guerrillas and assassins-who caused the Red
Army much difficulty in Poland.
But such general officers and thousands of subordinates who
signed the anti-Hitler pledge with them were the facade of the
l,ropaganda beamed at the wehrmacht, not the brains and the
life of this work. The real leadership was supplied by political
rr:fugees who first organized the Germa. p"-u"" Cor!.ess in
linssia i-1942, and claimed extensive connections withlhe unrlorground in Germany. And its best agitators came from the
( lcrman and Austrian communist parties,
both of which still
lrrrve headquarters in Moscow-for abolition of the comintern
rlid not, of course, mean the end of national parties. Ernst
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Fischer, head of the Austrian exiles, and Wilhelm Pieck, of the
Germans, are key figures of whom we shall hear more.
Wherein lay the potency of the "decontaminating" process
used by these men in backing up the Russian merit system as an
inducement to work? This should be no secret, because the essentials were constantly reiterated in Free Germany,published
in Moscow for the prisoners'reading. But while the committee
and its publication were nominally open aflairs, in practice it
was extremely difficult to see either one. Nevertheless, by perseverance, access could be had to both, although, in the case of
party members, none granted a public interview to a foreign
correspondent.
Analyzing the information available,I was able to report that
the Free Germans did not preach communism or socialism as

Soviet Union.
Ernest Hauser's report

among the prisoners we
posure and debunking of

his cohorts-for all the disaster that befell Germans arms. Those
statements were quite genuine. Early in 1943, I myself heard tho
first Germa, gene"al to surrender to the Red Army at Stalingrad
Hit1er was responsible for thc
-Moritz von-Drebber-assert that
adoptedthe samc
thenceforth
the
generals
disaster. Virtua\ all
a psychological
such
that
line. It is not unreasonable to suppose
escape mechanism was welcome, when,properly presented, to

rrrry German soldier seeking an explanation and
irr the Wehrmacht and in himself.

renewal of faith

r:vidence compiled by the ubiquitous War Crimes Commission,

which had branches in every army division and every

1ocal

soviet. The screening also covered labor aptitude.
German agitators on the Russian side had a regular series of
k:ctures to deliver to the more promising captives. This included
t'lrapter-by-chapter refutation of Mein Kampf ; basic information
rrrr origins of the war and analysis of the day-by-day war news;
It:ctures on the history of Russia, the Revolution and the Red

Army; and a modified Marxist explanation of causes of the war
rrnd cures for Germany.
All of which led to the logic of the Free German program,
which called for: overthrow and punishment of Nazi leiders
irnd atonement for their crimes, liberation of political prisoners,
rrbolition of racial laws, restoration of civil liberties, abolition of
National Socialist economic laws, organizationof free labor and
peasant unions, confiscation of the wealth of war instigators
(landowners and industrialists who supported Hitler), interrrational collaboration for peace, with emphasis on Soviet( lerman friendship, and eventual reconstitution
of th'e Reichstag by a nation purged of Nazism. It will be noted that the
Crimean comrnuniqu6, which promised Germans "a place for
them in the comity of nations," once Nazism and militarism have
lreen extirpated, did not destroy the validity of the foregoing
l)rogram.
Free Germans said that in practice, in areas occupied by the
Ited Army, there would be speedy expropriation of ]unkers'
cstates, the liquidation of cartels, monopolies and German in<lustrialists, and the organization of peasant unions among the
beneffted landowners. Re-education of the German peo'rewly
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at once ulder joint Soviet-Free German

rliscipline had some prospect of going home, the possibility of
conversion sounded not implausible.

auspices.

A difference between the German anti-war movement of 1918
and the organization I am describing is that this one was led
chiefly try older men, some now in their fifties. Many were veterans of the trirst World War, in fact, and this was said to make
an impression on youngsters who had never heard anything but
Hitler propaganda. In a nation which, in 1933, polled nearly
5,000,000 Cornmunist votes and 7,000,000 Socialist votes against
Hitler, the Free Germans did not despair of enlisting numerous
allies when they returned to the Reich.
"And do you mean to say you find prisoners sincerely ready to
support such ideas?" I asked one veteran doing the preaching.
"Not all, but some. Quite a lot. I'm convinced we've won over
thousands. It's hard work to get them to listen, at first, but not so
hard now as it was, because the new arrivals find old comrades
here, already believing in us. In the beginning, they are full of
Nazi catch phrases, but we answer these and expose them with
ideas and information the younger ones have never been allowed to hear. Some of them become interested and their minds
begin to work, and gradually they see how they have been
fooled and doped all along. They get angry and begin to read
books and ask questions, and from there on the conversion is
easier."
"So you really think some might actually fight the Nazis?"
"Plenty. We could organize an anti-Nazi volunteer army right
now."
I had no way of testing such a statement, but there was cer-
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IV

The End of German Imperialism
llrru what about the amputation of East Prussia and Silesia,
u,hich the Russians promised to the Poles? What about the loss
,rl'the Rhineland, which Stalin urged the French to take over?

Wliat about the German industries Moscow intends to move to
tlre Ukraine? The "ten million Germans" who are to help rebuild
r

lcvastated Russia?
People doing this missionary work had these answers. First,

tlrcy didn't think Stalin intended to force ten to twenty million
lcrmans to spend their lives on Russian rock piies. They didn't
tlrink he planned to condemn the entire German people to slave
l;rbor. They said that this is the "Ehrenburg line"-Ilya Ehrenlrtrrg was the most fanatical and prolific of the Soviet eye-for,'ye school of publicists-and asserted that it was not the party
lirre. Such writing was not the tough logic of Soviet Marxist
tlrinking.*
(
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is true enough that Marxist ideology must reject the notion
that the "German mind" exists as apart from class forces which
shape it, or that the "German race" is biologically and congenitally incapable of human decency. It is also true that basic
propaganda in Russia usually stressed the "anti-fascist" and

"anti-Hitlerite" nature of the war, rather than the anti-German.
I remember seeing a big cartoon chart in a Soviet military
school which showed the figures of a Red Army man and a Nazi
soldier, side by side. There was little physical difference in the
two ffgures. But above the Soviet fighter were slogans such as
'iacial equality," "support of all freedom-loving nations," "people's ownership of production," "international peace," 'Lighest
development of the individual," "international brotherhood," to
indicate the moral equipment which made him a good soldier.
The top of the Nazi trooper's skull was cut away, and inside it
the contents were displayed: 'Talse racial theories," "ignorance," "plunder of peace-loving peoples," "Germany over all,"
"reactionary Prusso-German militarist tyrarrny," "moral filth,"
and so on. You got from that cartoon the distinct impression that
whoever drew it believed that if you emptied out the contents
of that German skull and refilled it with the correct ideas, the
man beneath it would not differ so much from the Soviet hero
beside him.
But Free Germans expected no such experiments to be wasted
on hardened Nazis. They would be publicly tried and executed,
in such a way as to condemn them not only as individuals but
to discredit all their false doctrines, with the widest propaganda

throughout Europe. They did think that Russia would also givc
long-term or life sentences at hard labor to all SS men, Gestapo
men, war criminals of all kinds-including capitalists who
helped Hitler-and other anti-Soviet recalcitrants. But these
would total no more than four, maybe five, million people.
Second, they said the soldiers took it for granted that big
slices of German territory would inevitably be sacriffced because the war had been lost. As for industries and machinery,
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they had never owned them anyway. In time they could relruild an industry of their own. In any case, territorial and ecorromic penalizations of Germany were no longer unilateral Soviet
tlemands; they were to be iointly imposed by the Big Three
rLnd the Big de Gaulle.
The real question in soldiers'minds, one man told me, was
who is going to run what remains of Germany? Would the Allies
rcally let any German regime have freedom? Was there a chance
I'or a central government? If Germany expiated her past crimes,
could a united Gerrnany-however small-recover her sovercignty? Could anti-fascist Germans elect their own Reichstagin five years from now, ten years?
These pro-Soviet Germans answered the soldiers in the affirmrtive. They told the prisoners that Stalin had said Russia did
rrot mean to destroy the German state; he had said that it was
"impossible to destroy Germany." He had always drawn a distinction between Hitler and the German people. Russia had no
interest in ruining the basis of German livelihood-contrary,
they said, to rival capitalist powers-but only wanted to make
sure that its economy was not used for further aggression.
Meanwhile, it was up to the soldier, if he wanted a Reichstag,
to labor for it now in Russia, and work for it in Germany tomorrow.
But how explain, in this anti-Prussian, anti-Junkers movement, the adherence of Prussian ]unkers like Marshal von
Paulus and other generals? How explain the open support of
Count Heinrich von Einseidel, grandson of Bismarck? These
men hated Himmler, who wiped out many of their comrade
generals in the purge in the summer of. l9M, after the attempt
on Hitler's life. The sooner the war was over, they became convinced, the less time it would take for Germany to recover and
the more hope there would be of a future. And, very important,
the more chance they would have to spend their old age in
Germany rather than Siberia.
It must be emphasized that many of these teachings were
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contradicted by nearly all official Soviet views I heard, which
were, in the main, as follows: Russia is not interested in the
German working class, which has been corrupted beyond any
cure. There is no hope of a united Germany until an entirely
new generation of youth has grown up, uncontaminated by
Nazi teachings. Prussia itself must be obliterated. The only
way to do that is to partition it among its neighbors and to
break up the rest of Germany into the states of pre-Bismarckian
times.
Before leaving Russia, f saw a high Soviet official and told him
I had been in an argurnent the night before about this question:

does Moscow want to move German machinery out of the
country into Russia or does she want to keep some of the industry intact there, near its raw materials and skilled labor,
and use its products to restore Soviet industry? It might be more
efficient, for example, to keep on the spot a factory such as could
produce the pumps needed in the Donbas coal mines, rather
than to dismantle the whole plant or to destroy it.
"We want German industry dismantled, and what can't be
moved, we want destroyed," was the official's curt reply. "We
won't run the risk of its being used to attack us again-by the
Germans or by anybody else."
"You mean you want all German industry removed or destroyed?"
"No, not all. Maybe well leave twenty or twenty-five percent,
but only light industries."
"Then you're not concerned with the Gerrnan working classin making it the basis of a future pro-Soviet Germany?"
"Bah! Where is the Gerrnan working class? The part of it
that was any good was destroyed by Hitler long ago. \4lhat we
want in Germany is the destruction of its military power, and
machines and men to rebuild this country."
But when you quoted such statements to Free Germans, they
weren't disturbed. The candid insisted that while that might be
the opinion of a few officials at the moment, the party had a
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must be interested in forming an alliance with
working class, for exactly the same reasons
iL wants worker-peasant alliances everywhere else in Eastern
liurope. Whatever happens to Germany immediately after the
wzr, they said, there would still be fifty to sixty million Germans
lcft in the heart of Europe. The Russians know very well that
they cannot live in a political vacuum indefinitely. "If the Gerrnans see no hope in Russia, they will then turn westward and
offer themselves to reactionary anti-Soviet elements."
The truth seemed to be that Russian Communists, although
profoundly skeptical of all Gerrnans' reliability, drilled their
prisoners in anti-Nazi organizations for highly practical purposes-to get them to work, to prepare some "teachables" among
them to help carry out the coming purge, and to recruit some to
help police Germany.
Like all European popular-front anti-fascist groups, the German pro-Soviet movement is essentially long-term political insurance to support the Kremlin's general scheme of strategic
security in Europe. While the Big Three continue to work in
harmony such insurance need not be fully converted into political capital. If, later, there were signs of a split, of a Western
European bloc seeking German support or of a Franco-German
or an Anglo-German rapprochement, or of a re-industrialization
of the Ruhr and the Rhineland, it would be another matter.
Did Yalta mean the scuttling of Soviet plans for the Free
Germans? Not in the sense in which some sections of our press
made out. Our diplornats evidently were given assurances that
Moscow would not set up an "independent" regime in Redoccupied Germany. But it was ludicrous to suggest that Stalin
had thus made any sacrifice, because there was no basis for supy exposing that he had ever schemed to
GerReichstag deputy in Hitler's place.
they
from
t
-urrs "ortioued to broadcast
continued their work with prisoners. Very likely the Free German Committee, as such, will be abolished when Germany is
:r pro-Soviet German
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fully occupied; but its members will pursue their labors in other
organizations. They are the nucleus of a movement to reconcile
the Gelman people to Soviet victory, and it would be absurd to
expect Moscow to liquidate such an asset in its political strategy"
The reason some American commentators were confusedand were rebuked by Red Star-was because they never understood that, from the beginning, the pro-Soviet Germans were
envisaged as having a dual role. That is, they offered not only
the means for an alternatiae policy in Soviet diplomacy in
Europe-one of several alternatives-but also the means for giving regional effect to objectives outlined in broad statements of
what is now the main Soviet policy. That policy is, of course,
based on a general program of co-operation with the United
States and Britain in organizing Russia's security, seeking economic aid, winning firm allies along her frontiers, and building
reliable bastions of friendship in every land. As long as it succeeds, that policy may limit-but it cannot exclude-a role for
pro-Soviet organizations in Germany.
So the Soviet delegation should have been entirely satisfied
with the Yalta declaration on post-war Germany. It in no way
contradicted past inscriptions of Soviet war aims. It in no manner
ruled out the use of friendly Germans in an anti-Nazi administrative apparatus to en{orce the Red Army's will. On the contrary, Yalta gave Three-Power sanction to a general program
within which Soviet methods of "de-Hitlerizing" Germans could
be legitimately applied on a broader scale.
Furthermore, it was clear that in the "de-Hitlerizing" process
the Russian Communist would apply his Marxist belief about
the causes of German reaction and imperialism. These taught
him that Nazism was the logical outgrowth of class domination
by the landowning Junkers and the reactionary German bourgeoisie, and that the remedy lay in their extermination-a fact
confirmed in a little-noticed pamphlet issued in Moscow under
the title "Marx and Engels on Reactionary Prussianism."*
* july, 1943.
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"The task of liberating Germany from the domination of specific lrussianism can be accomplished," according to Marx and
lingels, "only by the working class, the one class in Gerrnany
which, in spite of the oppressive rule of reaction, preserved its
will power, its revolutionary energy," states the editor, M. B.
Mitin, Director of the Marx-Engels-Lenin Institute. Referring to
the failure of the November, 1918, revolution in Germany he
declares:
"In this revolution the German people should have utterly
uprooted the entire Prusso-German military and bureaucratic
system with its reaction and despotism, should have shattered
the economic and political foundations of the rule of the prussian Junkers and of German imperialism. . . . True, this revolution inflicted a heavy blow upon the Junkers and militarists,
abolished the monarchy and proclaimed a republic, but it did
not touch the economic foundations of the domination of the
German imperialists, the power of the financial plutocracy. It
left intact the basis upon which the rule of the ]unkers restedthe private ownership of large tracts of land-and retained the
former bureaucratic apparatus. Krupp, Thiessen and other fomentors and protagonists of the First World War preserved
their strength in the German Republic."
Prophetically this 25,000-word tirade against landlords and
financial plutocrats concludes as follows:
"The wrathful words uttered by Marx and Engels against the
Prussian regime of reaction and militarism, and their impassioned summons to struggle against that system of serfdom,
sound like the verdict of history pronouncing the guilt of the
Hitlerite regime. The defeat of the hordes of German fascist
invaders will also be the defeat of German reaction."
It follows that the "defeat of German reaction" will, in so far
as the Red Army is responsible, mean the "shattering of the
economic and political foundations of the rule of Prussian
Junkers and German imperialism"-the expropriation and disfranchisement of landlords, along with the bourgeoisie.
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On the whole, therefore, the aims of Soviet policy concerning
Germany had been made manifest; likewise, the measures
deemed necessary to cleanse Europe of anti-Soviet forces which
might provoke a third world war or utilize Russia's neighbor
states as bases for an invasion. But on another vast frontier,
6,000 miles east of Moscow, the Soviet position was not yet so
fully revealed. While I was in Russia I made a continuous efiort
to study Soviet thinking about the Far East, in order to estimate
the Kremlin's idea of the essentials of security in that part of the
world, too. The pages that follow contain about all I learned.

CHAPTER SEVEN

When Russia Fights Japan

'Japan, the Aggressor"
[f

ANNOyED some Russian officials to be asked about their
future intentions toward Japan much as it used to irritate Americans to be continually needled in Moscow with quips about the
lack of a western front in Europe. Until ]une, 1944, we had to
spend many an hour patiently explaining the logistics of an invasion of France, and giving reassurances to agitated Soviet
citizens that there would be one. Now, it seemed our turn to
ask "When?"
In 1943 I wrote an article* about the sixty-four-dollar question, "Will Russia Fight japan?", from which I want to recall a
couple of paragraphs. Not because there was anything profound
about them, but because they offer a basis for judgment of the
influence of time on Soviet attitudes. To wit:
The inescapable fact is that Russia cannot remain a passive
spectator while alien powers enter a region of such vital importance to her, to fill the vacuum left by the defeat of Japan. For
that reason, if for no other, Russia is destined to play a dynamic
role in the Pacific war. But the issues and hour are as yet far from

* Saturday ErsaningPost, Oct. 9,

1943.
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moment when she can do so with least possible risk commensurate with the great aims at stake, not till Japan is nearing collapse,

Soviet Government call upon its people to intervene in
it may not
conform to any preconceived patterns imagined for it.

will the

a decisive way. Finally, when that intervention comes,

far so good-or bad, depending on the moral you want to
draw. Here I am not drawing anything but a picture of things
as they are and may be. Early in 1945 you could still place the
foregoing items of policy as virtually immutable, although time
had now made it possible to modify the wording of their definition. But something new had been added, and this explained
why you could talk about Russia's coming participation in the
Eastern war far more concretely and more certainly than in 1943.
I had not been back long with the Russians in L944 before I
noticed one of those straws in the wind. We were in Rumania
with some Red Army officers and among us was a Chinese correspondent, Hu Tsi-pang. The Russians wanted to hear some
Chinese spoken; so she offered a toast, and insisted that I translate it, and maybe because of that she made it a little rash. It
ended about as follows:
"Now that final defeat of Hitler is not far off, the people of
China expect that the Red Army will soon join us in destroying
the Japanese fascists, and take part in the victorious end of the
war in the East."
It may seem an innocent thing, but on such occasions a Bolshevik does not answer a toast that his Government might frown
upon. The last time I had heard an attempt like Miss Hu's was
when we were with Marshal Malinovsky, on the Don. He had
skillfully met the "crisis" with a ,"rporri" that gracefully converted the would-be anti-]apanese toast into just another acclamation for Stalin, in the text of which all mention of Japan was
lost. So now I waited apprehensively. All the officers present
looked perfectly composed. Standing up, they bowed to Miss Hu
and enthusiastically drained their glasses to the bottom.
Not long afterward the correspondents were with the Red
So
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Army at Minsk, where they-yes, the correspondents-managed
Io "capture" a few bewildered Germans. In this optimistic atrosphere someone remarked to the Russian colonel that it looked
rrs if he would be going home to his family very soon.
"The war is nearly over; Hitler is about finished."
"This war may be about over," replied the colonel, 'but I
won't be going home just yet. We still have a score to settle with
tpan."
.f
Little incidents like this increased after Churchill came to
Moscow in October,1944, when it was known he discussed the
l'rcific war with Stalin. And after the Chief Marshal's own speech
irr November, when he branded fapan an aggressor against the
tlnited States and Britain, Russians were somewhat less restrained in their comment.
"Japan, as the aggressive nation," said Stalin, "proved to be
lretter prepared than Britain and the United States of America,
which pursued a policy of peace." He then advocated "complete
rlisarrnament of the aggressive nations" and the maintenance of
international security organizations. "The alliance of the USSR,
():eat Britain, and the ilrit"d States, is fourrded. on vital and
lirsting interests," he concluded, and "the fighting alliance toill
stand the strain of the concluding phase of the u)ar."
I didnotknow whether Stalin made any specific commitments
rrbout the Far East during Churchill's visit-nor at Yalta later,
lirr that matter. What we all knew was simply that the Prime
Minister told him about the plans for a Pacific offensive which
lre and Roosevelt had discussed at Quebec. But Russians used to
lcading between the lines thought that Stalin's speech referred
to the whole war, and not just the European phase. The more
r:andid conceded it meant that Russia would be in on the "kilf'
in the Far East, one way or another.
rr
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than could be said when Pearl Harbor threw us into

tlrr: "fighting alliance" against Hitler.
N'leanwhile, dozens of new airfields were

built in the East. The
railway from Soviet Harbor to Vitim, north of Lake Baikal,
rrc;11sfl completion. Far Eastern industry has greatly expanded
r lrrring the war and is now said to be self-sufficient in many cate11rries. Recently I was told that the entire production of defense
rrrrrterials of a certain type is now being kept in the Far East.
\Vlren Vice-President Wallace was in Komsomolsk in Lg44 the
llrrssians showed him a new cruiser avowedly built in the shipyrrrds there which we didn't know existed. The Russians conr,l;rntly increased their submarine fleet in these waters also.
Once I spoke to a scientist who had been in the Russian rerrrote East during most of the war. He gave me this opinion of
llro feeling of people there about Japan:
"They take it for granted that we will eventually come into the
rvrLr. WhyP Because in its last phase, when it reaches the mainl;rrrd of Northeastern Asia, it will affect our vital interests. People
,rrt there feel that the war in the Pacific concerns them more
, Lrsely than the war in Europe-just like your people in CaIil,rlnia-and they are more anti-]apanese than they are anti( jcrman. They are also more anti-japanese than they are prorrr,w

u
Psychological Preparation
Coxcnrrrr-v, the Rus
which cannot be disc

ways
nown

to the ]apanese. They
bases
to us, and that wasn't likely to happen in the immediate future,
but the American Military Mission in Moscow was not just
-the
sitting there thumb-twiddling. It was no secret that one of

by-products of the successful operation of three American
bomber bases in the Ukraing
the organization and training
_was
of American personnel capable of operating in liaison with thi
Red Air Force and in co-ordination with Russian ground troops.
Even the disastrous German raid on one of our bases, to which

have made sure that the Russians will not let it happen again,
and we have got closer co-operation than we ever li"d b"fo.".,,
At the air bases our technicians worked with Russian mechanics and exchanged facilities and know-how. fn Moscow the 100

Arnerican."
I asked him to elucidate the last point. "We have some old
ririevances against Japan," he said quite frankly, "but we have
,ro special reason for wanting the Americans to move into
Japan's
slroes."

Itussia's "old grievances" were numerous enough. They went
to the hurniliating defeat of the Tsar's forces in the war of
l1)05, when Japan compelled Russia to give up the southern half

l,rLck

,rl'the island of Sakhaiin, to abandon her special position in

have-some personnel able to work
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with the Red Army, which

lr.orea, and to retire from Southern Manchuria-which marked
tlrc beginning of ]apan's march down the continent. And the
llolsheviks inherited Tsarist Russian hatreds when they had to
liuht a bitter and savage war against Japanese interventionists.

LL2
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Relations were subsequently exacerbated by Japan's seizure o[
Manchuria and her forced liquidation of remaining Soviet economic interests in its Northerr provinces.
Japan's adherence to the "anti-Comintern pact" was italicizcd
by further provocative actions against Russia before 1939. Theso
included frequent attacks on the Soviet borders, and two smallscale but full-dress undeclared wars. After the Japanese-Russiarr
neutrality pact was signed in 1941 such incidents virtually
ceased, but until the Red Army victory at Stalingrad the dangcr
of a Japanese invasion of Siberia was ever-present.
Official Moscow press comment emphasized that the Kremlin
felt no special gratitude toward Japan for "refraining" from helping herself to Siberia. There were frequent reminders that tho
Russians fully understood Japan's hostile plans, if Hitler hatl
taken Moscow. They would not forget the aid ]apan renderecl
the Nazis by obliging Stalin to divert a half million sorely needed
Red troops to the task of guarding Siberia.
Increased interest in hostilities in Asia, as demonstrated in tho
Soviet press, was considered symptomatic. For over two years,
after the German invasion, the Eastern war received but briefest mention. But throughout 1944 there was a growing flow o{
news and comment in both daily papers and periodicals, and all
of it was bad news for ]apan. Long and serious accounts of sea
battles were published. The landing in Leyte was thoroughly
covered-which reminds me of an incident.
Japanese correspondents and military attach6s, believing their
own propaganda, had a big party in the Metropole to celebrato
their "great naval victory" in the Philippines. While they werc
still drunk, the Soviet press published full accounts of ]apan's
defeat, based entirely on American reports. The Japanese living
next door to me didn't put his head out of the door for threo
days. "Victory hangover," was my Russian maid's laconic
comment.
Last year, for the ffrst time, there were public lectures on
Japan, and Communists included the Far Eastern war in their
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w,'tftly "political education" talks to factory workers. Articles by
llrrssians returned from ]apan described the poverty and weakrr,,ss of the country, and some American movies of the war were
;rrr:sented. A few books began to appear. In Russian naval acaderrrics the cadets began studying the campaigns in the Pacific.
Straw-seekers found a lot to interest them in Stepanovs new
rrovcl, too, called Port Arthur. It purports to be a historically aclrrlrrte account of the first Russo-Japanese war, and it is replete
rvith accounts of Japanese atrocities and deceit. In former days
il was fashionable to dismiss this as an imperialist war, but in
l'ttrt Arthur it becomes a patriotic war. Its heroes are the Russian
('()rnmon soldiers, and one or two Tsarist generals and admirals
rllro were not, like the maiority, corupt and traitorous.
l'erhaps the most significant passage in Stepanov's book is the
rrroving speech by General Kodratenko made to his troops before
llrc siege of Fort Arthur. Kodratenko is described as a true hero
,'oruing from the masses, but in the best tradition of Kutuzov
,rrrtl Suvorov. He tells his soldiers that they have little hope of
r,'lief but must nevertheless prepare "to die to justify the trust
ol the Tsar and worthily uphold the glory of Russian arms in the
l"rrr East." Port Arthur is "Russian soil," he says, and a Russian
t,rwn built up by millions of rubles "of the people's money and
lrr

Iror."

I'his book was calculated to arouse hatred of the Japanese,

rd desire for revenge. Opening up of old wounds in such a way
rrt this particular moment could not bring much comfort to our

:rr

"lriends" the Nips. No book is published in Russia without the
,,lrproval of the Communist Party, and in war-time no book ap1rr:rus without a political airn. A tome of over 700 pages, Port
,'\rthur was published in a large edition despite the shortage of
prrper-heretofore reserved almost entireiy for books useful in
grromoting the war effort against Hitler.
Diplomatically, Russo-Japanese relations grew no warner"
'l'lre
Japanese Ambassador had not been received by Sta1in since
llrc war began, and nowadays Japanese were not even invited
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to diplomatic functions. In 1943 they still showed up at Molotov's November party, but the next year we saw no sign of them.
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lrr waters adjacent to the Soviet coastline, including fishing
rililrts, it is assumed that these vestiges of the Russo-Japanese
rlrrr will be liquidated. No doubt the Russians also intend to see
tlrrrt all fortifications on the Manchu-Korean borders (like those

,rr the Polish-Czech-Rumanian frontiers) are demolished, and
,rll naval bases in the Japan Sea and the Sea of Okhotsk are
,lisrnantled.
Another important Soviet war aim was seldom noticed in com-

Soviet Needs

here. That is: to clear away to the Pacific by controlling
Islands, which lock in Sakhalin and
eastern seaboard of the Soviet
whole
rlorninate access to the
rrrrrrrt

III

,r tlemilitarizing the Kurile

in Asia

Nolre of that pointed to inevitable war, but it strongly suggested ideological preparation for it. Moscow would have littlo
difficulty finding a casus belli fi one were needed, without leaning upon any sympathies for us. It would be natural for Red
A*y officers to wish to erase the long list of humiliations inflicted on Russia, and to raise their prestige still higher. Besides
that, there are certain objectives Russia needs in the Far East,
which the high command must regard as essential to its scheme
of two-front post-war security.
Red Navy officers have made it clear that they expect Southern Sakhalin to be returned to Russia, in accordance with tho
Cairo Agreement, in which Churchill and Roosevelt promised
to expel Japan from "all territories she has taken by violence and
greed." If Moscow insists on controlling the oil of Northern Iran,
clearly it would look askance at any other power seizing the oil
resources of ]apanese Karafuto, the only wells of importance in
Northeastern Asia.
It is worth noting here that it was from Russia, not from China
(which had already leased the territory to the Tsar), that ]apan
"took by violence" Port Arthur and Dairen. Moscow had servecl
no notice of any desire to recover that which General Kodratenko called "Russian soil," but it probably expects to be consulted about its future, at least. As for a1l Japan's special rights

I

Irrion.

"We certainly won t put up with a continuation of the present
:,ilrration after this war," I was told emphatically by a Russian
,llicer back from Petropavlask, on the Kamchatka peninsula.
''All our ships going round Cape Lopatka are within range of
guns on Paramushiri and Kushmir, and they also have
f ;rpanese

,.von 'apologizel"

I'robably the Kuriles, or at least the northernmost islands, will
l,c considered Japanese territory "taken by greed." Japanese
in 1875 in exchange
lrossession of them was recognizedby Russia
l,r withdrawal of Japanese claims to Sakhalin. The Tsar would
Irrrve taken them back if he had won the war of 1905-one reason
rvlry Teddy Roosevelt tended to support Japan. But whether
l(rrssia is awarded them now or not, the Kremlin would view
rvith alarm the establishment of American air or naval bases to
,,,place the Nipponese on the Kuriles.
Such were some of the conditions-there were other developrrrcnts which cannot conveniently be discussed here-that led
some of our best-informed Americans in Russia to talk about
''when' Russia fights
]apan, rather than "if." It should be
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stressed, however, that these same people admitted there was
no possibility of any big Soviet move in the East till after tho
end of Europe's cataclysm, and that political relations then subsisting among the Big Three-and the Little Fourth-would do.
termine the nature and the timing of Russian intervention.
Experts thought that even if the European scene permitted
Russia to start preparing immediately after Berlin is taken, it
would require some six to eight months to 'ieady" Siberian air

fields and move an army of millions into the East. As Hitler
collapsed in the late spring, that meant Russian action on thc
other side about the end of 1945.
Russia needed to be in no sweat to rush in. Everything favored
waiting as long as possible. For one thing, her people wanted arr
interval of rest and a good deep breath of peace. A short brilliant
campaign in Manchuria and Mongolia might be popular enough
if it were inexpensively won, and for demonstratively important
strategic aims. But any prolonged afiair involving further heavy
loss of life would certainly sour in the Soviet citizen's mouth-at
least in European Russia.
By the middle of 1945, however, ]apan had virtually no merchant fleet nor naval fleet left. She had no air force of serious
importance. What manpower she dared commit away from
home shores was fully occupied in trying to save her positions
in China, against Allied forces which would soon be carrying
out major operations there. Without a fleet and a means of sea
supply, Japanese troops in China were entirely dependent on
Manchurian war industry, which we would be bombing with
increasing severity. |apan's home front was in no position to reinforce Manchuria or Korea, but was calling for aid from them
instead.

.qI

IF

w
Steps toward War
Acermsr such a prospect, Russia would not enter the war precipitately. She might never formally declare war on Japan at
:rll. The Soviet role in the overthrow of fapanese fascism more

4) direct support of Chinese guerr illa troops under the Eighth Route Army in Northern China,

;rcross Russia to west China;

;rnd eventually in Manchuria, where such troops would rapidly
irrfiltrate in advance of Chiang Kai-shek's &rm/: as Japans con-

tinental forces weakened. All this would be consistent with
llussia's announced policy of "aiding victims of aggression."
Of course ]apan -igt t at some point, in desperation, declare
war against Russia. But her moves suggested another design.
One reason why Japan did not, until 1944, commit a big army
to South China, to seize our airfields and complete her overIand supply line to Southeastern Asia, was because she was still
t:ontemplating an invasion of Siberia. When she finally moved
southward it amounted to ffnal renunciation of hostile intentions toward Russia.
Iup* could now support her armies in South China only from
r77
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Manchurian bases, and she could not support them at all if she
had to ffght Russia. When Japanese war lords took this move,
therefore, they probably resigned themselves to an ultimate
complete appeasement policy toward the Soviet power. If Russia
later on demanded Sakhalin, or cancellation of fishing rights,
or the Kuriles-probably anything short of withdrawal from
South Manchuria-Japan would yield to her. Tokyo might even
offer these concessions voluntarily, though it was doubtful if
that much political wisdom would prevail.

but they still maintained diplomatic relations with Soviet Russia
up to the moment Red troops touched the Bulgarian frontier.
While we
ersations with the Bulgars,
Moscow s
had refused permission to
let Soviet
on the Black Sea, and had
been aiding and comforting Nazi troops-which was perfectly
true. The Kremlin made a series of demands, and then in a few
days broke relations and declared war. Red troops occupied
the country and eventually recognized anew goverrrment which
declared war against Germany!
All of which, from my personal point of view, was a happy
chain of events. The Metropole Hotel threw out the former EuiAmbassador and I inherited his room and piano-and
_garian
his Japanese neighbor.
preparing to repeat some such perto many, when in April, 1945, the
its "neutrality pact" with the island
empire, In a terse, unfriendly note the S-oviet Foreign Office
informed the Japanese Government that conditions ,rrJ", which
the pact was originally signed had
Japan's ally, had attacked Soviet
her aid. More important, it was em
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of the Allies.
I'hus it now became possible for us to discuss ioint plans for
Asia with Russia-a fact which naturally meant adjustment of
rrrtny of our own strategic and political concepts for that part of
tlrc world. For Russia's entry into the war in the East carried
rrrany of the same implications of changed power relationships
tlrcre which Soviet victory over Hitlerism brought to Europe.
There was a lot of lazy thinking by Americans before the Red
lot
Army beg
its
rrl'people
in
own ideas
rrcighboring states. Some people were going to be still more hurt
particularly those who had been shouting loudest for Russian
lrclp against Japan-when they woke up to realize that Soviet inIrrlvention against ]apan inevitably would mean Soviet intervr:ntion in China on a scale comparable to our own. These
;,cople would probably even pretend to be shocked to find
otrt that Moscow had some very concrete ideas of its own about
tlrc kind of good-neighbor it wanted in China.
Yet there was no mystery about Russia's preferences in China,
rrot as much as there was about our own. Even more explicitly
tlrirn in the case of Poland, the Kremlin had made known where
its sympathies lay, what it expected of the Chinese Government,
,trrd thus on what basis it would co-operate with us, The fact that
vory considerable space was devoted in the Soviet press to discrrssions of the Chinese war efiort against japan was further
cvidence that the Government was instructing its people on the
lrtsis for its future policy. We ought
There was no problem of foreign
portant for us to grasp firrnly and wi

orr the side
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than that of co-ordin_ating soviet-American poricies in china.

This was really the only place on the globe wh6re American vital

CHAPTER EIGHT

The Two Chinas
dI

I.

The Kremlin Loses Patience
lN fg+S a significant strain became apparent in Sino-Soviet
rclations, and the Crimean Conference did nothing to alleviate
il, as many had hoped it might. In general the Soviet attitude
lrud shifted from one of formal "neutrality" in the internal quarrcl between the Kungchnntang!, or Communist Party, and the
Ku.omintang, the nationalist party of the Generalissimo, to one
,,1' openly expressed repugnance for the "ruIing circles" of the
l(uomintang's Government at Chungking, and nearly all it repr

csented.
For six years, from the beginning of the Japanese invasion of

llfna in

till

no adverse comment on
Kai-shek or his Government was heard in Russia. Yet
rkrep fissures in China's two-party co-operation against ]apan
wcre already evident in 1938. It finall1, broke down entirely in
(

1937,

1943, practically

( )hiang

rear echelon of the
bmmunist-led New Fourth Arm/, in its only base in unocr:rrpied China. Subsequently Chiang Kai-shek stopped paying
;rll the Communist partisans, and imposed a blockade against
tlreir bases in North China that still exists today. Since then
Ir.uomintang-Communist clashes behind the Japanese lines have
lroen continuous, at times amounting to major civil war.
Despite that early break-up of the 'united front" in China,
lrowever, Moscow voiced no open criticism of Chungking. In
1939, 1940 and 1941-when our merchants were still selling war
Lzt
l1)39, after the Generalissimo destroyed the

(
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materials to Japan-the Kremlin continued to lend advisers a,d
to send-supplies to the Generalissimo, even though it was then
widely known that Soviet supplies were being
Uy Chiang
"r"a
to equip troops maintaining his anti-Red blockade.
By 1943, however, Stalin had begun to reveal signs of impatience. soviet aid practically ceased. For the first time the soviet
press published a candid account of the deterioration of chinese
war lead_ership,_and of the internecine strife which had already
been widely publicized in Britain and America. Today Moscow
views the Kuomintang regime with only slightly rnore confidence than it ever placed in the Polish Goveinment-in-exile.
When, for example, A. Avarin wrote, in December, 1g44, in
War and the Working Class, that "calls for reform, appeals to
progressive elements of the Chungking Goverrrment to take
measures to improve the situation, are cries in the desert,,,
Chinese in Moscow knew that it reflected the Kremlin's deep
dissatisfaction. Mr. Avarin leveled charges against Chungking
such as these: 1) its policy is dcminated by reactionary ,rrilitarists and defeatists who 'play the role of a kind of Mikhailovich';
2) among the 800,000 puppet troops working for ]apan, ninetenths are former Kuomintang troops, whose generali are now
"serving as Quislings"; 3 ) the Government tolerates "unrestrained speculation" rather than help the people to develop
China's resources; 4) generals such as Ho ying-chin (now
Chiang Kai-shek's chief of stafi and field commardet of all his
armies ) insist upon diverting the best-equipped Kuomintang
troops to blockade the 'heroic and patriotic" Eighth Route and
New Fourth (Comrnunist) troops in North China, rather than
fight the ]apanese; and 5) by opposing unification of China and
the formation of a coalition (Kuomintang-Communist) government, high Kuomintang officials are sabotaging the wai efiort.
rzoestia took note of rnuch the same factors in long editoriar
comments. Quoting foreign reports, it fortified its conclusion
that the November (1944) reorganization of the Chinese Gov-
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r,rnment-when Chiang Kai-shek's brother-in-law, T. V. Soong,
l,r,t:ame "acting premier" to replace brother-in-Iaw H' H. Kung
lt:presented little improvement. It was observed with dis,rpproval that a government spokesman had declared China's
( jornmunist Party could not be legalized until after the war.
Another discussion in the authoritative Bolsh,eoik reported
tlrtt'Torty percent of the territory of North China had been
lilrcrated by partisans operating under the leadership o{ the
I )ighth Route A*y and the Communists," who "have their own
rLrlrninistration efiecting democratic measures in political life."
Moanwhile it found that "Kuomintang trooPs act as passive
spcctators, at best," in the struggle forliberation of the north,
"rrr they even assist the enemy." Significantly, Bolsheoik concluded that only by a Kuomintang-Communist agreement could
( )hungking "consolidate China's position in the international
s i[uation."
Even more notable were the prophetic words of War and the
\lrorking Class: "It is quite clear that collaboration, the uniting
,rl all the forces of the Chinese people, based on democratic
polic/: is particularly important now, when the defeat of Hitlerit.: Germany is approaching. . .lt is now i,mpossible to put off till
lomorrou) the transiti,on from the policy of teaction to a policy
of progress."

Chungking-Moscow diplomatic relations also noticeably
cooled. Even at the time of the Moscow Conference the Russians had objected when we wanted Chiang Kai-shek's Governrrrent included in the Moscow declaration. It was only the stubIrorn perseverance of Cordell Hull that won that concession'
Itc wis finally permitted to call in Ambassador Foo Ping-sheng
lrom a waiting room, where he had sat cooling his heels, only
when the document was ready to be signed' Since Chungking
look over Sinkiang (Turkestan) from the formerly pro-Soviet
uovernor there in 1943, and the Kuomintang extended its block,,de of the Chinese Communists to include Western Mongolia,
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china had not been represented in any allied consultations held
in Moscow. The Ambassador had never been received by starin
since his arrival irrLg42.

II
Conflict in China
Now, what explained this new emphasis in Soviet policy? Not
just the Generalissimo's reverses in South china. Eviy quarified
observer lsrew several years ago that the
*o,r"

Japaner"
"Lrrid
in there whenever they felt the need to complete their
overland
supply line to Indo-china, and to deny us the use of the air bases
we were so laboriously and expensively building up. The answer
should be sought elsewhere-in the fundamentil
which
war has brought about in the internal balance of "i"rg".
poHt[d forces
in china itself, and in the balance of internatinar forces in
the broad world arena.
For new readers may here be useful to define the political
lt
geography inside China itself, in its simplest terms. Tfre dom_
inating political truth about china is thai it is partry a colonial,
and in the main a semi-colonial, country. The iichest and most
advanced areas are in Japanese hands-except where guerrillas
oppose them. But the land will soon be liberated, as a result of
the de-struction of Japanese naval and air power, and
Japan,s
bases, largely by American ur-.-p.oLably helped in the
IoT"
final stages by Red Ar-y liquidation bf lupar's cintinental
armies. The
arises: what kind of government will pre_question
vail in an independent China, after eight years-and in the 6ase
of Manchuria fifteen years-of coloniil administration?
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In the still uninvaded provinces of China the Kuornintang

in the territory liberated

selects and appoints all officials. Chiang Kai-shek is the elected

by the Soviet armies

"leader" of that party and he is also the party-elected chief of
the state. But not one of China's 450,000,000 people, except a
rninority o{ the 2,000,000 members of the Kuornintang, ever
cast a vote to keep either that party, or its Generalissimo, in
l)ower. In this picture neither the Communists, nor any other
lrolitical party, had any de iure existence. In fact the I(uomintang
Governrnent never officially rescinded its anti-Communist laws,
which rnade membership in the Co nmunist Party an oflense
punishable by death. Under such a regime no political opposition can exist without the support of armed forces,
But during eight years of bitter struggle against ]apan the
trmed and politically organized following of the Chinese Communists has greatly increased. Under most adverse conditions
these people have won an astonishing increment of power and
territory, behind the Japanese lines, and without any help from
rlny government-including Chungking, Moscow and Washington. Meanwhile, Kuomintang power (except that of the puppet Kuomintang at Nanking led by Chiang Kai-shek's former
No. 2 man) has been obliterated in just those same areas. Hence,
the ability of the "legitimate" Kuomintang to recover its power
and prestige depends chiefly upon the economic, rnilitary and
political support of the United States.
In the world scene, too, the picture has greatly altered. The
Soviet Union is no longer an isolated and "encircled' Power
cautiously awaiting a trial of strength. It has won momentous
victories. Now it is indisputably the strongest power, the only
ureat military power, {rom the Atlantic eastward to the Pacific.
Leaders in both Britain and the United States have frankly
staked their future in history on making a success of keeping
the peace by sharing world power with the Soviet Union. In
order to do that we need Soviet agreements in Asia as well as
in Europe; otherwise we shall end up in China with problems
more menacing for us than Poland and Greece combined.
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People who say the war hasn't accomplished anything are
thus quite wrong. It has, besides destroying the Axis, and preserving our own freedom, achieved the foregoing major changes
reversing power relationships. And yet that was just the thing
which, in the anonl,,rnity of Moscow's polite phrase, "the ruling
circles" of Chungking seemed quite unable to realize.
To understand this more concretely, one must note that Soviet
policy in the East, like Soviet policy in Europe, has long been a
s;mthesis of two considerations: a combination of supposed
broad strategic needs for maximum security, on the one hand,
and the skillful active promotion of political forces friendly to
the Soviet Union, and likely to help improve that securit/, on the
other. The only contradiction between these two aims lies, as we
can now see, in the factor of time. In the long view the main
policy and alternative policies work together; they synthesize.
Thus, Stalinist foreign policy has sometimes appeared to makc
temporary sacrifices in terms of distinct political aims-realization of which Communists still regard as the only true guarantee,
in final analysis, of permanent peace-in order to achieve the
best immediate conditions of national security. But Soviet
policy is always dpramic, and on the side of political change,
wherever change can help make frontiers safe for Soviet socialism.
Today, in China, contradiction between Soviet strategic needs
and political aims is reduced to a minimum. It is no longer necessary for Russia to give unqualified support to unfriendly internal political forces there, purely in the interest of immediatc
strategic security. Future Soviet frontiers in the East, and particularly in Manchuria, can now be rendered firmly secure, provided the ]apanese are succeeded by a Chinese regime backed
by political forces friendly to the Soviet Union. And the international situation is now such that Russia can dynamically encourage "the transition from reaction to progress," within hcr'
general pattern of maximum security.
Another way of saying the same thing is that what Russit
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wants in China, in 1945, seems to coincide with our own immetliate needs. Our strategists long ago came to the conclusion,
tluite independent of Moscow, that unification of the military
and political forces was the prerequisite of making China effective as a power against Japan and a bastion of future stability in
liast Asia. Obviously General Stilwell is no Communist, nor is
General Hurley, and neither is taking orders from the Kremlin;
yet it is now well known that both of them, as well as other
spokesmen of American policy, urged in Chungking precisely
the same reforms, and the same political reconciliation, as advocated by the Soviet press.
For at last it had become clear to our people that the antiCommunist groups in Chungking were not fighting quite the
same war we were. From the time of Pearl Harbor onward, especially, they considered the defeat of ]apan primarily our probIem, while theirs was largely one of preparation for the eventual
showdown with the internal opposition-the war to recover terlitory "lost" to the Communists, including what they had recovered from the Japanese.
"The fundamental difierence between the Generalissimo and
General Stilwell," wrote Brooks Atkinson in the Neto York
Times+ after he came home with'Vinegar" ]oe, 'fras been that
the latter has been eager to fight the Japanese in China without
delay, and the Generalissimo had hoped he would not have to."
One reason for Chiang's reluctance, Atkinson explained, was
because "the Chinese Communists have good armies which are
now fighting guerrilla warfare against the Japanese," but "the
Generalissimo regards these armies (i.e., not the ]apanese ) as
the chief threat to his supremacy. . . . For several years he'has
immobilized 300,000 to 500,000 Central Government troops to
blockade the Communists. . . . The.Generalissimo is determined
to maintain his group of aging reactionaries in power until the
war is over, when, it is commonly believed, he will resume his
war against the Chinese Communists without distraction."
* October 31,

1944.
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be possible to tali<
erwird he was "detained" by Marshal Chang Flsueh-liang at Sian, and had to postpone his plans, but no one who knows him intimately believes
that he has fundamentally changed his mind.

III
Communism vs. Nationalism
Canton, behind a vanguard
forces. Third, an expedition
behind American spearhead
way.
ntang leaders hoped to accomplish without
changes and without any agreement with,
Communist-Ied guerrilla forces who had
spread across all the northern provinces clear to the yellow Sea,
a.nd into the border regions of Manchuria. Chungking would
first move its troops into the northern cities and onto the railways occupied by ]apan. Then the Kuomintang would demand
the surrender o{ ail the partisan troops in the town and vilIages, as "illegal forces." Those who might resist would be blockaded and gradually exterminated as "bandits."
In fulfilling such a program, Chungking counted upon the
support of American forces-right up to Manchuria and the
Soviet border. Indeed, there were expressions of genuine astonishment by Kuomintang officials upon learning that Americans would like to see the two parties get together. Although
General Stilwell, former Vice-President Wallace and Donald
Nelson were known to have told the Generalissimo that wc
woyld not support his forces in an anti-Communist war, Chiang
and his stafl were reported to be still unconvinced.

TnB basic trouble at Chungking, therefore, seemed to lie in
Chiang's failure to understand the significance of the change in
the internal and international balance of forces brought about
by the world war. Internally, Chinese Communists have organized millions of people, with deep reserves of trained manpower,
tion of Kuominin a period when
ilitary observers
tang-troops have
-Co-*,
that theY could
with the
not be destroyed by Chiang Kai-shek's forces without American
help on a maior scale.
B-ut if the Generalissimo carried out the prograrn outlined
above, very likely big forces of the Communist-led troops would
infiItrate Manchuria well in advance of his own campaign.
They already have nuclei there, which could be expanded on
the ityle of Marshal Tito's forces, at a later stage, when Japan's
home bases are lost. They would certainly seek unilateral contact with the Far Eastern Red Banner Army, along the extensive
frontiers stretching through Manchuria and Mongolia' And if,
at that time, we were backing the anti-Communist liquidation

it had been reflected in informal Soviet-American
conversations.

diplomatic
LZg
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the potential strength, of the Chinese armies. And Stilwell knew
also that in order to get Chinese troops into shape for effective

fighting the command had to be separated from politics, at
Ieast for the duration of the war.

the Chinese party, also have extensive connections with the
forces

might get a regional solution of the inter
but not a permanent one. Whoever rrles
inces could eventually dominate all Chin
about ninety percent of the useful mineral and industriar resources of the whole country, and it is economically very advanced. Given a decade there, the Communists would be in a
position to insist on recognition for their party south of the Great
Wall, and soon we might again be called upon to preserye an
anti-Red government at Nanking.

munists into a government coalition. Yet this alterrrative was
quite as unpalatable to the Generalissimo as was the regional
solution.
General Stilwell's recall was, of course, closely connected with
this central question of war and politics in China. The basic
trouble lay in the fact that Stilwell knew China too well. He
knew the language and he knew the psychology of the war
lords he was dealing with; he knew the weakneses, as well as

in China-with all the authority Eisenhower had in

two requests, rather to Stilwell's surprise, the Generalissimo reluctantly agreed.
It was the third request, made in a later interview, which was
the immediate cause of Stilwell's "dismissal" by Chiang Kaishek. Stilwell himself had for some time regarded the Comof their
munist forces wit
but
the
partisan leaders
-Generalissimo
hu
Teh,
ha
the Communist commander-in-chief, wrote a formal letter to
General Stilwell, in which he offered to place his entire command under the American, and appealed for Lend-Lease aid
against Japan. Again, on orders frorn Washington, General Stilwell went to the Generalissimo and asked permission to use
Eighth Route and New Fourth troops in the ofiensive plans, and
to equip them with Lend-Lease goods under American command.

and be forced to sit on the sidelines and watch the war
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fought to a conclusion on other battleftelds; or 2 ) to turn puppet
and join the ]apanese. Neither of these roles was a practical
political possibility for him. IIe should, therefore, have been inclined to accept even this third request.
fnstead, however, Chiang flew into a rage and staged a scene
in which he was rude to Stilwell, and then sent a message to
President Roosevelt asking for his recall. The explanation came
out shortly afterward, according to members of Stilwellls staff.
While negotiations were going on in Chungking, messages had
come in to the Generalissimo frorn his brother-in-law and former
Prernier, Itr. H. Kung, in Washington, who was apparently in
touch with somebody (the identity is still undisclosed) who inforrned hirn that, if it came to a showdown, the President would
withdraw Stilwell rather than break with Chiang. So Chiang
held out against placing the Communist troops on an equal footing with his own, and instead demanded Stilwelfs recall-with
what result is now history. Stilwell came home and General
Fatrick Hurley-who was also in touch with Chiang during the
negotiations-became the new Ambassador and introduced a
policy of appeasement of Chungking.
What the Communists were demanding was simply the withdrawal of Chiang Kai-shek's military blockade, the payment
and supply of their troops with Lend-Lease materials on a basis
of equality with the Kuomintang armies, modiffcation of the
one-party dictatorship, and the setting-up of a government in
which they, as well as other parties, could be represented. They
said they wanted a minor but a legal position, which would enable them to participate in councils and in general mobilization
for an intensified war efiort.
The Kuomintang, however, realized that if the legality of
the party were once recognized on a constitutional basis, giving it equal privileges with the Kuomintang, it would never be
possible to suppress the Communists. "After the war," Kuomintang people said, "the Comrnunists will go on agitating and
stirring up the mob to demand universal suffrage and popular
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clections, and we shall never get rid of them"'The Kuomintang

feared that they would win any mass election.
That is probably true, for these reasons. The basis of the Communist movement in China is land reforrn-just as it is in many
countlies in Europe. Since the war the Communists have
have gone
stopped conffscating big e
ivided the
they have reduced rents
organized
land of absentee owners,
anti-usury
labor,
enforced
organized
marketing co-operatives,
measures, set up local self-governing councils of peasants and
workers, and generally disturbed the gentry's monopoly of
power.
Because they have had to build an army from nothing but
popular support, and always against grave obstacles, they have
Iearrred, from seventeen years of "mobilizing the people," how
to organize the peasants, how to bargain with them, what they
want, and what will "work" with them and what will not.
Chiangs nationalists diffar from the Communists in that they
haoo always sought usags and m,aans of m,aintaining pouser by

them, in ordar to sustai,n and strengthenthamseloes.
aI' The greater
Over eighty perce
t, hounded bY
part of it is hungry
high offrcials,
usorers, filled with

and workers would vote for a party which voiced their dissatisfactions-as the Communists would.
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China will be able to go beyond the present'trourgeois-democratic" stage of the revolution. This stage (in their view) envisages equalization of land ownership (not collectivization);

dl

I.

IV

Communist Aims
Fon the foreign reader it is somewhat confusing that this
Chinese agrarian-reform movement is called "Communism." In
Chinese the party name is Kungchantang, which has not quite

the same connotation as "Communist"; literally, it means "sliarein-production party." Even if there had been no revolution in
Russia there would surely have arisen some "share-production"
crusade in China, with much the same aims as those of the
nearly one million young people now enrolled in the Chinese

with the help of the British, under General Gordon, and our
own General Frederick T. Ward.
After many years of the empirical process already described,
the Kungchantang is-at the moment-standing upon a moderate agrarian-reform pladorm, with a Marxist coloration. "Communism" in China, if by that is meant the program now enforced

Communist leaders admit that
134

it may be many

years before

social ownership of heavy industry (railways and communications are already state-owned) and all natural resources except
the land, but with a scope left for private entelprise; and constitutional government, in which all "classes" would have equal
suffrage. Even under ideal conditions it would take another generation to rcalize that program. Theoretically, there is no reason
why the Kuomintang and Kungchantang couldn't work together
in a coalition government during that period.
But here a word of warning. It is wrong to suppose that these
people do not aspire to ultimate complete power. It is also wrong
to suppose that they, any more than the Kuomintang, would establish a liberal democracy in China in the American sense, aI-

though they would probably bring about a kind of democratic
equalitarianism, such as is now realized in areas they control.
China is still a semi-feudal country and has never known the
luxury of capitalist democracy, as liberals know it, and probably
never will in our time, whoever rules.
The whole war is regarded by both sides as a continuation of
the long interrral struggle for power. The Kuomintang is quite
correct when it says that the Communists have 'utilized" Japan's
invasion in order to expand-although Communist "expansion"
has occurred entirely behind the ]apanese lines, no attempt having been made to invade arry oI Chiang Kai-shek's "own" territory in unoccupied China. But the Kuomintang has also utilized
the war to hold power; in the "emergency''it has denied recognition to the Communists and. other political opposition. "War
is a continuation of politics" even in our country. In China,
where the center of national power has never been fully stabilized, politics is the essence of war; political organization
exists only as an organic part of military organization.
"Wemust struggle for leadership everywhere and at all times,"
I was told by Po Ku, a leading member of the Chinese party's
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Politburo, as far back as 1938. 'We do not deny that. A political
party that does not lead has no reason for existence."
Thus, it is misleading to contend that Chinese Communists
are not Marxists, or that they do not hope, ultimately, to build up
136
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On the other hand, we have already given up extraterritori-

a classless, socialist state in China, or that they are not very close

to the Soviet Union in their sympathies. People who try to persuade Americans to accept them on the ground that they are
not "real Cornmunists"-in the foregoing sense-are either misinformed or deliberately dishonest. That kind of argument belongs in the same category with appeals to tolerate Soviet Russia
because it is "abandoning Communism," which it obviously is
not, or because it offers us a huge post-war panacea market and
a solution to our unemployment problem, which it cannot.
Nevertheless, there is a very strong "nationalist" element in
the Chinese party-as in Russia and among other European
Communists. Mao Tse-tung was once expelled by the Comintern
for "deviation," and he and Chu Teh first organized the Chinese
Red Army without Russian directives, and only later won
Comintern sanction. Having built up their armed power long
after Moscow had more or less forsaken their struggle as hopeIess, the Chinese Red leaders have a strong sense of independence. We begin to see that here, as in Europe, the coming to
power of Communists will not wipe out nationalism overnight.
Once a party has the responsibility of state power it tends to
inherit all the national history and culture, and to cling to all the
national aspirations-in a political sense-that go with it. In
Russia it took the communists twenty-five years fully to recognize that fact. In China, because of their prolonged and bitter
armed struggle for existence, the Communists hive iearned it
before attaining full power.
Another thing. Whoever runs China will have to look chiefy
to America for econornic help. This factor is certain to influence
interrral and foreign policy. Russia herself would not be able to
help China on the scale needed, not for some years.

at the internal market-the achievement of self-sufEciency, Production for use, and elevation of the people's own standard of
living, as in Russia. The Communists themselves would not be
barkers and industrialists, nor interested in personal profits'
(the Chiang-KungUndertheKuomint
ialists, bankers and
Soong family) are t
the world market,
landowners, Chit,
There
as did

would
ese, fo

]aPancoolie-

level slave labor alwaYs lie
China had al-ready entered
even before the war' Ironica
in the least understood by American labor-union leaders.
ey poured "relief" money into the hands
sses representing the philosophy of cheap
f the worst menaces to the maintenance
of decent wage standards for free labor in the advanced capitalist countries.
But would not our economic collaboration with a China insts tend to comfort the cause of Communusly it would-though not nearly so much
ure aid to Soviet Russia. We face here ex-
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actly the same choice-and the same dilemma-which we have
already settled in general agreement with Russia throughout
Europe.

v
Can China Unite?
FrNar-r.v, would not a Chiang Kai-shek China be more likely to
support our side in some future hypothetical war against Russia?

Not necessarily so-if the Kuomintang's party boss, Chen Li-fu,

succeeds in building up the kind of oriental fascist state he has
been aiming at. But even as late as 1945, the anti-Communist

group in Chungking probably would not have rejected such an
opportunity. Which was precisely what the Russians didn,t Iike
alout Chungking-and why they looked upon our promotion
of the Generalissimo as one of the Big Four, or the Big-Five, with
distrust_ and suspicion. If the Dumbarton Oaks proposal is
adopted, Moscow knows that we and the British
always
count on Chiang for the necessary vote in any "o"ta
issue against
Russia-just as surely as we c tuld count on Franco', ,ot", if
Franco had a vote. In view of the fact that China is a neighbor
of
from her by i very
wi
k they have a right
to
rnment there.
Whether, in a possible future anti-Soviet war, the Generalissimo's help would be worth more than it is now, however, or
whether he would still be saving up ammunition to 'iesume his
war against the Chinese Communists without distraction," as

assumption, and hence he went on trying to persuade the two
Chinese parties to work together. In response to American Pressure, however, Chiang's main gesture was to offer a yu-minguushih-"rame without reality"-formula of liberalization, in an
attempt to maintain the political status quo. The Generalissimo

is a mlestro at this kind of maneuver' For example, after the
Stilwell scandal he made a great show of ieforming" his government by removing the much-hated and reactionary Ho Yingchin as Minister of War. But he promptly sabotaged his new war
minister by appointing that same Ho commander of all his
of Stafi.
address, the Generalissimo promised
vention would be caltred in 1945. But
the rules laid down in 1936 for the selection of delegates to this
convention, which has already been postponed a half dozen
times, remained unchanged. They provide for an overwhelming
s and handmajority of self-appointed
ater than the
The
time
henchmen.
piciced
^Generalissimo
of such a nathought. A'd
ture, which would merely confer constitutional status on his own
"group of aging reactionaries," to quote Atkinson once more,
could neither solve his internal dilemma nor meet conditions
created by the new balance of international forces.
The laie President himsel{ saw through the speciousness of
ali' plans. The Iast time I saw him was
his report to Congress on the Yalta Conhe has "slipped away" there is no reason
why that conversation cannot be reported here. A little while
earlier he had been asked, in press conference, to comment on
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Chiang Kai-shek's announcement that he intended to call a "constitutional convention" in 1945. Roosevelt had pointedly avoided
comment and had merely said, "That's very interesting news."
Afterward, in private conversation with me, he revealed that
he was fully informed about the limitations of that convention,
and of the Kuomintang's plans to pack it with their own delegates. He also showed
kingt attitude in the ne
for months, in an effort
th
that Hurley might be able to
br
t a formula hailbeen sent up
to
had made some amendments
to it. "Now everything seems to have fallen down," he said, "because the Kuomintang has raised some perfectly absurd objections to the amendments of the Yenan Government."
The President asked me my opinion of Chiang Kai-shek, and
then he said that he himself felt he didn't know him at all. "I
wasn't able to form any opinion of him in Cairo," he told me.
"When I thought about it later, all I knew was what Mme.
Chiang told me about her husband and what her husband
thought. She was always there and she phrased all the answers.
I got to know her, but this fellow Chiang-I felt I never could
break through to him at all."
Roosevelt said that he had become convinced that the Chinese
Communists were in reality trying to realize an "agrarian re{orm" program, and not Communism. He also told me quite
flatly that he was determined to "work with both Governments
in China." He was anxious to see organization of guerrilla forces
in North China, to aid our landings there. I had said that I supposed as long as we recognized Chungking it would be impossible to aid the Communist forces. "We can't support iwo
Governments in China, can we?"
"Well, I've been working with two Governments there," he
responded, throwing his head back emphatically, "and I intend
to go on doing so until we can get them together."
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That seemed to me sufficient evidence that, whatever was said
about China at Yalta, there was no basis for the rumor that a
deal had been made, in which the Russians had given us a "free
hand' to back Chungking to the limit, in exchange for concessions we had made about Europe. It also seemed to show that
the President was deeply skeptical of the promises of "constitutional government" announced from Chungking.
In any case, the Chinese Communists lost no time in disassociating themselves from the Kuomintang's plans to give its regime a constitutional aspect. The Yenan press branded the project as a potential "congress of slaves," and insisted that only an
assembly chosen by the people in free elections, and by direct
vote, could frame a democratic constitution. In March, also, for
the first time since 1937, Yenan denounced Chiang personally
as a "despot" and "dictator" and called for his removal as head
of the Government. What was more interesting still,Praodaused
the same language. As this open crossing of swords coincided
with Patrick Hurley's return to this country, and close upon the
convening of the San Francisco Conference, it had to be interpreted as a complete vote of non-confidence in Chungking as
the legitimate government of China.
Thus the irreconcilability of the internal forces represented
by the two parties seemed to be deepening, as the major threat
of Japan diminished. Today, any fundamental agreement between Chiang Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung seemed possible on
one of only two conditions: I) that the Communists surrender
their armed forces to the Kuomintang, and abandon their
struggle for leadership and ultimate power; or 2 ) that the nationalists give up their monopoly of power, grant sufirage to the
people, and permit them to elect a democratic government.
Neither of those conditions seemed likely to be realized.
What became obvious then was that only combined AngloAmerican-Soviet pressure on both parties in China could impose
a formula even temporarily uniting the anti-Japanese forces in
our common war. Such a compromise might make it possible for
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the United States and Russia to work with the same Chinese
Government, to avoid the "bolshevizalion" of Manchuria, and
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to prevent a return to the old pre-invasion system of two Chinas
-one in the north and the other in the south. It seemed certain,
in fact, that Roosevelt discussed China with Stalin, and explored
the basis for a joint policy, when they met in the Crimea. But
what Stalin said, or did not say, or refused to say, on that subject, was another one of those things the world would likely
become aware of only when it was translated into action.
And here is as good a place as any to take a look at the ruler
of all the Russians, the cobbler's son from Georgia, who will have
as much to say about the future of Asia as he has already had to
say about the destiny of Europe.

CHAPTER NINE

Stalin at War
'dl

I,b'

I
Russia's Hero No.

1

Of'eLL

the unenviable responsibilities which Harry S.,Truman inherited, perhaps his most dfficult task was to replace
Roosevelt in the relationship which the departed Chief established with Joseph Stalin. Whatever qualifications existed in the
respect and confidence built up between the two war-time mentors, it is certain that they had learned to understand and appreciate each other to a degree no one would have believed possible
before 1941. Much of the hope of the civilized world rested in
faith in the ability which they had demonstrated to compromise
and.co-operate on common problems in politics and war.
We cannot yet know whether the old personalized pattern of
a Big Three will again be restored. Whatever happens, however,
President Truman will be obliged to make as shrewd a study of
the Soviet leader as his predecessor did, in his effort to rid the
world of aggression and to stabilize world peace. The natural
gulf which must separate the thinking of a Missouri-born farmer
from that of a cobbler's son in Bolshevik Russia is bound to be a
deep one, and in Truman's effort to hold the bridge which now
unites our two nations he will need all the intelligent backing
and understanding of the American people.
Here I cannot attempt any full-scale portrait of Stalin and his
significance in history, past and present. Yet it may be of some
value to tell something about how this man looked to people
outside the Kremlin walls, while Russia was at war. It seems to
143
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me a useful thing to do because in the Russian acceptance of
Stalin, and all he represents, you see most clearly the wide difierence in political and social thinking that lies between us, and for
which we must make full allowance if we are to live together
in harmony.
Perhaps the most difficult thing to understand in Russia, for
anyone brought up in the Anglo-Saxon tradition of democracy,
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are the roles which Premier Stalin plays in the party, the Government, the armed forces, and the mythology and ideology of the
nation. No other political figure in the world performs so many
varied functions, real and symbolic, and his position is something which can be fully comprehended only as a combination
of traditional slav-Tartar Russia and the modern institutions and
instruments of Soviet Marxism.
The average Englishman or American, however objective he
may feel in his approach to Soviet Russia, is nearly always deeply
przzled, if not actually shocked and nauseated, by the omnipresence of the ritual of Stalinist hero-worship which he finds
there. Very often this phenomenon alone so prejudices the foreigner, particularly one who has
parliamentary tradition, that he b
which the Soviet system may hav
our own in its history.
Although Marxism and the Soviet state reject idols and gods,
as well as God, there is something fairly close to a substitute for
all of them in the cult of adoration built up around Stalin. There
is Stalin the statesman, Sta1in the practical politician, Stalin the
national leader, Stalin the Marxist. But apart from those and

and cavalrymen with "stalinist sabres"; in the ffnal offensive

it
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was the Stalin tank which ripped up Hitler's battered armor. In
the rear it is the "stalinist spirit" which is everywhere invoked
Stalin at War

to inspire men, women and children to bigger and better things.
In athletic meets it is "stalinist youth," singing ballads glorifying Stalin-in all languages of the Union-that marches into the
stadiurns under standards bearing portraits of the leader.
Every schoolroom, every public building, every factory, and
nearly every home, has its statue or portrait of ]oseph Vissarionovich in one of the conventional, standardized poses. During the
bitter winter of L94243, when the big Mostorg department
store had nothing on its shelves yet kept its doors open, there
were always images of National Hero No. l for sale there' Bookstores might have nothing else, but in their windows were always
displayed the works of ]. V. Stalin and Lenin, The paper shortage was severe and even big dailies ltke Praoda and lnsestia
were cut down to four pages each. Very frequently two of the
four pages were devoted to portraits of Stalin, or orders of the day
signed by him, and letters from him and to him from ail kinds
of people and all parts of the Union. Once I counted Sta1in's
name repeated in one day's four-page paper fifty-seven times,
and this was exclusive of further reminders in the form of geographical place names like Stalingrad, Stalino, Stalinabad, etc.
Week after week there appear long resolutions passed by collective farmers, factory workers, citizens of all occupations, ftrst
anof the work
plans have b
a;ge
into the press
"Poem
or a full page. On December L4, 1944, for example, a
consisting of ten cantos and a dedication to Stalin," took up a
fult page in all papers. It reportedly bore the signatures of
9,316,973 Ukrainians, started off, "Father, teacher and beloved
friend, accept this story of the glorious fight of the Ukraine,"
and ended up "Glory to Stalin!"
"What is the real need for all this?" I asked a Russian Party
man one day, honestly seeking enlightenment.
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"Everything in this country," he answered, "is dedicated to
the idea of making a success of building socialism in one country. Stalin, more than anyone else, proclaimed and enforced that
policy. Experience has shown that we Russians like to have a
national hero who symbolizes perfection and greatness. In the
Communist view the revolution itself is the heio, but that idea
is too impersonal for the masses. In a country building up socialism against great obstacles we had to have someone to personify
the revolution, just as in former times the Tsar was the herogod of Holy Russia. But the revolution, unlike the Tsar, permeates every aspect of a man's life. Therefore, as its personification,
Stalin must also appear before the worker in every aspect of his

life."
Now, in America and England that kind of thing would eventually boomerang. There is something in our tradition which
rejects excessive glorification of any living man, however gigantic his stature; the greater he is, the more we like to hear
about litt1e weaknesses that remind us that he is, like ourselves,
made of the common clay. It is only in death that we recognize
greatness and give it true acclaim and reverence-as America did
with so full a heart when Roosevelt left us.
Ordinarily, we instinctively understand and sympathize with
that unknown democrat in ancient Athens who Plutarch tells
us voted against Aristides the Just. The vote of ostracism was bea citizen
ing taken as between
as
illiterapproached Aristides
in a vote
ate, the stranger aske
against himself. Curious, the honest old jurist asked the citizen,
"fell me, has Aristides ever done you any harm?"
"No, none whatever," was the Athenian's reply. "But I am just
so bored with hearing him called Aristides the Just!"
The Russian peasant or worker might not appreciate that
story, nor readily acknowledge a parable. I remember how repeatedly I was asked by Russians, during our last national elec-
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it was necessary for President Roosevelt to be subjected to all the strain and embarrassment of a campaign. Hadn t
he served the country well? Was this an appropriate reward for
all his sacrifice in the interest of the nation? They seemed to
feel genuinely mystified by this phenomenon of a great national
hero being subjected, by the generous American people, to the
tion, why

humiliation of an election.
Stalin, it is hue, was also elected to his office, by both party
and government bodies. But not for many years has there been
any opponent, and the vote has always been unanimous. Today
it is inconceivable that Stalin could be removed while still able
to lead the state, and the mere thought of it seems hard for most
Russians even to consider. I suppose a fairly typical reaction was
that of a young Communist I know, when I asked him abruptly
one day, "What would happen to a man who stood up in Red
Square and shouted, 'Down with Stalin!"'
He hesitated for several seconds and then replied. "It just
would never occur!"
'Well, but suppose it did? What would happen to him?"
'?eople would just stare at him in astonishment. Then a
policeman would eventually come along and take him off to an
insane asylum."
On the other hand it is true that Stalin has numerous individual enemies in the Soviet Union and that even to many
loyal intellectuals much of the ritual is as tiresome and naive
as it seems to Westerners. Yet the enthusiasm with which he is
acclaimed by countless millions of less sophisticated Russians
seems to be genuine. It is impossible for a foreigner to guess
with anything but rough accuracy at the real feeling of the
Russians, but what opposition to Stalin's personal authority as
head of the state still exists is now totally unorganized.
One of the last centers of opposition to be reconciled was
the Orthodox Church, whose allegiance was among Stalin's wartime triumphs. "Divinely-installed Leader of the people of oru

u
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great Union," the late Patriarch Sergeus called this Georgian
ith"itt. Arrd in 1944 the new Patriarch-Elect, Alexei, warmly reT4B

newed the Church's pledge of loyalty. "Most revered and dear
"I ask you to accept these
Joseph Vissarionovich," wrote Alexei,
assurances and believe in the feeling of profound love and gratitudo to you with which aII church workers, guided by me, are
now inspired."
The horrors of this war have tended to obscure, though not

freely confessed, but during the hysteria of general purges
which followed, many innocent people were pushed into exile
or worse.
The sadistic Yagoda and Yezhov, who for a time ruled a state
within a state-the Galpayoo-were chiefly responsible for
these outrages. By Yagoda's own account his hirelings faked
thousands of documents and so mixed up the records that it

he did when the Gaypayoo was crushed.
Stalin then made his fellow Georgian, Lavrenti Beria, head
of the new home security troops under the NKVD. Thousands of
people-no foreigner can know how many-remain in exile and
whole factories, if not whole towns, are run by the NKVD' But
during the war marty of these "involuntary workers," as Walter
Duranty likes to call them, were given a kind of amnesty, to join
e on
the Army, and many have now b
who
Stalin's personal order. An odd fac
arily
should [now is that thousands of
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written letters full of praise and gratitude to Stalin, thanking
him for having purged the traitors and led the nation to salvation.

In

any case, Stalin is certainly not popularly thought of in
as a capricious tyrant, as some critics abroad imagine.
However it may have been in the past, no one who has lived
there during the war can doubt that in the future Stalin will be
respected as the man who led all the Russians to the greatest
rnilitary victory in their history. Nor is there much reason to suppose that tens of millions do not accept, at face value, Stalin's
own explanation of the motivation of his workr
"The task to which I have devoted my life," he said, "is to
elevate the working class. That task is, not to strengtherr arty
national state but to strengthen a socialist state-and that means
an international state. Everything that contributes to strengthening that state helps to sUengthen the international working class.
If every step in my efforts were not directed toward strengthening and improving the position of the working class, I should
consider my life purposeless."
Stalin's genius lies first of all in his skillful manipulation of all
the forces in political life, and he is fully aware of the value of
hero-worship in enhancing his own prestige and that of the
party. Lion Feuchtwanger once asked him whether he approved
of the use of his portrait and image everywhere and he answered,
"If the people want it, I see no harm in it." To Emil Ludwig, another German author, he denied any contradiction between the
materialist conception of history and the fact that great emphasis is placed on the role of personality in the Soviet interpretation of history-in that case the role of Lenin.
"No, there is no contradiction," Stalin replied. "InThe Porserty
of Philosophy and in other works of Marx you will find it stated
that it is people who make history. But of course people do not
make history according to their own fancy . . . they make it only
to the extent that they correctly understand the conditions they
llussia now
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find ready-made and to the extent that they know how to change
those conditions."
Ludwig then said that in his youth he had been taught by
German professors that Marxism denied the role of heroes and
hero-worship in history
Stalin: "They were vulgarizers of Marxism. Marxism never
denied the role of heroes. On the contrary it admits that they
play a considerable role, only with the provisos I have made."

qI I..

il
Stalinia
Yrr despite the adulation to which he is constantly subjected,
it is agreed by men who have had contact with him, and it is
obvious from his works, that Stalin is no neurotic megaiomaniac.

Throughout the war he has maintained an active sense of proportioi and a Russian sense of modesty. Stalin has never made
any claims to supernatural guidance or claimed messianic wisdom, nor does he afiect the personal mannerisms of a dictator' It
cannot be shown anywhere that he ever boasted of adding any
new principle to Marxism, though he has not opposed the use of
the phrase Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism.
"I^a* -"r"ly a pupil of Lenin," he likes to repeat, "and my aim
is to be a worthy pupil of his." An odd but perhaps significant
point: the highest peak in the Soviet Union, in the Pamirs, is
called Mt. Lenin; the second highest, Mt' Sta1in.
Appreciation of the limitations of his own knowledge evid""[ly saved Stalin from interfering disastrously ryith the work
of experts. He never made the mistake of setting up headquarters
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at the front, and countermanding tactical plans, as Hitler did.
And there are many indications that he interests himself especially in scientists and research workers, whorn he apparently
does not attempt to lecture about their specialties.
A typical story which gives an insight into Stalin's success with
scientiffc men was told by S. Lavochkin, a young Soviet aircraft

designer. Stalin had called him in and demanded that he redesign his craft to increase its cruising range. Lavochkin replied
that, quite frankly, it was impossible to do so without sacrificing
some more important virtues of the plane.
"Think it over," said Stalin, and walked away. When he re-

turned Lavochkin gave him the same negative reply. The young
man must have been shaking in his shoes-when to his relief
Stalin smiled and said, "What can I do with you? WelI, let's
leave it as it is."
During Churchill's visit to Moscow in October, 1944, aspecial
performance of the French ballet, Cisello, was given in his honor
at the Bolshoi Theater. Stalin unexpectedly appeared in the box
for his first public visit to the Bolshoi since the war. But when,
during intermission, the audience rose in ovation, he retired in
order. to let Churchill take the applause; and he only returned
when the British Premier went out and fetched him. Then, however, he joined in with the applause in his own honor-an old
Russian custom, apparently. Stalin clapped, too, when the Red
Army band played the Stalin Cantata, while Churchill turned
away rather impatiently, and kept his hands folded on his knees.
It was very interesting to watch the two great men together
that evening, side by side. Standing up, Stalin was slightly
shorter than Churchill, who is about five feet slx. There was still
a certain pantherish grace and quickness of movement in the
rotund Winston; Stalin moved slowly, almost augustly. Churchill's mobile face and bodily movements frequently betrayed his
reaction to the stage or to something said by a guest in the former
Imperiai Box, which he occupied. Stalin remained almost motionless and expressionless throughout the performance. Once or
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twice Winston half turned, as if about to make an apt phrase or
epigram to Stalin, but checked himself,-apparently realizing that
hisiubtle command of English would be lost in the translation.
Only once did Stalin show any marked emotion. It was when a
famous Russian baritone, Razumovski, sang the nostalgic Russian folk song, "Glorious Sea, Holy Baikal," which tells of the
lonely sufietilrg of exiles on the Siberian :t"pp"-- Yhere Stalin
spent some years as a political prisoner. stalin pulled- out a large
dto*, handkerchief, wiped his eyes, and vigorously blew his
nose.

Only a man of immense patience and endurance could follow
Stalint routine. He usually spends the afterrroon at his desk in
the Kremlin and then works all night. very often he is host at
Icemlin banquets, where the procedure follows a monotonous
pattern, beginning with two or three hours of dining-and wining,
iucceeded by entertainment of some kind, usually a movie,
which lasts tiIl midnight or later. Stalin drinks ten to twenty
toasts, but usually in red wine on1y. At sixty-six his health is-still
good and he apparently has no serious ailment, but his hair and the
fumous mustiche are now totally gray' Habitually he foltrows up
one of the late Kremlin parties with four or five hours of hard
work.
Around Moscow there are nearly always distinguished foreigners, or delegates from various remote parts of the Union,
*iitirg to see tie Prernier' flis schedule is made up far in ad,rur"","by his numerous secretaries, and frequently-people wait
weeks to see him. In the winter of 194243we saw a delegation of
more than a score of Mongolians, led by their Premier, hang
around the Metropole Hotel for six weeks until Stalin could fit in
a banquet for them. One o{ our American Air Forces generals_sat
in Moscow for two months, waiting to discuss business with Stalin, on a mission for General Marshall. Mai.-Gen. Patrick Hurley,
armed with a letter from the President, was also left stewing for
a fortnight before he crashed the trSemlin gates. Yet stalin frequently"broke his schedule to see an unknown peasant or worker
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who had distinguished himself in some way, or to congratulate
a Red Arrny hero.
During about a year spent in the Soviet Union, in which I attended several state functions, I saw the Soviet Premier at close
quarters only once. Throughout the war no foreign correspondent interviewed him, though on several occasions he answered
their letters-the most celebrated case being his brief messages
about the second front to Henry Cassidy of the As,sociated, Press,
which were major scoops. Alaric Jacob, of the London Daily
Press, was the only correspondent who got rrear enough to him
to exchange personal greetings-but didnt. Thereby hangs a
tale.
When Churchill invited Stalin to dine at the British Embassy,
during his visit in October, 1944, Sir Archibald Clark-Kerr consented, as a special concession, to let one correspondent stand
iust inside the door, to watch the great man arrive. Jacob was our
delegate. It happened that Stalin was nearly a quarter of an
hour late, ararething, and as a result everyone had drifted away
from the foyer to find out what was the matter; a hitch was suspected and telephone inquiries were being made. Suddenly Stalin opened the door and walked in, alone. Jacob was the only
man there and Stalin removed his marshal's hat and made the
gesture of handing it to hirn. There was a tense moment of conflict between )acob the public-school boy and Jacob the jourrralist, but the forrner won out. He declined to serve as footman,
turned his head, and thereby missed being the story of the week.
The odd thing about it is that Jacob is among the very best
British correspondents in the business.
Often host himself, Stalin is seldom a guest. The psychological
and strategic advantages of being host had an influence at both
Teheran and Yalta. Stalin's visit to the British Embassy therefore broke all precedent. It was the first time he had set foot in a
foreign embassy in his life. As a precaution, the NKVD sent a
detachrnent of white-clad special guards, who took up positions
at various points throughout the old mansion, which stands on
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the Moscow River, just across from the Kremlin' When Churchill's Scotland Yard men, who were also along as bodyguards,
saw Stalin's men disposing themselves around the place, they
were much disturbed.
The captain finally went up to Churchill and said,'"Your
Honor, I ]on't like the looks of this, these foreign troops on His
Majesty's soil. It's highly irregular, sir."
"I'm
Churchill looked ut t i* gravely and nodded agreement'
"just this
afraid we'll have to put rrp witn it, though," he replied,
once."
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this writing his fate is still unknown. The other son, Jacob, by
Stalin's second wife, was carefully watched over by his superiors
and seldom succeeded in getting to the front. He could often be
seen around Moscow. It seems strange, but the average Russian
does not know whether Stalin himself ever married again, after
the death of his second wife. Some say yes and some say no. His
few intimate associates who really have the answer would never
discuss the matter with a foreigner.

qI

ilI

or for ) them.

In summertime one of Stalin's cars (usually a Packard) may
be seen speeding out of the Kremlin gates at about dawn, when
the marstal gr"i to his country estate, !n the old Tsarist palace
outside MosJow. In winter he usually lives in the Kremlin, in
what has been described, by Russians who have seen it, as a
modest six-room apartment' No foreigner has, to my knowledge,
ever been inside Stalin's Kremlin home'

1944 Svetlana was married, but there was no mention of it in
the Soviet press and it took correspondents days to find out thc

In

name of the bridegroom.
Stalin also has t*o torrt, who were both in the Red Army' Vassili, the elder, by Stalin's first wife (whom he divorced ), fell into
the hands of the Nazis early in the war and Goebbels offered him
great inducements to denounce his father' He never did so; at

I.

That Man in the Kremlin
Ir

rs widely supposed abroad that Stalin is a poorly educated

and uncultured man, a notion fostered especially by Trotsky and

his followers. The fact is that he graduated from an Orthodox
school in Georgia, where he was born, and then attended an Orthodox seminary. He studied to be a priest till he was twenty,
when he was expelled for revolutionary activity. No doubt many
of his Jesuitical traits trace to that early religious training. But
during the last five years of his seminary days he was already
deep in Marxism, an enterprise in which he later had a distinguished teacher, Vladimir Lenin. Though he thus had a narrow doctrinaire education, he obviously overcame its handicaps
sufEciently to deal with the many complex phenomena of Russian
society-on the understanding of which his leadership was
consolidated.
Stalin still reads a good deal, including numerous books translated for him and the Politburo, which the public never sees. He
also reads daily translations of the foreign press. There is evi-
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they
dence that he often reads correspondents' dispatches before

are put on the wire. He likes Ameri-can movies andsees *u-'{
firrtlrrn Hollywood pictures in the Kremlin cinerna' It was said
that after h" ,aw t6e U. S. Army production, Tho Battle fot
Russia, he was so impressed that he ordered the Stalin prize
withheld from a similar soviet production, to which it was to
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Churchill swallowed his pride and in later meetings the two
men, so opposite in nearly eyery characteristic, came to respect
each other. Perhaps there is now a certain reluctant afiection
between them, but Winston still waxes irascible under an occasional Stalinist sarcasm.
_ Stalin likes a good story but only to illustrate a point. He is

himself no raconteur. At meetings with Churchill ind the late
President it was always Stalin, people present have said, who

the effect that Pat Hurley coached Stalin before he entered the
conference room at Teheran and greeted Winston and Franklin.
curtains and said, in Engan amusing addition to the
is apocryphal.

out fear of contradiction. He wastes few words on rhetoric, but
when he wants to
on a
homely epigram, or
ssian.
He is direct to the
likes
candor in other people too-as our former naval attach6 in
Moscow, Rear Admiral John Duncan, discovered one night at
a Kremlin feast.

ample he pointed to the British campaign in Gallipoli, in World
War One. The British had won it, if they had only known; the

Turks had already decided to retreat fiom the ireight which

fl
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ctedlY the British withdrew.
was harPing on British exg in France.

al seated at the main table
nothing.
said
stalin, turned crimson but
Jack Duncan, seg-

with
regated at a side table because he was then still a captain,
fuired within himself till he could contain his wrath no longer.
Whereupon he arose, knocked on his glass, and proposed a
counter-toast.
"What the Premier has just said about the importance of in"But in order
telligence services is all very true," opined Duncan'
to bJefiective, an intelligence off cer has to have the co-operation
of his allies. Here in Russia it is my duty to collect information
useful to the winning of the war against our common enemy,
yet I have found noSody willing to help -" d: that job"',And
mor" of same. Astonished at his own audacity, Duncan sat down
in a hushed room.
After hearing a translation Stalin smiled broadly, got uP,
walked the fullength of his own table and crossed the room to
Duncan s seat. Theie he laughed, clinked glasses with him, and
then turned and said to his guests:
"Now here is a man I understand. He says exactly what he is
thinking. I like a man like that. Captain Duncan, from now on
I will be your intelligence officer."
Afte, iinrrer Stalin drew Duncan aside, still smiling, and
"Give this
brought him together with the chief of the Red Fleet.
*"rrih" facts he needs," said Stalin. The young captain didn't
actually get much new information afterwards, but anyway
our Navy made him an admiral a month later'
Although momentous new events have occurred since 1941,
and new and undreamed-of changes in power relationships, no
official atternpt was made to examine and interpret their significance, in terrns of theoretical Marxism. No comprehensive Marxist analysis appeared in Russia to explain, for example, how this
conflic! whicl was first described as "the Second Imperialist
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War," and after the Nazi invasion became the Patriotic War,
developed into a coalition between the largest and most powerful "bourgeois capitalist-imperialist nations" and the world's
only socialist state. The Communist conception of the next general war had always been based on Lenin's prediction of an-inevitable" encirclement and attack on the Soviet Union by the
combined world bourgeoisie. No complete formulation or modification of the classic Marxist-Leninist theses on the imperialist
war, taking in all new contemporary phenomena, has yet been
attempted.
Issued in the tens of millions, Stalin's war-time speeches remain virtually the only basic text reconciling past dectrine to the
Soviet state's present alliance with the "imperialist" nations. All
these speeches are, of course, intensely practical. "Theoretical
vag_aries have never Ied, and never can lead, to any good," says
Stalin. And in this period perhaps the keynote of his own thinking, in synthesizing his Marxist training with the present situa-

During the war Stalin enormously increased his own burden,

Chairman of the Council of Feoples Commissars (the equivalent
of Premier), Supreme Commander-in-Chief, Commissir of National Defense, Deputy to the Supreme Soviet and member of its
Presidium. He is also Chairman of the State Defense Committee
of the USSR.
In all those
ive directing chief, and beyond.
them he inter
way in countless other aspects
of Soviet life.
thing as the restoration of the
"soft sign" in Russian orthographf , for example, is credited to

I
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him. Numerous old traditions and institutions associated with
pre-revolutionary national patriotism have been revived. u:,h]:
^irriti"ti
r", He has not hesitated to ignore doctrinaire prejudices
and party axiorns whenever events ihowed thern to be interfering riith'practical results in war or p-roduction'
"It
i, krlo*r, that the broad lin es of Red Army strategy were

Stalingrad and the general plan for the victorious counter-

against siege.

"Brrt th"iegree to which Stalin's personal sagacity afiected
Russia s military success is, after all, not the most important
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thing. What mattered was that he had the wisdom to pick capable marshals and to give them very great authority, and that
he knew how to pool their advice and co-ordinate it in the
mobilization of all the broad political and economic and moral
means at his disposal, in order to win victory.
Stalin's own coolness did somewhat inspire conffdence at the
nadir of Russian morale, after the loss of the Ukraine and during
the battle for Moscow. When the Germans were on the edge of
the capital Stalin stayed on in the Kremlin. Again, many doubted
that a second front would ever be opened by Russia's allies.
Stalin assured them that it would be-at the same time he rnocked
Churchill for the trong "delay." For theoretical reasons many
Russians believed that a coalition with the capitalist powers
could not be stabilized. They thought the latter would seek a
separate peace, once the Red Army had been bled enough. Before the Teheran Conference some party men ulged Stalin to
beat the 'imperialists" to it, and accept Hitler's peace offers. But
the Soviet leader reproved these Satanic voices and reassured
the nation that the coalition was dependable and would survive
the war.
In America, Stalin is often thought of as the most powerful
'isolationist" or "nationalist" force in Russia, and too narrowly
Marxist in his views to believe in true co-operatio'r with bourgeois states. That he is a profound skeptic need not be questioned, but that his practical sense overrides his skepticism is
obvious. Events compelled him to make comrnitrnents to Roosevelt and Churchill, Ieaders of the oft-denounced'tmperialist nations," despite the deep distrust, and very probably against the
advice, of rnany of his proletarian colleagues. Americans seldom
appreciate Stalin's role as the focus of conflicting "isolationist"
and 'internationalist" sentiment inside the Soviet Union, comparable to our own division of opinion. It has been no easy task
for him to reconcile the really extreme isolationists in his own
camp to the support of international agreements made on a new
plane, full of possibilities contradicting pre-war Marxist theory
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never dreamed of specu-possibilities upon which dogmatists
lating.
In a statement of the essence of this battle for the world which
sharply illuminated the difierence between the ideologies involved, the chief Soviet marshal declared, in November, L944:
"The strength of Soviet patriotism lies in the fact that it is

qI Ie

based not on racial or nationalistic prejudices, but on the people's

IV

profound devotion and loyalty to their homeland, on the fraternal partnership of the working people of all the nationalities
in our land. . . . It is not only a military defeat that the Hitlerites
have sustained in this war, but moral and political defeat as well.
The ideology of equality of all races and nations which has taken
firm root in our country, the ideology of friendship among the
peoples, has emerged completely victorious over the Hitlerite
ideology of bestial nationalism and racial hatred"'
This assertion must have brought deep satisfaction to Stalin,
for here he proclaimed a personal triumph as well. As a Georgian
(he still speaks Russian with a marked accent) and as a member of one of the minor nationalities himself, he keenly resented
the old Tsarist habit of racial discrimination and the promotion
of pogroms. As early as 1912 he wrote a book setting forth his
own ideas on the subiect, which was highly praised by Lenin.
Later on it became a fundamental policy, written into the Soviet
constitution.
Whatever one may say about the lack of personal freedom and
individual liberty underhis regime-and very much indeed can be
said against it-there is no doubt that realization of the principle
of racial and national equality inside the Soviet Union is in line
with the best traditions of democracy. Stalin was quite right in
attributing much of Soviet Russia's strength to that policy'
Given application in terms of fullest recognition of the equality
of sovereign rights and independence of all nations, this principle might well become the foundation on which President
Truman could meet Stalin and Churchill to unite the world in
an efiective peace.

Mechanics of Rule
Srer-rx has become so much a synonym for the Soviet Union,
both inside Russia and beyond, that many people think his
whims and fantasies are literally the only rule the nation knows.
Russia is a dictatorship; Stalin is a dictator; ergo, Russia is Stalin.
So the logic goes. American publicists and commentators, with
their habit of asking questions like "What does Stalin thinkP"
and "What will Stalin do?"-and they always seem to knowgive us the impression that everything is decided by Joseph Vissarionovich Ivanovich David Nijeradse Chizhkov Dzhugashvili,
to use his real and full narne, with all lcnown patronymics. Very
happily this was changed, at Lenin's suggestion long before the
Revolution, to the present simple "Stalin," which means steel.
Uncle Joe, as he is known to millions overseas, but not among
Russians, decides a tremendous lot, of course, and no change in
policy occurs without his sanction. There is now only one He in
Russia and Stalin is it. But there are limits to his ubiquity and
power, even though you might not suspect it frorn reading the
Soviet press. Thousands of decisions are made that never cross
his desk, andmany of them are important.
While it is often difficult to see the legal basis for much of Stalin s power, and that of the Communist Party itself, it is interesting to note that Stalin considers he is the agent of the people, in
a broad sense. In distinction to the totalitarian conception, he
admits, in theory at least, that all power stems from the consent
of the governed.
163
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"A deputy should know," he told the citizens of Moscow when
he was up for election in 1937, "that he is a servant of the people,
their emissary in the Supreme Soviet, and that he must follow
the line laid down in the mandate given him by the people. If he
turns ofi the road, the electors are entitled to demand new elections, and as to the deputy who turned off the road, they have
the right to send him packing."
But he evidently saw no contradiction between that statement
and his own definition of the role of the Communist Party:

The explanation is that to Stalin the party is synonymous with
"t}e mandate of the people" and that he is its instrument. Thus,
he regards all his decisions as products of collective party judgment.

About twenty million people, including Communists and
Young Communists, are pledged. to enfolce that "proletarian
dictatorship," ar,d the majority of them never see Stalin himself.
The machinery consists of hundreds of little party committees,
each of which has its own little leader, and each of which, on
its own level, rules the daily lives of the average peasant and
worker.
At the highest level, in Moscow, the apparatus is also run by
committees. And it is in his position as undisputed leader standing at the apex of a vast party complex, reaching into all the recesses of the Soviet Union, that Stalin has power of final judgment. Because he is also a national symbol, an institution, a state
property in a sense, in whom the party has deliberately built up
the personification of its own prestige, there are situations in
which he does not have as much freedom as the President of the
United States.
Roosevelt, for example, did not ask his Cabinet's permission

'
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when he chose to go abroad. In declining to attend the Quebec
Conference, Stalin explained that his Government-really the
Politburo-thought it undesirable that he should leave at that
moment. Very likely Stalin also sought and accepted Politburo
advice about the timing of his assumption of the title Supreme
Commander-in-Chief of the Red Army. It was no accident that
this came about just before the reversal of the whole tide of
battle, at Stalingrad, and not during the critical time of the
Battle of Moscow.
"The decisions of single persons," said Stalin, in rejecting the
Fiihrer principle of personal dictatorship,"are always, or nearly
always, one-sided. Out of every one hundred decisions made by
single persons, that have not been tested and corrected collectively, ninety are one-sided. In our leading body, the Central
Committee of our partl, which guides all our soviet and party
organizations, there are about seventy members. Each one is
able to contribute his experience. Were it otherwise, if decisions
had been taken by individuals, we should have committed very
serious mistakes."
It was interesting to note that when Stalin delivered what was
perhaps his most impressive war-time speech in Novemb er,I942,
he prefaced it with the statement that he had been "instructed"
report to the nation. The
-presumably by TSEKA-Io make that
Central Committee, or TSEKA, which Stalin says holds the
"combined wisdom of the part/, is etrected by all-union Communist congresses held periodically. Now there is an annual allunion party conference which can also add or dismiss TSEKA
members. Inside TSEKA itself is the small Political Bureau
(Politburo) in which is concentrated the decisive policy-making
and administrative power of the nation. The eight members (besides Stalin ) of the Politburo, and the five alternate members,
are always at the chief marshal's right and left hands. Each carries enormous responsibilities, and together they shape destiny
across more than one-fifth of the earth, It is significant that in its
membership the Politburo includes representatives of most of
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the major nationalities of the Soviet Union. There is, however,

no member from Central Asia or Siberia-though Kazakhs,
Uzbeks and other Asiatics are included in the CLntral Com-

mittee, just beneath the parent family,
climb to the Politburo. Unlike politics in
ility of a swift dark horse rising to the top
tburo is stabilized now, and no new mem-

CHAPTER TEN

frfen of the Kremlin
ql ],.

The World's Most Exclusive Society

or as much as we can learn from a foreigner's seat in the Soviet
Union, which is at best somewhere in the first balcony.

COVpenED to other members of the Politburo, Stalin's life is
an open book. Except for Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov, who occasionally grants a press interview
when the Goverrrment has a statement of unusual importance to
issue, they rarely see foreign newspaper men, and never {or quotation. So little is known about these men in the outer world,
however, that even morsels of information casualtry acquired
during a year in Russia may help us to understand how that country is run.
The fact is, the home of no Vanderbilt or Astor, and certainly
not Buckingham Palace, was ever so difficult to enter as it is to
cross the threshold of a Politburo member. No British or American diplornat has ever been invited to the private home of any
one of them-again, Molotov excepted. It is his job to entertain
foreigners. Also, few officials'wives appear at public receptions.
Women are not as a rule invited to the state banquets Stalin
gives for visiting brass hats. Outside Lhassa, this is the most exclusively male government in the world.
Of all the elite society in which the somewhat blas6 Kathy
Harriman doubtless has circulated, she was never in such exclusive company as the night her ambabsador father brought her to
the ballet arranged for Churchill. When Stalin entered the box,
she was the only lady present, in a host of high officials. Miss
t67
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Harriman herself was fully aware of the situation, as the theater'
stared.

"That's the first time," a colleague sitting beside me remarked,
"that anyone ever saw Kathy beam."
But while no foreign diplomat has ever been able to call Stalin or any other Politburo member by his first name, there is one
place where everything about these men is known and recorded.
They live in a goldfish bowl as far the NKVD is concerned. They
are at all times under the protection of NKVD guards. This applies even to Stalin. When Clark-Kerr complained to the Foreign
Office about the inevitable plain-clothesmen who follow him
wherever he goes, Molotov laughed and said he had to put up
with the same thing himself.
Once I made out a questionnaire, hoping to get answers from
the NKVD, about rnembers of the Politburo. I wanted to know
simple and innocent things such as these: Each man's real and
full name? Where educated? Knowledge of foreign languagesP
Did he ever go hungry? When and whom did he marry? How
many children? Does he smoke? What are his working hours?
What is his hobby? And so on.
You won't find the answers in the stiff, official biographies, of
course, nor in the Soviet press. You might think it harrnless
enough, but my questions astonished the Russians, and it was no
dice.

"Things like that can't possibly be of any interest to foreigners," replied dark, bureaucratic A. A. Petrov, the Chineselanguage student who headed the Narkomindel's Press Depart-

II

The Super-Cabinet
Ar,r. trrrsp men of the Kremlin have a common background.
They are almost without exception the sons of peasants or workers whose parents could not read or write. Out of their bitter
impoverished youth came early
y. Many of
them spent years in political im
Mastery of
the science of revolution, and of
revolutionary power, has been their goal
they have
subordinated everything-abso
arly all of
them, at one time or another,
ons in the
Communist International, and helped plan world revolution.
Their working day runs from ten to fourteen hours; as a rule
they rise late and, like Stalin, do their business in the afternoon
and far into the night. One exception is Kalinin, Another isLazar
Mois,seysyich Kaganovich, who unsnarled the Soviet railways.
He also built the Moscow subway and his name is engraved over

ment.

I had to get the information in other ways, and it was hard
digging. Russians are only slightly less reluctant to talk about
Politburo chiefs than they are to discuss Stalin as an ordinary
human being. Somehow, to them it seems to smack faintly of
espionage or disloyalty. So I had to put together this mosaic bit
by bit; and while I believe all the features of it are accurate, il
there are mistakes, Mr. Petrov has no one to blame but himself.

union.

All seem to lead morally conservative lives. Like all Russians,
None has any
he best living
es, motor cars
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and luxurious offices. Most of them live in the Kremlin. Most of
them are family men, but little is heard of their wives. Their children attend ordinary public schools, though they are taken to
and from them by uniformed chauffeurs.
Andrei Alexandrovich Zhdanov and Alexander Sergeyevich
Shcherbakov (who is Zhdanov's brother-in-law) are both corpulent men-which is considered a political handicap in the Soviet
Union. Most of the others are spare or middling in size, and have

exceptional physical stamina. Nearly all are short; Kaganovich
and Shcherbakov are the only ones who tower above Stalin.
Mikhail Ivanovich Kalinin, Chairman of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet, is the oldest; he is seventy. Stalin is sixty-six;
and Marshal Klementi Efremovich Voroshilov is next, at sixtyfour. The youngest member is Nicholai Ivanovich Voznessensky,
who is in his early forties.
Nobody could be more naive t-han some foreign diplomats
who fancy they are getting an "influence3 in the Krernlin because Stalin and Molotov have been cordial to them a few times.
Personal relations even with Russians move these men very little,
when recognition of them demands any departure from the
"logic of things." Several have seen close family relatives go into
political exile. They pride themselves on being men of iron and
they live only for their work and survive only by getting practical results. They are dedicated to the state, and to the power
that they control-which in turn controls them.
I keep remembering an incident which perhaps conveys the
code by which these men live better than anything else. It was at
a diplomatic function and I was speaking to a commissar who is
a puissant figure just below the top level. A remark was made
which could, by vastly exaggerating the merest hint of an implication, have been interpreted to suggest that he was personally interested in a certain young lady. Instantly he frowned
severely, and made what seemed to me, until later reflection, a
wholly irrelevant rejoinder.
"I have no time for play and no time for fun," he said very
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slowly. "I have no time for vodka, for women, or for song. I live
for my work-work-work."
"Relax, you're among friends," I felt like saying to him. But
with a terrific power drive, who
fully arrived, he is probably more of a robot than the
big men directly above him, who seem human enough, when
you meet them. But they all got where they are by that same
formula, which is the complete antithesis oI lazy, easy-going
he was in dead earnest. As a man
has not yet

Tsarist officials of the past.
The Politburo is not, of course, the Government per se. It is
not a cabinet, in our sense; the equivalent of that is the Council
of People's Commissars, which is made up of the chairmen of the
forty-one all-union commissariats, and of the committees on arts,
higher schools and state planning. The Politburo is, instead, a
super-cabinet, and each member is responsible for issuing party
directives to one or more commissariats. He may u not may be
its formal head. The only other government I know with a similar organic construction is the Koumintang regime in Chinawhich borrowed the edifice wholesale from Russia, when Dr.
Sun Yat-sen made his alliance with Moscow.
Few changes have occurred in Politburo membership for the
past decade, except for the election of new alternate members
and the replacement of several men purged in 1937. There are
now five so-called '"New Bolsheviks" (party members after the
Revolution began), as follows: Lavrenti Pavlovich Beria, a
Georgian, head of the NKVD and Home Affairs, who is answerable for internal security and a huge amount of industry run
by the state police and its involuntary workers, including war
prisoners; Nikita Sergeyevich Krushchev, a Ukrainian, leader
of the Ukrainian Party and Premier of the Ukrainian Republic;
Anastas Ivanovich Mikoyan, an Armenian, who organized the
Soviet food industry, and is also head of the Foreign Trade
Commissariat; A. S. Shcherbakov, secretary of the Moscow
party committee, head of the political department of the Red
Army, chief of Soviet propaganda, and thus comptroller of the
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press; and N. Y. Voznessensky, an economic expert who heads
Gosplan and co-ordinates all state planning.
No member of the Politburo had an extensive formal educa-

tion. Stalin and Molotov both know a little German; so

does

Kaganovich. None of them speaks English, though Stalin knows
a few words and others are now, like many Russian officials,
studying the language of their chief allies. Stalin, Voroshilov,
Kalinin, Molotov, Kaganovich, Mikoyan andZhdanov have aII
been outside t}e Soviet Union, but only briefly. Only Molotov
and Mikoyan have seen either Britain or America.
Mikoyan, at least, frankly set America as the model for Soviet
light industries and public services to emulate. At the last party
congress in 1939 he was the only speaker, in fact, who waxed
enthusiastic about the achievements of American industry. In
the same speech, incidentally, he praised Stalin's name over
forty times in the first 2,000 words. He is a great favorite with the
marshal-and also with workers in his commissariat. Every Russian knows him as the man who introduced modern canning and
hozenfoods to the Soviet IJnion. He dresses well, has a scintillating personality, likes to dance, and is said to have been quite
a ladies'man, a reputation now ably upheld by his two dashing
sons. Mikoyan, vice-chairman of the Council of People's Commissars and mernber of the State Defense Committee, is a man
of first-line importance
Many of these busy men do not see their families for days.
Zhdanov, however, has always made it a point to spend at treast
one hour every day with his son, who is said to be a brilliant
young man. The elder Zhdanov is considered the "intellectual"
of the Kremlin. He is the only Politburo member who had the
equivaient of a college education, and his wife is also a well-educated Russian. Zhdanov knows French and German. He once
wrote a highly critical essay about Shostakovich's style of composition, which resulted in the latter's temporary eclipse in Soviet music. More of him, in a moment.

III

The Old Guard
HrNnv cASSrDy, an exceptionally well-informed correspondent
on Russia and one to whom Stalin has shown several favors, is
inclined to think that the Premier is beginning to feel his years,
and that this has already become a growingly conservative influence on him. Cassidy reasons that Stalin is too old now to
wish to undertake any risky experiments or embark on hazardous ventures abroad. He wants his last years to be remembered
as an era of peace, of consolidation of all the gains made in his
time; he wants to see a harvest of the toil and tears spent in planting the seeds of socialism. "If I live that long-" is now frequently
a preface to Stalin's rernarks about the fut e.
Cassidy's surmise may be correct, but so far Stalin has shown
no sign of relinquishing any corner of his unique position. Like
Lenin, he has never publicly spoken of a successor, or indicated
one, and Russians are naturally shy about speculating on the
subject. On the basis of seniority in party history, however, the
first five names would be: Kalinin, Voroshilov, Molotov, Shvernik and Kaganovich.
Kalinin and Voroshilov are probably ruled out by age alone;
Stalin stands a good chance of outlasting them. In recent years
Voroshilov has taken a back seat, but both he and Kalinin remain popular figures. As chairman, or president, of the Presidium
of the Supreme Soviet, Kalinin is still nominally head of the
state, the kindly grandfather figure known to miilions of peasants. He writes innumerable letters-some eighty thousand in
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year-and personally shakes hands with thousands of humble
people who come to see him from all over the Union. He also
greets all diplomats in the name of the state. Except for Sverdlov,
a Jew who was President of the Central Executive Committee of
the Communist Party in 1919, Kalinin has been head of the
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet ever since the revolution. He
is still in fair health, which he takes care to preserve.
Nikolai Mikhailovich Shvernik, another Old Bolshevik, has
for many years been vice-chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet. He is generally expected to succeed to the presidency, when Kalinin dies or retires. A man who favors regular
working hours and living habits, Shvernik does not smoke and
rarely takes a drink. At the celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the October Revolution, he was observed to toast
only in lemonade.
Molotov is now perhaps the best-known Russian name, after
the big chiefs, outside the Soviet Union, and even inside the
country he is often considered No. 2 man. In his entire career.
he has never wavered in his loyalty to Stalin. Stalin has delegated
great responslbility to him and there is probably nobody in the
Government whom he trusts more. Before Stalin took over,
Molotov was Premier, as well as president of STO, the Council
of Labor and Defense, which has a key function of control inside the state apparatus. Now he is first vice-chairman (therc
are six) of the Council of Commissars, besides being head of thc
Narkomindel, or Commissariat of Foreign Afiairs, where hc
replaced Maxim Litvinov.
Molotov means "sledge-hammer"l his realname is Skriabin and
he is a nephew of the famous composer. A short, compact figure,
his manner and appearance suggest a stern meticulous schoolmaster-an impression strengthened by his pince-nez-but beneath his pedantic exterior he is all Bolshevik. Men under hinr
work long, exacting hours. He is an exceptionably able and conscientious administrator. He rode through the great Purge trione
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umphantly and probably nobody in the Government today feels
more secure. He would seem indispensable for any Politburo.
Molotov's wife was for a time also a figure of power in party
politics, as a candidate member of the Central Committee. She
started the Soviet perfume industry and was head of the cosmetics trust. They have two daughters. The eldest, Svetlana,
led the list of honor pupils at her public school when I visited
there. Another honor pupil at the same school, incidentally, was
the lovely adopted Chinese daughter of Georgi Dmitrov, once
secretary-general of the Comintern, who still lives in the Kremlin.
Molotov had an opportunity to see Britain and America in
1941, long before he dreamed of becoming a chairman of the
San Francisco Conference. The most he is known to have revealed of his impressions, however, was during a visit to Buckingham Palace. "Things are quite difierent here," he laconically
remarked to the British monarch, "from what I had imagined."
While in England, too, Molotov explained to Churchill that the
revival of some symbols of Russian nationalism had been more
successful than anticipated, and that more steps of a similar
nature were contemplated.
"There's still a lo[ of the old Adam left in the Russian, eh?"
said Churchill, his eyes twinkling beneath shaggy brows. Molotov quickly explained that Russian patriotism in this war was
quite different from anything in the past. It was the new Soviet
patriotism.
But the Soviet bureaucracy is not the self-contained colossus
that the old Tsarist one was, and prominent office in itself is no
sure measure of internal power. The main thing is the individual's position in the party organization and the degree of confrdence reposed in him. There is a very good indication of this,
in the membership of the key party organs. Besides the Politburo,
the Central Comrnittee has two other juntas of high power. One
is the party secretariat, of four members; the other is the party
organization bureau (Orgburo), of nine. Molotov, Kalinin,
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Voroshilov and Kaganovich are not members of either one. Seats
in both are held onlyby Stalin, Zhdanov, Andreyev and Malenkov. Andreyev is, besides, chairman of the Party Control Cornmission, which can'Ere" any Communist.

IV

Heirs Apparent
in Teheran, the old head of the antiGod movement, Yaroslavsky, was called to what must, presumably, have been a vety lively reward. Members of the Politburo were his pallbearers. Russians attached importance to
whose name was listed first. One list was headed by Andreyevbut another, it was said, by Malenkov. Ordinarily, Politburo
Dr-rnrNc Stalins absence

members are mentioned alphabetically.

Andreyev will be fifty this year,Zhdanov will be forty-nine,
Malenkov is only forty-four, and all are in excellent health. None
of them is an Old Bolshevik. Zhdanov and Andreyev joined the
party in their teens, during World War One; Malenkov became
a party member only in 1920. AII three have always been loyal
to Stalin, since he came to the top. In Andreyev's case there was
a brief "deviation" many years ago, presumably now completely
forgotten. He once opposed Lenin and Stalin over a question of
party control; he wanted labor unions to run Soviet industry.
Many Russians consider that Andreyev and Zhdanov, in whom
Stalin reposes deep trust combined with high party responsibility, are probably the most powerful figures in the Union,
after him. Stalin relies on their judgment and depends upon
them to keep the party apparatus functioning smoothly. Neither
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man is much known to foreigners and very little appears about
them in the press. But both are respected and feared in the Party.
They are opposites in personality, appearance and-for once-

in early background.
Andrei Andreyevich Andreyev is an unusual name. In English it would be Andrew Andrewson Andrews, II. He is a smatrl
man, the shortest of them all, but of great vitality and endurance.

Stalin at the right time, and helped turn all labor against
Zinoviev, Trotsky and Kamenev.
Andreyev's face reminds many people of Earl Browder' But
he is seldom seen in public places and almost never in the theater.
He still dresses in the o1d party uniform which Stalin also wore
before he became a marshal. It is a severely cut garment, with a
high stifi collar, of black material in winter, and white linen in
summer. In most cases this has now given way to more colorful
apparel,led ofi by Stalin s gold-braided marshalls uniform, with
its diamond neck-star.
Tovarishch Andreyev probably can call more comrades by
their first names than anybody except Malenkov, who, as head
of the Orgburo, is an equally potent figure. "Malenkov's brain is
a huge card index of party rnembers," one Russian Communist
told me, "and on demand he can supply the personal history of
anyone Stalin asks about." He knows the state bureaucracy inside out, and is the active boss of it'
Malenkov is probably the most powerful of the vice-chairmen
of the Council of Commissars. He issues directives to heavy industry and picks key men to head it. During the war he concentrated especially on the construction of tanks; mostly for success
in this effort he was awarded the high decoration, Hero of
Socialist Labor.
As chairrnan of the Party Control Cornmission, all Commun-
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ists must reckon with Andreyev. Besides that powerful supervisory role, his chief responsibility is agriculture, in which he is
a self-educated expert. Stalin used him to whip the party machine through the collectivization period-to its harsh, and ultimately completetry victorious, conclusion. After the German
attack it was Andreyev's duty to see that agriculture met the
demands of the war. Heads of all the state and collective farm
groups are answerable to him.
Zhdanov would make two of Andreyev, and he is said to be so
disturbed by his bulk that he fasts and diets, something very
rare for a Russian. In his official biography there is no mention
of his ever having been a worker or peasant; evidently he went
direct from school into full-time party work, another rare thing
for a top Soviet figure. His father also was an able and inteiligent
man and it is possible he came from the petty bourgeoisie. If so,
he identified himself completely with the cause of the proletariat, and his record as a Stalinist is absolutely sans blemish.
Zhdanov has risen step by step, through the party apparatus,
much as Stalin rose: doing small jobs in the Urals first, then in
Nizhegoredsky, then in Gorky. Itre did not become a member of
the Central Committee till 1930, and only in 1934 was elected
alternate member in the Politburo. It was then, after the assassination of Kirov, Stalin's closest friend, that Zhdanov emerged
in the front line. He became secretary of the Leningrad party
committee, to succeed Kirov, in a iob which Stalin has regarded
as most important, ever since Zinoviev used his position there to
try to overthrow him.
Besides holding down Leningrad during the war, and organizing its defense during the blockade,Zhdanov has taken many
party problems off Stalin's hands. FIe wears the stars of a colonelgeneral in the Red Army and thus in military rank is second only
to Stalin and Voroshilov in the Politburo. trn this iob he maintains party control of the Army. With the assistance of his
brother-in-law, Shcherbakov, he was responsible for co-ordinating party and military afiairs. Here it may be emphasized that
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none of the new Red Army marshals, no military figure of the
war, has been able to break into the ranks of the party supreme
command, not even Zhukov. Just the contrary is true, as indicated by Stalin's own assumption of marshalls rank, together
with the creation of four other Politburo generals.
Zhdanov is an able speaker and a forceful writer, who seldom
wastes words. He speaks with intrepidity and confidence. His
remarks are clear and purposeful, and little touched by the repetitive quotations and eulogies of Stalin with which most Soviet
officials interlard whatever comment they make. At the last party
congress Zhdanov seemed surer than anyone else of what he
wanted to say, perhaps because it had all been approved in advance by Stalin. At any rate, he struck out boldly with original
ideas and criticism. Very often he said "I think" where others
would only venture an opinion as "Stalin says." His smoothflowing prose style on the whole makes brisk, informative and
interesting reading, enlivened by humor and wit, and is surprisingly close to Stalin's own.
It was Zhdanov who was chosen to draft the revised rules for
the Bolshevik Party-most important since the changes a generation ago during the NEP period. He is credited with having done
much, under Stalin's direction, to bind up the wounds left in
the party body after the great purge of 1937. Before the Iast
congress he frankly declared:
"The objectionable feature of the mass purges was that, bearing as they do the character of a campaign, they are attended by
many mistakes, primarily by infringement of the Leninist principle of an individual approach to people. . . There were
numerous cases of hostile elements who had wormed their way
into the part/, taking advantage of the purges to persecute and
ruin honest people. There is no necessity for the rnethod of the
mass purge."
Amendments to the party rules, which Zhdanov proposed,
helped to restore surviving members' sense of security, and
brought about some return to democracy within the party. Mem-
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bers can no longer be expelled in secret sessions, without a
chance to defend themselves in open party meetings; and it is
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now written into party law that any member has a right to appeal
his case to the Central Committee itself.
As spokesman for the TSEKA, Zhdanov championed the
broader recognition of youth in the party, made it easier for
young people to enter, and did away with some of the tyrannous
practices of older bureaucrats. He led a demand for admission
of Young Communists to {ull party membership at the age of
eighteen, which is now the case. In general his recommendations
encouraged party expansion, resulting in the present unprece-

dented rnembership of about five million-the great majority of
them products of post-revolutionary Russia.
Zhdanov himself may be said to have matured entirely under
the influence of the new state, and thus represents, on the highest political plateau overlooking the nation, a generation very
different from Stalin's own. "As Stalin symbolizes the period of
revolutionary struggle and change," one Communist explained
to me, "Zhdanov symbolizes socialism as the period lying in between revolution and the coming period of Communism."
In L944, the colonel-general's political responsibilities reached
beyond the borders of the Soviet Union when Stalin delegated
him to sign the military treaty with Finland, and sent him to
Helsinki to head the Allied Control Commission there. Under
Zhdanov Finnish labol came to the fore, and pro-Soviet organizations were created to help shape Finland's policy toward
perrnanent alliance.
But of course all sorts of things could happen to interrupt such
a promising career. In any case Stalin, though slowing up somewhat, seems good for many years yet. He has now outlived
Roosevelt and seems almost certain to outlive Churchill. And as
long as he is vigorously alive, no one in Russia would publicly
speak of a successor-last of all Zhdanov.
Among the things which drew Zhdanov to Stalin was the
younger man's close friendship with Kirov. The three of them
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moves toward revising the teaching of
Russian history, so as to glorify the past. Together they wrote a
book called On the Reueation of History, which was the beginning of the wholesale revival of Russian traditions and institutions. This movement has, by now, reached immense Proportions, which may end in changing all but the economic foundations of Soviet-as well as world-socialism. We have already
noticed some of these changes in earlier chapters. Now I am
going to attempt to summarize what they mean in the daily life
of the Soviet citizen.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN

Russia Rediscoaers Her Past
qI

IF

The Drama of Change
EVBnyONE knows that dramatic social changes have taken
place in Russia during the war. Many innovations of the "proletarian state" have been discarded in favor of institutions, customs and methods traditionally associated with Great Russian
nationalism, and formerly rejected as reflections of "pettybourgeois or bourgeois prejudices." Along with such restorations
flows an ever-widening stream of historical connection between
revolutionary and pre-revolutionary times, so that in a sense the
younger generation is rediscovering the Russian past.
There is a larger religious freedom in Russia now, and the
Church has recovered important privileges. Marriage laws have
become far more strict, as we have seen; divorce is very difficult
to obtain. A sterner moral tone in general prevails, and there is
increased emphasis on dignity and more formal manners, and on
what used to be scorned as bourgeois etiquette. The individual
family again is idealized, and parental responsibility stressed in
the training of youth. trnstead of huge apartment houses, to encourage collective living in the cities, many post-war housing
and reconstruction projects call for single or duplex or triplex
dwellings. Incidentally, architects are now less concerned with
experiments in bizzare new forms to express 'proletarian culture"; the tendency is to copy or adapt from some of the beautiful old Russian and European buildings.
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There,is a turning back to history for inspiration in every
branch of art, and many a tarnished reputation has been rehabilitated. The emphasis is on the "glorious Russian people" and on
"Russia's historic past."
In the Russian Army today discipline is as strict as it was in
Tsarist times. Differences in clothing, food and wages, between
officers and their troops, are more marked than ever. Enlisted
men are again frequently called "soldats," a word formerly considered odious, instead of "Red Army man" or "fighter." Epaulettes have come back, numerous decorations have been created
in honor of such one-time 'Teudal" heroes as Kutuzov and Suvorov, and there is lots of gold braid and fancy-work for generals. Informal, semi-formal and formal uniforms are also prescribed for diplomatic officials, another return to bourgeois
practice. Several other new uniforms have appeared, with smart
outfits for Suvorov cadets, students in tekhnikums, and so on.
Drastic revisions in educational practice were introduced in
1943 and 1944. Military training of students is now universal, beginning in the fifth grade. Difierent requirements in that program for boys and girls were said to be the chief reason for
segregating the sexes in the middle schools. The old Tsarist systeir oJ grr"di.rg students has been restored, and gold and silver
medals for scholarship, along with graduation and entrance examinations. A set of strict "rules for students" greatly increases
discipline. Logic and sociology are back on the curricula, where
Marxism alone was once thought to suffice.
What is perhaps more important than any of that, students
have sometimes been compelled to abandon their studies and
enter the Labor Reserves, or trade schools, or factories, in order
to help support dependents at home, while sons and daughters
of parents in high-income groups are able to continne their education. This development appears to be attributable to war conditions, however. It will be significant to see whether it is later
corrected, or whether the economic position of the parent is to
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become a permanent factor limiting equality of educational
opportunity.
How much do all such changes and tendencies toward social
cons
ic departures from the foundational
theo
iet socialism? One good measure of
this
closer examination of the new role
assigned to the Church.

II
Controlled "Opium"
Menxrsru holds religion to be a reflex action growing out of
man's failure to master the material forces of his enviinment.
Fri
under socialist society, when
all
d been brought undei control
by
he Church would "vanish." In
1928, the Communist InternationalProgram of the Comintern
declared:
"One of the most important tasks of the cultural revolution

S-uch_w19
-

actually

of the Godless, with
crusaded for atheism

recently. The Society
the Union, militantly
te "with all the means
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at its command." All financial help was withdrawn from the
Church, and the 1936 Constitution provided that "the Church
is separated from the state and the school from the Church." The

Constitution recognized "freedom of religious usorsh,i'p and freedom of anti-religious propaganda for all citizens," but made no
guarantee o{ freedom f or religiotts propaganda. The Church was
in practice forbidden to publish religious books or periodicals,
and religious instruction could only be given secretly in the
home.
Before the war there was already some relaxation in anti-God
activity, but within the past four years the Church has recovered
some privileges which it seems unlikely again to lose. Immediatel/ after the German invasion the Patriarch of the Orthodox
Church of all the Russias, the late Sergeus, ofiered his unqualiffed
support to Marshal Stalin. Millions of rubles were raised by his
followers throughout the country, to buy bonds and war equipment, and to help children and families of Red Arrny men. In the
Ukraine, some of the clergy were involved in the nationalist
separatist movement which for a time cotrlaborated with the Ger--urt, but the bulk of the Church, under Sergeus, remained
loyal. NIany priests in Moscow and other cities were decorated
by the Soviet Government-which was quite unprecedente-d.
"All friction has disappeared during the war," I was told by
the Metropolitan of Moscow, Nicolai Kurchivsky, who also acts
as secretary to the present Patriarch, Alexei. "The decisive
turning point was the attitude adopted by the Church in the first
days of the wrr, when it demonstrated its love for the Fatherland
and without asking for anything in return wholeheartedly
backed the Red Ar*y."
Nicolai received me in the Patriarch's quarters of the Church
Synod, trocated in what was formerly a nobleman's home and
Iiter became the residence of the German Ambassador' He was
a big man with a Slavic brow, Nicotrai, dressed in brown silk
robei which emphasized his stoutness; and he was all diplomat.
While we talked an old peasant woman came in and kissed his
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hand and said she had walked fffty kilometers to ask for his aid
in reopening her village church. And before r ieft another peasant, an old man withlong flying hair and wearing a dirty cioak,
a real muzhi.k, went through the same ceremony and rnade the
same request.
"Are you reopening many churches?" I asked him.
"Quite a few. As fast as we receive permission from the au_
thorities, and they are proving most co-operatiye."
Nicolai told me there had been I50 churches in Moscow before the B.evolutiorr, but o
lg8g. Now
there were over sixty, and
restore and
open several others. In all
e were now
about 15,000 churches, but as far as I could learn not a single
newchurch had been built sincethe Revolution. PatriarchAlexei
informed me that the Government had promised to help restore,
as 'historical monuments," many of the shrines destroyed in the
occupied areas.
The Synod is now permitted to publish Bibles and other re-

ment.
But the fact is that a Soviet for Church Affairs has been estab-

put_in, and he told me that his journal circulates,

TI

in 10,000 copies,

to the clergy throughout the Union. It was said, with what truth
at the magazine received the paper
to Yaroslavsky's old Anti-God pub-

Nicolai Kurchivsky confirmed the report that many pioneers
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and Komsomols were now coming to church. He said that there
was no ban against Komsomol attendance at mass, but he con-

sidered that full-fledged Communists still had to reiect God, in
accordance with materialist philosophy.
"Many arrny officers attend services," he claimed. "In the recovered areas priests say mass immediately after the Red Army
arrives, and often the comrnander attends, with his stafi, whether
they are believers or not." There were no chaplains in the Army
as yet-the Sy,nod tried hard to get some in-but Nicolai informed
me that individual soldiers often came to the priest for blessing,
before going to battle, "In the villages special services are held,
at the request of parents, before new recruits leave to join the
Army."
The Church is now permitted to give instruction to children
of the devout, who request it, and catechism classes are regularly
held in Moscow cathedrals after the long Orthodox services.
Perhaps the greatest concession yet made by the Kremlin was
the permission granted to the Church to open the Bogosiavsky
Theological Seminary in Moscow, in the old Novodevishi Monastery, founded by the Grand Duke Vassili, in 1525. Students
who enter there must be eighteen years old, graduates of Soviet
middle schools, believers in the Russian Orthodox faith, and able
to read the Slavonic languages. They each receive a stipend of
200 rubles monthly and get "essential worker" rations. Enrollment fo the first year was promptly fiIled.
Nicolai said that the Church heartily approved of the new
marriage and divorce laws, particularly the tightening up on
divorce. Also, it seemed that enforcement of registered marriages
was followed by a wave of church weddings and baptisms. The
new law speaks vaguely of "solemnizing weddings," but the
Government announced no further details, and many people
interpreted this, whether it was so intended or not, to sanction a
church ceremony.
A conference of Evangelical Christians and Baptists, with
forty-five delegates from all parts of the nation, including Siberia
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and the liberated areas,
to set up an all-Union council of united Christians. Roman Catholics, Jews and Mohammedans are also taking advantage of the
conciliatory policy to restore some churches, synagogues and

to increase their following. All these activities
come under the government-sponsored Soviet for Church

mosques and
Afiairs.

Let no one imagine, however, that the State has made any
concession to religion as a separate power or authority in secular
life. Atheism is still taught in the schools, and young people, ex-

cept where parents have been extremely zealous, remain indifferent to the idea of God. Any notion that religious instmction
might be be admitted to educational institutions was dispelled
by warnings such as the following recently issued to Young
Communists: *

"It
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can in no way control or influence livelihood or threaten the
socialist system, nor does it any longer criticize Communism.
The truth is that the Church is no longer "the agency of the
forrner ruling class"; it is the obedient "agency" of the proletarian state. The Government looks upon the Church more benignly now because it can without fear employ it as an organization amenable to its political will, and helpful in the conquest of
the last islands of opposition left in the populace.
The Kremlin also fully realizes the usefulness of the Patriarchate and the Synod in reconciling Slav-Orthodox elements in the
neighbor states of Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and to a lesser
extent in Po1and, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, in its struggle
against the Vatican for moral ascendancy in Europe.

is no use concealing the fact that among the teachers there

are people, a small number it is true, who have recently begun
to show tolerance toward religion. Cases of observance of religious ceremonies by teachers have even increased. Our party's
attitude toward religion is well known and has not changed. Our
party fights against religious prejudices because it stands for
science, while all religion is contrary to science.
"By what means does our party fight against religion? M. L
Kalinin gave a good answer to this question in his talk to frontline agitators in 1943. He said, 'We do not persecute anyone for
religion. We regard it as an error and fight against it with enlightenment.'fn conformity with the re_quirements of our part/,
care must be taken to avoid any offense to the feelings of believers, which only leads to a strengthening of religious fanati-

cism."

Despite the fact that "believers" persist even among the
school-teachers, the State can afford to be more tolerant, since
the power of the Church to organize resistance has been completely broken. It possesses no important economic power. It
* Komsomnlskaya Praada, Sept. 17, 1944.
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The "New" Education
Nowrrnnr in the neyz education is the frank attempt to reestablish a connection with the past more evident than in the
Suvorov schools, which have sprung up only since the war. At
the end of 1944 there were fifteen Suvorov schools and more
were to be opened both in the liberated areas and in uninvaded
Russia.

First of all, why was the name of Alexander Suvorov honored

in these special schools for favored youths? Why not Marx or
Lenin or Stalin? Why not any one of a half dozen revolutionary
heroes? Suvorov was, of course, the celebrated military genius of

Russian history, and the only one who fought a highly successful war deep in Europe. But he is a purely national hero; therg
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is nothing revolutionary about hirn. trn fact, Suvorov served under Catherine the Great and took a leading part in the suppression of the great peasant uprising led by the Don Cossack
Emelian Pugachev, a figure of glamor who inspired early Bolsheviks.
It appears that Suvorov was chosen solely because of his rnilitary brilliance. When the schools were opened by a special de-

cree of the Sovnarkom, Recl Sror announced that here "the
children of the generals and honored oflEcers of the Red Army
begin a life career which will forever be linked with the military
profession."
"Suvorovtsi," as the young cadets are called, are chosen from
among the orphans of Red Army heroes, whether officers or enlisted rnen and from sons of high officers and ranking party
officials. A few older youths who distinguished themselves, on
their own, during the war, are also admitted. The schools are
not open to the general public. So great is their popularity that
there are a hundred times as many aspirants as can be received.
Xn the Suvorov school I visited, at Ka1inin, 12,000 applications
were received in 1944, and only seventy boys were admitted.
I found the Kalinin school located in a building once used
as a seminary, and now commanded by a major-general, onc
Eremenko, with a teaching stafl of oflfrcers and a few uniformecl
women. Students ranged in age frorn eight to fourteen. It is a
boarding school; the state furnishes everything, including thc
well-tailored uniforms of good black cloth, topped off by a sPecial white-crowned hat. Parents or friends are allowed to visit
the cadets twice a week and there is a short vacation' For thc
rest of the time the Suvorov cadets live under strict military
discipline. Uniforms are worn in classes and on the street; tlrtr
day begins and ends with bugle calls; and military forms of arldress are compulsory. Cadets go on many excursions, but as it
group, led by an officer-teacher.
Suvorov schools "carty out," to quote Red Star,o "the best
* Dec. 1, 1943.
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traditions of the old Cadet Establishments, where many celelrrated officers and generals of the Russian A*y began their
careers." The curriculum also closely recalls the famous Tsarist
schools. Music, fencing, riding and dancing, and physical culture and drill, are part of an enlarged curriculum,
In the years following the Revolution the cadet schools, together with stress on dancing and good manners, disappeared.
Now cadets are reminded that "A Russian is a kind son, a trustworthy comrade, a modest well-educated youth, and a patient,
punctual, efficient officer." At the end of the first year of the
"Suvorovtsi," Red Sfar "observed with great satisfaction that
students have become more disciplined, acquired the necessary
military appearance, tidiness and accuracy . . . behaved with dignity and reserve . . . were respectful toward the old and saluted
officers in a military manner."o I noticed how in the dining room
even the youngest children are taught table etiquette.
At the dancing classes I watched students struggling hard to
master the steps taught to them by a graceful balierina. My
secretary was with me that day-the incomparable Anna Ermalayeva, daughter of a once wealthy Russian merchant.
"Why, good gracious," Arna suddenly exclaimed, "they are
learning the same steps-the Hungarian dance and the pas-depatineurs-that we used to dance at the balls when I was a girll"
In the old days entire companies and detachments of cadets
used to go to the seasonal dances at fashionable girls'schools.
Now Maior Savresenski, standing Lreside rne, said his cadets had
been invited to several balls to be held in local girls' schools. In
turn, the Suvorov boys were staging a dance to which the girl
students would be invited.
"History's wheei has corne full circle!" laughed Anna.
But it is far from full, actually. One has to remerntrer that those
cadets who had won entrance to this exclusive school were mostly
orphans, or the sons of outstanding patriots thernselves the offspring of humble peasants. The whole idea was still in an ex+ Sept.

1, 1944.
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perimental stage. It was not yet decided how students were to
Le selected in the future-when the orphan problem-and there
were 4,000,000 newly orphaned Russian children-had been
solved. There was already a tendency to interpret the schools as
preparation for entrance into non-military professions as well
ur th" Army. In classes I questioned some students announced
that they intended to become scientists or writers, when they
graduated from an eight-year course here.
I was much struck by another thing. I asked a number of ca-

prirnary school. AIi students are required to stand at attention
*h"r, answering the teacher's queries, and to march to and from
classes in columns wheeling right and left.
"The war," wrote Captain N. I. Boldirev in the authoritative

absence of a senst:
qualities; 2) lack of m
om pupils absoluttr
of discipline, owing to
onformance to thtr
obedience to the teac
established order"; and 4) lack of development of the "habit
of labor."
"It is necessary," declared Boldirev, "to have in mind that evcrr
after the war the problem of military training will nevel lost'
+

Feb.-March, 1943.
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its importance and significance. Comrade Stalin states that the
defense of our countly is the first function of the socialist state.
And since capitalist encirclement exists, our country'must have
a well-trained army to defend the gains of socialism against
attacks from without."'
Much of the increased emphasis on military discipline, however, doubtless grows out of the simple and obvious necessity to
recover the ground lost in educational effort during the war and
to restore stability to the whole educational system. Thousands
of schools were burned or destroyed; thousands of teachers were
lost or went int othe Army; and millions of youths of school age
received little or no training for several years. Youths from the
age of twelve onward were drafted into labor on farms or in
factories, to replace their elders, while thpusands of others went
into Labor Reserve schools where general education was limited.
In the latter part of the war great efiorts were rnade to supplement the interrupted education of working youths. Thousands
of night schools were opened in the villages for farmer boys and
girls and similar schools were established in big factory districts, to provide the equivalent of fultr primary and middtre-

school education. The standard in the work-and-study Labor
Reserve schools also was raised, and rnany became comparable
to good vocational training institutes. In three years the Government spent over six billion rubles on Labor Reserve schools
alone, where all food and clothing, as well as fairly generous
monthly wages for work performed, are furnished by the State.
tr)uring the war over 2,000,000 young technicians, many of them
highly qualified specialists, were trained by this system.
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Comrnuni sm:Fatrio tisrn
Hes Russian patriotism, with all its heroes of the bourgeois
and feudal past, been permanently enlisted as an ally of the
Soviet system, and fuily reconciled to the teachings of Marxist
internationalism? Well-consider this advice to Communist
teachers, trom Komsomolskaya Praoda ("Young Cornmunist
Truth"): +
"The teaching of Russian language and literature must show
the universal character of Russian literature and the Russian
people, who have produced such literary giants as Pushkin,
Lermontov, Tolstoy, Dostoyevski, Turgenev, Gogol, Belinski,
Nekrasov, Chernishevski, Chekhov, Gorky, and Mayakovsky. In
the teaching of Russian, emphasis must be laid on the profound
patriotism of Russian literature.
"The teaching of history must develop in schoolchildren a
love for the heroic past of our peopie, which, throughout thc
whole of its history, has displayed unexampled bravery, courage, firmness and unity in defending the honor, freedom and independence of its native land. The Russians stopped the Mongols and saved Europe from them. They saved Europe from
being enslaved by the French and Napoleon. They have savetl
the whole world from the bondage of Hitierite Germany.
"In the teaching of mathematics and the natural sciences emphasis must be laid on the part which Russian scholars such ns
Lomonosov, Lobachevski, Mendelev, Sechenov, Timiryazov,
* Sept. 17, 1944.
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Popov, N4echnikov, Tsiolkovski, Michurin, Pavlov, etc., have
played in developing them. The teaching of geography must reveal the innumerable resources of our great country and develop
in young people a Iove for its natural features. Love of the country must deterrnine and inspire teachers."
Literature has even performed a face-lifting job on Ivan IV,
long popularly known as "The Terrible." The writer of a new
novel, V. Kostylev, has shown him to be "the state-builder, the
patriot of his time, an experienced politician and a penetrating
judge of human motivations and human interests." Ivan was in
reality the leader of "the progressive and constructive state
cause" against the reactionary feudal boyars (regional lords)
striving toward a break-up of the state," according to no less an
authority than P r ars da."
A similar trend has become noticeable in the entire press, in
public lectures and in scientific institutions. Last year special
conferences were called to draw attention to the contribution
to world knowledge of pre-Soviet inventors, scientists and engineers. Some of their claims might not find ready acceptance
elsewhere. Among other things, it was asserted that Russians
built the steam engine before Watt and invented a carbon filament lamp before Edison's incandescent. They invented the first
rotary motor, the first transforrner, the first arc lamp, etc.
"Russian scientists," it appears, "derived the creative strength
for their scientific arrd inventive activity from their ,rborrri"d
love of their country and of the nation."oo
All of which has plenty of equivalent in self-praise to be found
in most other countries. But while Soviet Russia was in the past
never stingy in its use of superlatives, these were generally reserved forpost-revolutionary figures. For an entire lecture to be
devoted to "the universal historical importance of classical Russian philosophy," as happened in the case of Dr. Ivochuk speaking before the Riga State University in December, 1944, would
* Dec. 11, 1944.
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CHAPTER TWELVE

The Parg and the People
Marxisrn is on the decline, or that the new glorification of Russia's
past means a return to the old economic and political system.
Far from it. These tendencies seem to indicate the party's increased self-conffdence and sense of stabiiity. The party is no

longer afraid that acknowledgment of those roots can wither
the tree of socialisrn itself, or transform it again into a tree of
bourgeois-capitalist reaction. Rather, in the indestructible cultural heritage of the nation it now sees vital roots of society
which can help nourish and protect its orvn system'
The Communists have frankly decided to identify their own
leadership with the full flowering of all that was best in Great
Russian nationalisrn, and to make it, too, an "agetcy of the new
ruling class, the proletariat," while retaining all the basic teachings of Soviet Marxism.

Morality and Soviet Politics
PnUSgi.{f efforts of the part/, then, center on the complex

with
Marxism, and RussiJn nationalisrn with the Soviet policy of
national and racial equatrity. Owing to preoccupation with
primary military

tasks of slmchronizing a.rd^synihesizing_"locali' patriotism

party cad-res in ba
in the occupied a
women and'teen-age Youth in
training deteriorated in the early war years. In 1944 there began
"political i[itan inteisified new drive to indoctrinate rnasses of
erates," to c$mbat the efiects of Nazi propaganda, and to train
Red Army rnen and Young Communists-to fill up the party ranks'
"Particular attention mirst be devoted to expiaining the role of
the soviet state, the Bolshevik Party and the friendship of the
peoples of the ussR as the major factors which have secured for
Lur'country victory over the German fascist aggressors,"- de"Our
clared a pafiy plenurn heici in N{oscow in October, l-944'
propug"idists must emphasize the distinctiveness of this war
tro- il other wars of liberation, for in it is being defended not
only the national indeP
conquests of the Great
sary to educate the mas

nationalism, in the spirit of the

ussR"
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Everywlere and in every way, now, the people are reminded
that they have been victorious because the great party of Lenin
and Stalin was there to lead the nation. "The Bolsheviks have
ennobled the idea of patriotism and raised it to an unflrecedented height. The Bolsheviks have brought into the ^battle
countless masses of people conscious of their responsibility {or
the fate of their country. The Russian people has always shown
breadth of spirit in its deeds in the historical arena, but in our
day it has not only evoked the tradition of the past but has shown
a new character, hitherto unknown to the world.""
Stalin's speeches On the Patrioti,c War and the Stalin-edited
Short Course History of the Communist party of the Sooi,et
Union (and articles in the party papers and
iourrrals which paraphrase or quo,te from them) are the basic materials for the^new
mass politicaleducation and re-education. From fighters at the
front to youthful workers in the rear, even down to Fioneers and
Timurs, extracts frorn those texts are being drilled into the people and cornreaitted to memory. Regiments in the battre line^had
their "htlobile Farty Cabinet" and frequent lectures '.aimed to
bring about concre'r _military results." party propagandists in
such work appeared beside tables covered'with red cloth on
which are xaid out periodicals and pamphlets where sordiers
come for guidance, as to a chaplain.
Intellectuals and scientists are exhorted to master Marxisrn,
"science of the sciences." Even ballet girls in the Bolshoi Theater have to learn their party catechism and pass examinations on
the t-eachings of Stalin. Russian art, we aie told by Comrade
Solodovnikov in Bo'l.sheai'lc,o also draws its greatnesi from both
the unbounded love of the artist for his country and the soviet
power. While "with the decay of capitalism the art of ruling
classes^in^the bourgeois countries has been ever withdrawing
from life, from great problems, and . . . inaccessible for the broad
masses," under the hegemony of victorious socialism have come
"the conditions necessary for the development of art really free
_

* Red Star, Sept. 15, 1944.

and serving tens of millions of toilers . . . Ideology, patriotic expediency and realistic tendencies have becorne organic qualities
of Soviet art. These qualities difier from bourgeois art and make
it the most advanced in the world."
Solodovnikov issues a warning to the "art for art's sakers,"
those who misuse patriotism as a cloak to glorify reactionary

figures. "Drama, painting, song-all these are also means of
propaganda and agitation carried on through artistic images
and for this reason more accessible to the masses and deep in
their penetration. Hence it is clear how important it is for art to
be a party, a Bolshevist, art."
Morality, too, is said to reach its highest development in a new
combination of historic virtues of the Russian people with Soviet
ideology. During the war years Stalin more and more used the
word "morality" and the party gave it new definitions. "Moral
and political unity," says Stalin, "is the great motive power of
our society." In a public lecture in Moscow, Professor M. P.
Baskin recently announced that the "rnoral qualities of the Soviet
people lie in their daring, courage, patriotism, love for the father.
Iand, love for the party, for the cause of Lenin and Stalin." To
these he added Soviet promotion of family love, of loyalty in personal relationships, of rejection of the idea o{ "free Iove," and of
the moral rectitude of party leaders. All such qualities are rooted
in Bolshevik leadership, for "there is no morality outside of
5'

Polrtrcs.

II
Rebuilding the Party
A vasr new crop of party functionaries is now receiving its
training, particularly in the Army and in the former occupied
areas, where war and the tests of war wiped out Communists by
the thousands, if not the millions. In the Ukraine, in the Crimea,
in White Russia and the Baltic states, the otrd party rnachine was
subjected to terrific stress and in many distlicts it collapsed.
In the case of the Crimea, horneland of the Tartars and their
autonomous republic, the rnoral failure" was so pronounced that
the TSEKA issued a special admonition to party leaders, from
which critical lessons were drawn throughout the country. Tartar-born Communists were accused of having neglected Marxist
education of their people and of distorting party teachings. False
"Tartar nationalism" had been preached. The truth of the matter
was that many Tartars welcomed the Germans who promised
thern independence, and that in the Crimea no effective
guerrilla warfare was ever organized. Thousands of backsliding
Tartars were therefore exiled from the Crirnea, and at one tirne
the TSEKA was rurnored to be seriously considered abolishing
the autonomous Tartar Reputrlic altogether.
Nationalists in the Ukraine, too, often proved more influential
with the inhabitants than the Cornmunist cadres left behind to
organize resistance. Thousands of {Jkrainiax}s were kiltred in a
scattered behind-the-lines civil war, led by imported "White"
Ukrainians and backed by the Germans. For a tirne the pafty
seemed likely to lose its influence over the whole corurtryside.
200
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The Partq and the People
In Kiev, the Ukrainian capital, I talked with V. F. Starchenko,
a member of the TSEKA, and vice-chairman of the Ulrainian
Government, about the extent of the Nazi imprint left on the
party and the people. This cool, efficient, realistic, young man
admitted that Communist leaders had at one time been quite
concerned, but said that the problem of counter-education was
minimized owing largely to the German's own greed and political
ineptitude. They had, he claimed, in the end done most of the
Russians'great job for them, by alienating all potential Ukranian
sympathizers through a policy of indiscriminate looting, destruc-

tion and atrocity.
"We have been making a detailed study of German methods,"
said Starchenko, "and we have concluded that no central plan
was ever carried out, either economically or politically. In a {ew
districts the Germans did divide the land; but then they took
away almost the entire crop. In other places Gerrnan civilians
were given land and the peasants were made serfs. In most cases
the collectives were never dissolved. In some places the peasants
were told they could elect their own starots4 or village chiefs, but
they refused to do so, or the starotsi, would decline to take office
after the election. The policy varied according to the army comrnandant. About the only Ukrainians who were given any a-uthority were some of the old'Whites'in exile, who carne back with
the Nazi troops."
The real reason for the Gertnans'failure apparently r.vas that
in the beginning they were confrdent they would be in the
Ukraine forever and they didn't care what the people thought.
In this period their greed and arrogance were excessive. They
took the best land for Gerrnan settlers and robbed other farms
of their best cattle, their machinery and their surplus and reserves. Meanwhile able-bodied girls and boys over thirteen were
conscripted and sent to forced labor in Gerrnany. Over this
system the Nazis set up a few Ukrainian-German or UkrainianPolish puppets, whose appeals to Ukrainian nationalism soon fell
on deaf ears in view of the circumstances. M*y of the puppets
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themselves were killed by partisans or assassinated by the peasants, more and more of whom took to the forests. Gestapo and SS
troops carried out so many atrocities, also, that even the rnost
anti-Soviet peasants were outraged. When, finally, the Gerrnans
began to see that they needed the people to help fight the Red
Army, it was far too late. The Nazi repression thus won acceptance for the Bolshevik alternative to a degree never attained be-

fore the war.
Nevertheless, difficulties of replacing party personnel in the
Ukraine and developing people competent to carry on the ideologicai reconshuction work there were very severe. Party practice was to draw chiefly on the Army and on youths who had
actively demonstrated their anti-Nazi feelings by ioining the
partisans. In Kiev, I learned that out of 1,438 secretaries of local
Komsomol organizations, for example, I,437 had been Young
Communists less than four months. In Kharkov oblast 313
Komsomol secretaries were changed in 1944, and fifty-two party
secretaries. In many places ninety-five percent of the party members disappeared during the war or were expunged from the
rolls.
A young Komsomol leader sent by Moscow headquarters to
reorganize the party and conduct counter-propaganda in the
Donbas told me some very interesting things about her work
there. She said that the German occupation had left only hatred
and disgust for the Nazi system in the maiority of the people.
They had failed to win any significant following on the basis of
such private capitalism as they had permitted to revive. Both
workers and farmers were actually rnuch worse off, materially,
under the Gerrnans, tharr they had been in the last years of the
Soviets, and so many features of their cultural life had been destroyed that, in retrospect, the Soviet period tregan to seem like
a golden era.
"But in one respect," this girl told me, "the Nazis did succeed
in corrupting some of our people. That was by their anti-Semitic
propaganda. After three years of Nazi occupation, and constant
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propaganda against the jews, without any educational effort or
information to combat it, some people were poisoned. One of our
hardest tasks is to cornbat this."
Nazi anti-Semitic ideology tended to have some effect on Red
Army men, also; the usual stories against the Jews circulated to
sorne extent among civilians, and one heard occasional complaints against discrirnination. Soviet propaganda combated
this by publishing facts about tens of thousands of Jewish officers
and men and Cornmunist Farty workers, killed or wounded or
decorated in battle. The Constitutional iaw against advocacy of
racial hatred was strictly enforced whenever action was brought
against such slanderers. On one occasion the head of the Soviet
Propaganda Bureau, A. S. Slacherbakov, made a radio bloadcast
threatening stern rneasures to starnp out any signs of Nazi-inspired race prejudice.
But while no quarter was given to anti-Semitic sentirnents,
nor to any revivai of private enterprise, the Krernlin appeared
more impressed with Ukrainian and White Russian nationalist
aspirations. In any case, the decree of 1943, promising wider
autonomy to the various republics, met great popularity in these
two most important European nations of the Soviet Union. trt
was followed by increased emphasis on the independent role of
Ukrainian and White Russian peoptres and their history and culture, in the building of socialism and in the defense of the IJSSR.
Some critics abroad professed to see in the appointment of separate foreign ministers for the Ukraine and White Russia only a
subtle Kremlin move to provide a pattern to simplify future annexations of border states, or to get extra votes in the new world
peace organizations. While such ideas may possibly have influenced the decision, the consensus among informed foreigners in
Moscow was that it was far more likeiy due prirnarily to internal
political considerations and especially to the Kremlin's desire to
ally to itself the immense enthusiasm which the war-proved
"local" national patriotisrn can still evoke.
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which cany a lot of responsibility. Many local and even district
non-party officials are elected to office-although in practice the

qI

I.
III
Criticism
Tnrnn is a widespread assumption in America and Britain
that because freedom of speech, press, assernbly and organization does not exist in Russia, in our sense, there is no such thing
as public opinion or public or private criticism. trf that were the
case then there would be serious danger of an ever-widening
d peoptre, until the rulers would
g"lf
e Tsar was, Undergrotlnd forces
pres
explosive proportions before comcoul
promise measures could be enforced to divide the opposition.
The fact is, however, that public opinion d.oes exist in Russia,
and made itself felt during the war, in many overt and covert
ways. First of all, remember that all Russia's present high officials
themselves rose from the peasantry or the working class. Many
still consciously identify themselves with the peasants, even in
their living habits; and all of them, subconsciously, react vt'ith

sabotaged and ruined by the peasants that a party-dictated
choice can seldom "stick." This applies also to local soviets,
204

machinery of the party is, of course, sufficiently potent and omnipresent to exclude any man or woman from office by withholding
its support.

Beyond the purely local soviet, however, most officials are
straight-out party candidates. The difference between the election of a public official to higher office in Russia, and one in the
United States, is that there is no opposition party candidate; all
potential office-seekers must represent faith in one ideology, one
system, and adherence to one central social and economic plan
handed down from above-which they can influence only infinitesimally. In fairness it must be admitted, however, that the
some five million Communists, and fifteen million Young Communists, probably represent a larger percentage of total popuiation than the active membership of any single party in the United
States-especially when it is remembered that each of those
party members is expected closely to influence two or three nonparty people in the general public, and be able to call them loyal
followers. In that way, it can be seen, the party sends out antennae to all corners of the country and all sections of the population.
But since in Russia the threat of a legal party opposition does
not arise, the "sense of responsibility" of the ruling power rnust
be largely seU-imposed. Thus you get the extraordinary phenomenon of a party in power becoming its own sole effective
critic. And since it is impossible to draw a sharp line separating
the state administrative apparatus from the party, this rneans
that the Government also must be its own critic. For this purpose special party-control commissions, as well as governmental
commissions, are established to express critical opinion and
make it effective.
Thus, side by side with all the self-praise and gloriffcation I
have mentioned, the Soviet press throughout the war carried
sharp criticisms of party and state officials. Over a period of
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coilected literally hundreds of items of this nature,
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covering a wide variety of activity. Probably the most numerous
reprimands and warnings were addressed to officials responsible
for weaknesses in the production system.
Slipshod methods of harvesting, which resulted in great losses
of grain, were continuously criticized in specific regions. Individuai officials caught in the wrongful use ox appropriation of
state property rn ere singled out as examples. Instances of losses
due to poor packing and shipment of manufactured goods were
frequently cited, and engineers responsible for waste of metals
and materials were upbraided. Outright thefts of materials and
embezzlentent of funds were exposed and cases of bribery of
state ernployees were frequently reported in the Government
and party press.
Blockheadedness, indifierence to duty, and evasion of responsibility by oflficials and bureaucrats were the subject of rnany
editorials and newspaper stories, in which individuals and localities were often mentioned by name. Tlae detail into which these
criticisms enter is frequently surprising. One long article in
Praada, for example, was devoted to ridiculing the chairman of
the Vologda Soviet for refusing to perrnit the marriage bureau
to buy a new set of curtains and to separate it from the funeral
bureau. The writer concluded that the "hearts of the administrato s of Vologda" were made of gristle.
An article of similar length in the great national newspaper,
Izoestia, was devoted to denouncing the town of Chelyabinsk
for not making better layettes for babies, and for producing
'hothing but goods of trashy quality for children." Frorn Ryazan
a Prarsda correspondent reported that no layettes at all were provided by the town authorities and that the local maternity home
had been forced to buy two second-hand layettes from a government commission store-the equivalent of a pawn shop. Other
town fathers were rebuked for failing to provide adequate
living quarters, for inhuman bureaucracy, for falsifying reports,
for neglecting improvements in the school system, and so on.

The Party and the Peoyile
One could be fairly sure that, in every instance when
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such
scandals reached the point where publicity was given to them,

numerous complaints from the people had filtered through to
higher control organizations, had brought on investigation, and
would doubtless be followed promptiy by punishment of those
responsible. Open criticism of different party branches for failure to accomplish their educational and organizational duties, in
the rear and at the front, also, usually preceded or coincided
with disrnissals and new appointments. And from the extent of
such criticism in the press it was evident that a process of change
and reform was going on all the tirne.
Indeed, if this self-criticism permeated the higher organs of
the Government to the same degree which was evident outside
Moscow, one might have conctruded that no more efficient a
system for enforcing responsiveness to public opinion existed.
No doubt much vigilance was exercised in closed sessions of the
higher party organs, but it was quite noticeable that at the level
of all-union commissariats of the Government, where some of
the worst bureaucratic abuses existed, virtually no criticism appeared in print.
In the Commissariat for Foreign Affairs, as an outstanding example most familiar to foreign correspondents, the Press Department and all the Soviet agencies responsible for the conduct of foreign propaganda provided daily instances of inefficiency, which often amounted to sabotage of the war effort.
But no word of criticism of any propaganda official or bureaucrat ever crept into the press. The Sovinformburo, a big
organization with millions of rubles to spend, was in its operations in English-speaking countries undoubtedly tlae least
efiective branch of the Government from the standpoint of results obtained in relation to time and money spent. Yet its worst
mistakes remained uncorrected-and apparently internally uncriticized-throughout the war.
In no way was the obtuseness of the Soviet propaganda policy
with Allied and friendly countries more evident than in its treat-
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rnent of foreign correspondents. The Press Department, to whom

all correspondents are accredited, apparently frankly took the
Ine that the less correspondents saw of the people and their organizations, the better it would be for Russia. Weeks of negotiation were often required even before a correspondent could
visit a school, and trips to the front were urrrrg"d only as conducted affairs. No group of correspondents in the world exhibited
greater patience and restraint under the conditions imposed, and
dernonstrated greater industry and ingenuity in breaking out of
the isolation to which they were condemned.
For the net result of the Press Department's policy was not to
prevent correspondents from getting acquainted with Russians
or trearning about Soviet life. The more industrious learned the
Ianguage sufficiently to operate on their own, and more and more
ignored the Fress Department in seeking contacts and inforrnation. And it was these Russian people, whom one rnet in spite of
the official policy, who gave the correspondent his impression of
the country and the attitude of the public toward the Governrnent.
One of tfre surprising discoveries you make, once you break
aw'ay from the Foreign Office atmosphere of frustration and
htu'eaucracy, is the degree of freedom with which the Russian
speaks about everything with his friends. I have heard no more
severe criticism of the Soviet Government than from Russians
thcmselves, and sometirnes even frorn party rnembers. But at
the same time the rnost efiective "propagandizing" ever done on
rne tras been through contacts with ordinary Russians who conceded the good things accomplished by their Governrnent, along
with their criticism of the bad. It was most effective simply because it proved that beneath all the system of controls the individual Russian still had a rnind of his own and still spoke his
opinions in private with a freedom that gave reality to the
existence of criticism. In this way one was able to form a judgment of the achievements of the Soviet system and dispel a good
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deal of the skepticism which one naturally felt for

20g
self-praise

produced by the propaganda bureau.

IV

The Door to Russia

restore the devastated areas. This work has to be accornplished
by a people physically worn-out after almost intolerabtrJto;X" It

This experience will never be forgotten by the Soviet Government. It knows that another great war would mean total
extinction for the defeated races and nations. The Russians
will take every measure necessary to prevent any combination
from arising again, in Europe or Asia, which tan repeat air
invasion.

On the other hand, the Russian people are not militaristic;
they are not aggressive-rninded. They are conscious of their vast
spaces and depleted population and they do not consciously
want rnore territory. N4ost observers in Russia also think that the
communist leaders do not want-or will not dare to run the risks
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of-expansion just for ideological reasons' But they still distrust
and. fear the kind of Europe that has bred generations of warmakers. They fear insecurity more than
not got two oceans nor even an English
trf the last two wars had cost us over
civilian casualties, as they have cost the peoples of Russia, we
would doubtless take measures no less decisive than those they
demand, to immunize our frontiers against another potential
invader.
On the whole it stitrl seems correct to say that the rnain purpose
of all Soviet foreign policy is to safeguard the nation against
attack, so that in the years ahead the people carr realize, with
their own resources, a life as prosperous and happy as our own.
It was, after all, Soviet diplomats who first insisted that 'peace
is indivisible" and demanded "collective security." But their
leaders often rnake mistakes in the way they try to achieve security. Their ideas of the causes of war are difierent from ours,
and in trying to eliminate them they often needlessly arouse
distrust and suspicion abroad.
It must be rememtrered, however, that all the responsible
soviet leaders believed in the idea of "capitalist encirclement"
trefore this war and that this notion is not dead, despite the un-

shevize" Europe

that might lead
ar with the inva

in Russia during this
paid for survivatr, can
ed behind the Soviet
demand for as long a peace as the world can arrange'
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this decade. Russians have good leason to believe that ten years
from today, when the Ukiaine has been fully restored, their
people *ill b" enjoying a-higher mass.living standard than any
iati-on on the continent of Europe or Asia'
Once that becomes a fact, bft only then, and once the Kremlin feels reasonably secure in a peaceful world, it rnay be-come
possible for the Russian people to enjoy the freedoms of political
'd"*r"ru"y-a democrrry r"o." in line with our own best traditions-side by side with the Soviet system of economy' Until
then, the doors between Russia and the advanced capitalistic
countries will not fully open. But now they are at least_ajar. It
is our responsibility, ai -.,ch as it is Russia's, to see that they are
not again slammed shut.
Madison, Conn.

April, 1945.
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